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Architecture: A Critical HistorY

Most of us have recogotzed for some time that architecture rs

not just a discipline. It is a culture. Viewing architecture as a

disclptire is to6 narro\tr: it reduces architecture to a trade
guid;d by rules and skills picked up^in architecture school and
Ih"t applied dogmatically the rest of one's life.

Viewing architecture as a cultural entity aeknowledggs that
archite-cture has its own characteristic values and attitudes,
customs and trafitions, languages and ideologie and of
course its own artifacts. Yet it is integrally tied to our larger
western culture, owing the same social, economic and political
forces that shape it.

Unfortunately, however, the examination of architecture as a
culture has not frequently and certainly n9t systematically
been undertaken by the press or by the general media. Instead
architecture has been treated on as a small subcategory of
society's manufacture-a manufacture or product you take
for gfanted as so much real estate, or a product Iou cannot
f"Ilt try to understand-an esoteric art object._ F_rom either
perspective, architecture is being robbed of.its full impact and
meaning on all of our lives.

There is no need for another trade rnagazirlrc to deal with
architecture as a business venture. There is no need for
another intellectual journal to keep it esoteric and hermetic.
Vhat is needed is a publication that can expose the full range
of architecture's dimensions to public scrutiny. It should be a
fast-paced substantive newsma gazirne that \ rill both survey the
full range of architectural activity and focus.

Skyline is a publication that will consistently and
conscientiously examine and analyze architecture in all its
forms and facets, tangible, intangible, abstract and concrete,
ephemeral and long-lastiog. It will promote the understanding
of architecture as a way of thinking-of perceiving-in a way
the rest of the interested world can understand.

Skyline will promote that understanding with the people who
create architecture, who influence that creation, and the
people who are affected by it-who respond to it. It will
evaluate, investigate and interpret those complex
interrelationships, ideas and events that go into making
arehitecture. It will not be equivocal or even polite, but it
intends to be fair. It is for those who are willing to recognize
architecture is a tough demanding complex endeavor. It
deserves a hard-hitting, demanding publication.

-Sgzanle 
Stephens
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CiryReport

Working the
RR Yards

Blooming of Soho?

The persistant and unsettling rumor that
Bloomingdale's, the world-renowrred emporium for
the person who wants anything, is planning a store in
SoHo, erstwhile home of arty and crafty, remains
unsubstantiated. Plans have not yet come before the
Landmarks Commission, a must for the area, but
word has it that B'dale's has its eye on the R & K
Bakery building on Prince Street between West
Broadway and Wooster, though some say that this is
not a likely possibility.

On the fast-becoming-fashionable Vest Side, plans
are well 'nderway for the largest development in the
history of Manhattan under the auspices of Lincoln
Vest Associates, a partnership between Observation
Redty Corp. and the Abraha- Hirschfield family. In
January Lincoln West unveiled a preliminary
proposal for a privately frnanced, $I-billion,
residential, commercial, and recreational
development on the site of the 60th Street Ponn
Central Yards. With 76.4 acres in aI (f4.3
underwater) the project extends between Sfth and
72nd Streets along the Hudson River.

The master plan was developed as a joint venture by
Gruzen & Partners/Rafael Vinoly, Architects and
Planners; they will also continue to be involved with
the design of individual buildings. Other buildings or
sections are being designed by I.M. Pei & Partners;
Cesar Pelli & Associates; Edward Larabee Barnes;
Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Associates; and Mitchell/
Giurgola. In addition, there are four landscape
architects working on individual sectors:
Kiley-Walke r ; Zion & Breen; Quennell-Rothschild
Associates; and Vreeland & Guerriero.

The development will be of low-, medium-, and
high-rise buildings, organized along a north-south
boulevard with a waterside park to the west. In
working on the proposal and subsequent desigrr
development, the developers held informal
discussions with the concerned community and
planned considerable public amenities, including
highway and subway station improvements, extensive
green space, waterfront renovation, and an
amphitheater. They are also working with the Urban
Development Corp. on the possibility of
accommodating some of the freight transfer or TOFC
terminal facilities that would be replaced by the new
building. In addition, the luxury housing project as
proposed will not require any form of federalo state,
or city subsidies. Ground-breaking is scheduled for
the spring ol 1982, and constructiono planned over a
period of ten years, will average 480 apartment units
completed eaeh year.

Lincoln West was intending to have the formal
submission to the city completed in September. This
will be followed by 60 days of community board
review before final permission is achieved, and
Lincohr Vest will exercise their option to purchase
the site.

M.G.J.

The newest game in New York is counting how many
big buildings are under construction (hoi many
jelly beans in this jar? ). The lategt hot spot for the
crane-watchers, running neck-and-neck with a few
blocks on Madison Avenue, is a eomewhat longer
stretch on Third. Pareels assembled a number of
y€ars ago, the land is only lrow bei.g developed after
the recent recession and push eastward spearheaded
by the construction of the Citicorp tower between'
53rd and 54th Streets, Lexington and Third Avenues.

Between 48th and 49th on Third a thin, poliehed red
granite tower by SOM is scheduled for completion in
1983. The fifty-story office building, by partner Raul
de Armas, is being built as-of-right; a simple, tall,
thin stmcture, with its structural cross-bracing
revealed in the window patterrr, the tower is set back
on the site with open plaza space on three sides.
Developers are the Cohen Brothers Realty &
Construction Company with the Cadillac Fairview
Corporation.

On 50th, at 805 Third, the Cohen Brothers have
another site, bought from the Durst Organization, on
which an Emery Roth behemoth is nearing
completion. A building that had three stories lopped
off due to community opposition, it is of reflective
glass and stainless steel with a three-storied retail
base to be know as the Crystal Pavilion (this designed
by Bromley & Jacobsen).

SOM is adding another punch to the city fabric with a
l4-sided, 29-story office tower at 875 Third desigued
by Bruce Graham of the Chicago office. Well under
construction, there will lre an 8S-foot-high atrium on
the ground floor and three.other atria within the bulk
of the building. The ground floor contains a
three-level retail area and provides a through-block
arcade.

Between 53rd and 54th, a block north of the SOM
project, Houston Dpveloper Gerald Hines has
possession of a block-front site. Johnson/Burgee are
working on a desigrr, but it is reportedly not yet in
model form.

On the block north of Citicorp tower, on land
acquired from Sam Minskoff & Sons, Jacobo
Finkielstain is developing 9fi) Third, desiped by
Cesar Pelli & Assocrates with Rafael Vinoly in
association with Emery Roth & Sons. The tower is to
have a base modeled after the Citicorp Center and
will include a landscaped plaza on the avenue and a
curved greenhouae at the top.

Beyond these there are plans for large residential
structuret. Alexander's department store, which has
most of the block between 58tI and 59th, and

kxington and Third, is planning redevelopment of
its property. Between 60th and 6lst, the Bowery
Savingi Bank is moving ahead with plans for a

multi-use tower-2O stories of apartments with a
6-storied retail base-to be developed by "a
prominent New York developero'with Gruzen &
Partners Architects. Across the Avenue, one block
north, the Trump Organization is also planning a
large condominium. The architect for the project is
Philip Birnbaum, notewothy for his mediocre plans
that appear puzzled together. All this activ-ity will
effectively 111a1-if not destroy-a generally
low-scalq area of small buildings, identifiable
shops, and favorite restaurants.

One Block Over

The Canadian company Cadillac Fairview has boughl
two-thirds of the blbck on the eaet aide of Lexington
between 52nd and 53rd from the neighboring
Citicorp. Real eetate people estimate that it cost them
somewf,ere between $54 and $100 million. Edward
Larrabee Barnee is reportedly working on a tower
design; we have also heard that there hae been some

discussion between CF and Seagram, who have their
tower one block over on Park Avenue, about an air
rights transfer from SeagraT that-wogJd call for a
pliza designedo it is reported, by Phyllia Lambert.

M.G.J.
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City Rbport: New York Helmeley-Seara?

Harry B. Ilelmeley is spreadi.g the wor{ t}at he
intends to put up the World's Tallegt f,silding in
midtovm Manhaitan. The preferred site for the
I l2-story, 3-million-s.f ., unnecessarily large,
beat-the-Sears-Tower structure "would be between
42nd and 54th Streets and between Third and Sixth
Avenues.o' Further speculation around town suggests

that the only possibility is on 42nd Street between
Sixth and Siventh Avenues. WLo gets this "plum'o on
their boards????

t*;:*#

Biltrnore is now Less

The clock-famed in fact and fiction-was the first
thing to go; then the rest of the Palm Court and other
greai spaces on the ground floor were demolished and
onlv thi lgth-floor ballroom remained intact by
Tuesday, August 18. On Friday night, the owners of
the Biltmore Hotel on Vanderbilt Avenue in New
York had closed the doors and begrrn tearing apart
the interiors. Plans to convert the hotel into an office
building for the Bank of America-stripping the
1913 Warren & Wetmore hotel (sister to the recently
reclad and "restored" Commodore) down to its
skeleton and constructing something in granite and
glass-had been known of for about a month, but it
was not until Thursday, August 13 that all the
financial arrangements for the building's conversion
had fallen into place.

Vhy the haste? The Biltmore is not a designated
landmark, but the Landmarks Commision had been
talking with the 61am6rs-1he Milstein family-about
the possibility of naming some.of the interiors as
landmarks, thus requiring review of any intended
reconstruction. Meanwhile the Milsteins, alerted,
went ahead before the Commission actedo avoiding
the sort of public intervention that prevented the
tearing down of the Grand Central Terminal. New
York City Landmarks officials were taken by surprise

Photos: Corol Clark

and could only manage a temporary restraining order
on further demolition of the hotel after the most
egregious work had been done.

Most unfortunately clear in this incident is that it is
very dfficult for public interest groups and
community organizations - like the Landmarks
Conservancy or the Municipal Art Society-to have
ready access to such plans in time to raise the
appropriate outcry or public review and perhaps
provide an alternative to wanton destruction. Equally
ievealing is that such an outcry and legal measures

like landmark desigrration ehould be necesaary to
save sigpificant works and 1o impress upon
develo[ers the potential value of what they are about
to commit to the dumPsters.

M.G.J.

Architects at
Stake

Miletein Propertiee, recently selected by the New
York State Urban Development Corporation as one oI
the six developers to build 1,809 units of housing at
Battery Park City, has already made a tarnished
name for itself by its graceless and speedy sacking of
the Biltmore. Its style was not that much differ-
ento according to various reports, in the wiry it sought
the award of a dozen sites at Battery Park City.

Evidently Milstein and architect Peter Berman
rounded up a "high talent" sguad of
Johneon/Burgee, Gwathmey/Siegel, Richard Meier,
PauI Rudolph, Eisenman/Roberteon,
Mitchell/Giurgola, Mareel Breuer Asaoeiates,
Conklin Roeeant, Ada Karrni Melamede, the Yilkaa
Group/Joeeph Wills and John Carl Varnecke to
present as bait to UDC. Their argument was that one
developer with many different architects should be
given all the sites to provide the variety that the UDC
and master planners Cooper-Ecketut seek.

The UDC and Cooper-Eckstut (who has devised the
guidelines) thought it still better to select different
developers for the mix of housing types they envision.
The fancy architects got dropped: Milstein got three
sites and two evidently are going to a joint venture of
Varnecke/Berrnan. One was offered to
Johnson/Burgee, who declined -

The Portman Hotel controversy keeps on brewing,
even while the hotel has obtained its $22.5 million in
UDAG rlore/r will get its tax abatements, and even
while rumors constantly spin about the hotel still not
having enough financing for the 2020 room project at
45th and Broadway. Opponents ofthe hotel,
including the Actors' Equity and The New Yorkers to
Preserve the Theater District contend that the
Environmental lmpact Statement submitted to the
City in August did not suffrciently address the
question why the new [rotel could not be built over
tire existing il"l"r, Hufi Theater, the Morosco
Theater, ."nd th" Bijof. The Helen Hays is the only
one considered and found "eligible" for the National
Register of Historic Placeso which seems only to mean
that detailed drawings will be made for the Historic
American Building S"urvey'before it is demolished.
Meanwhile lawsuits are still being pursued, based on
procedural and substanlive ma11s1s 

-e. 
g. eligibility

of the Morosco as a "landmark," or the UDAG and
City Board of Estimate approvals being passed before
the E.I.S. was submitted.

Meanwhile architect ke Pomeroy has been working
on a feasibility plan for saving the three theaters by
building over them. The need for the three small
theaters to be kept instead of being replaced by a
large 1500 seat new theater is simple: many of the
Broadway shows thrive on small audiences.

To this observer the real issue has not so much to do
with historic architectural significance as with what is
being lost perceptually, and what is not being gained
aesthetically with the proposed hotel.

What is being lost perceptually are three theaters
that say "Broadway." The longo lowo spread-out
canopieso their solid and ornate marquees with
glittering lights, and their intimately scaled buildings
festooned with ornament constitute a one-of-a-kind
urban ambience, dense now along 45th. If you walk
down one of those streets in the theater district, you
know you can be only one place in the world. [t does
not matter whether the buildings are architectural
jewels or not. They form a unique and memorable
ensemble-They must all be kept.

Another part of this issue is that no "Architectural
Impact Statement" has been done on the Portman
Hotel. Its design is monstrous. The narrow S0-story
tower is bookended by side walls of monolithic slabs
that carve whole chunks out of the midblock sections
of the theater district. If this is saving Times Square
it is doing so by making it look like Atlanta. All the
statistics by Vollmer Associates, Fred C. Hart
Associates and Design Development Resources cannot
gloss over the inescapable disfigurement to the area.

S.S.

Whitewash on Uftite Way
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City Rcport: New York

The Sky is not the Lirnit
Midtown Zonir,g

o
o

Suzarne Stephens

Flatly put, mlrch of the problem with zoning has
occurred in the values and attitudes that have shaped
zoning thr-ough the years. Vhen the New York City
zoning ordinance was adopted in 1916 (the first
e-o1npr_ehensive ordinance in the U.S.), it sought to
defend compatible uses by separating certain ones
from others, and to preserve sunlighi and air by
limiting the height a tower could go straight op i.o-
the street before stepping back. -

So, with publit outcry the attitud.e has shifted once
again.-Sunlight and openness outside are again
ualued; yet it is too l.ate to get back what is lnst. The
reol questinn is, can zoning assure that those
qualiti.es of the enaironnrent hel.d in esteem by its
citizens will in fact be preseroed? Voluing light and
air the first timc around produced setbaik buil.dings
that usere criti.cized as being boring "wedding
cakes." When plazas u)ere oa,lued, the results utere
ysyally disappointingly blcak stretch.es of pantem.ent.
When the full gamut of bonusablc am.eniiics was
ossessed, ther final results uere often just blank
non-spdces. Th.e problcmfor the nwst part lir,s not in
whot zoning u)d,nts to lceep, but hoto zoning-usually
written to dcfinc things quantitatioely-con rcssure a
qualitatioe response.

To deter the proliferation oflarger and bulkier
buildings in east midtown and redirect growth to the
lower-density west midtovm area, City Planning now
proposes keeping the base FAR all over the east,
midtown area at 15. with limited incentives that 

'. ,' . ,".

would allow extra floor space to total a FAR of 18

flowever, the mid-blocks of the East Side will be kept
(at the lower FAR of 12, while mid-blocks on the West'Side will be allowed a FAR of I.5.

Frankly this isn't much of a "li.d" or,, East Side
groutth, except for keeping doun large assemblages
more tempting und.er one FAR. The base FAR is 15
now; if tlw d.eaelaper tauo,nts to build on the Eost Si.d.e,
he'll just restrict his choice of omcniti.es to the ones
the city a,llaus, a,nd. sti//. build to a FAR of 16
(as-of-right) ond lB (u:ith special permit)-the FAR
of the IBM and AT &T buil.dings.It is probable,
however, that since the city is offering a base FAR of
lB plus tax abatements and more incentives on the
west side of midtown, they will be able to spur growth
there too. Highrise growth will be evenly spread out.

The limitatiltn of FAR in the mid-block areas sounds
at fi.rst hearing as if it can da more than it uill to
sante mi.d.toron's once-uniqtrc ensembb of brousnstones
and tou;nhouses containing shops and restaurants on
its si.de streets. The pottern of louser buildings along
the cross srreers outes rnuch to happenstance: the
shorter lcnglh of the bhcks along thc sidc aaenu.es,
along uith the l9ll setback prooisions, uhi.ch were
ticd to the width of th.e street, mcant that it uas
easicr to assembl.e land. ond build tallcr tou)ers on the
aoenues. The shift in scalc and ambicnce behoeen
neu gktssy tou)ers on at)en tcs and lout-rise
brownstones and tounhouses on sidc streets has
mad.e mi.dtousn a ri.ch and aaricd perceptual
erperi.ence-one that city pl.anncrs began to
acknoubdge too late.
- .l
Still, most of the blocks of townhouses only reach a
FAR of about 6, although zoning currently permits a

-EAR of 15 there. Even the Museum of Modern Art's -'
48-story condominium tower, 621 feet tall on a
narrow side street, keeps within its lower FAR of 10,
.since its zoning lot encompasses the MoMA sculpture
garden and the older Museum. Nous, the lout-scal,e
texture-or uhat is lcft of it-will rwt be much
safer uith a FAR of 12. In recognitian of this, the
City Plonning Departmcnt ho,s set aside afeu special
blacks.

The change in FAR between mid-block and avenue
actually attempts to solve the problem that has arisen
in the last few years over zoning-lot mergers.
Developers have often bought the air rights of
low-rise mid-block buildings and then bargained with
city planners to allow them to count the land on
which the buildings stood as part of their zoning lot,
in order to beef up the numbers in the FAR formula.
When this practice, exemplified by the werghty
44-story Fisher building on 54th Street, was applied
to mid-blocks, the effect was visible. With the
proposed planning changes, developers would not be
able to shift the same amount of foor area earned on
the avenue to mid-block assemblage, a factor that will
keep large-scale development down and encourage
smaller towers on smaller lots. ?he irony, of course,
is that zoning-lot rnergers da hclp retain oldcr
buildings. Thc buildcr may be less i.nclined to tear
d.own a brounstottc if lw con tr,r:.t onl.y buy its air
rights, but also u.se iis lot size for his outi zonittg lzrt.

The city also proposes certain "growth corridors" in
midtovm: between 3fth and 34th Streets on Fifth;
42nd to 34th on Sixth; and along 34th from Fifth to
EighdAvenues. The FAR, now at l0 in those areas,
woulil be allowed to go to 15. Therie growth eorridore,
replete with tax abatements, will no doubt begin to
reflect the change in FAR soon enough. Tlu stores in
tlw mapped grcu)th area, srrch as Lord & Toybr's ot
38th Street, uill prabobly feel thc pressure fillst-rwt

*

By 1961, and many amendments later, it was
becoming clear that open space on the street level was
being sacrfficed. The new zoning ordinance
reapportioned the bulk to encourage the creation of
plazas. Developers were allowed to go straight up
without setbacks if buildings occupied only 40 oi 50
percent ofthe property (depending on height). If
pulled to street line, these [slldings did not have to
step back at such an extreme angle. The Seagram
tower, built three years before, served as the ideal
model-even though it only occupies 25 percent of its
site.

By the late 1960s the City Planning Department had
realized that multiple towers and plazas were too
single-object oriented; in the urban aggregate they
created a superfluity of vacuous spaceE at ground

P hotos : La.utrence Kutnicki

This stieky wicket regarding methods has occasioned
a year-long study from City Planning to figure out a
watertight way of satisfying developers while at the
same time creating a city filled with all the ideal
urban characteristics everyone - including
developers-travels to Europe to see.

Bulky $qfldinge Meet Floor Area Ratio

In the 1916 zoning laws builders were not restricted

according to bulk or height as long as they setback a
certain amount, which was calculated on the basis of
street width. The tower could rise to infinity after a
certain amount of setbacks reduced the tower to only
25 percent of the site. Market conditions, technologyo
and assemblage practices, however, worked against
the buildup of an arsenal of tall, skinny towers.
There were exceptiorlg-1hs Empire State Building
being the obvious one.

With the 196l zoning came the Floor Area Ratio
method. The Floor Area Ratio-the amount of
square footage you could have in relation to the size
of the site-indirectly limited height. However, you
could still build a Vorld Trade Center with a FAR of
15, providing you bought enough land and put all
your floor area only on part of ii. Since the highest
FAR in midtown tended to be 15, the Empire State's
FAR of 27 would not be allowed even though its tower
only occupies 25 percent (instead of 40 percent) of
the site. Yet even with a small quantity of floor area,
under the FAR metlod you could etill build a tsll

r tower if you chose to stretch floor-to-floor heights or
iput your tower's floor area on stilts. It may not be
economical, but, as some buildings like Citicorp
demonstrate, it makes an impact.

level. By l97O a complex array of incentives were
being introduced to keep certain types of buildings
that impart character to a particular district
(theaters in Times Sguare; stores on Fifth Avenue),
plus a wide range of public spaces that would make
new developments more urbane.

By the mid-seventies one could see that bulk was
being traded for bulk, not for open space. W-hereas
plazas outside buildings had been considered
desirable, now the favored space rvas an atrium,
inside a building. More often it was a lobby with a
waterfall. The public amenities were becoming more
prittatized-the domains of owners and tenants-as
well as interiorized.. Furthermore, beeause of special
permits required for the special bonuaes and special
districts, developers were making very special deal.

The City Planning Department was more often than
not caught playing it fast-and-loose. Vhile the Board
of Standards and Appeals is always blamed for the
variance on height and setback for theee bulky
behemoths, zoning consultants Kwarder/Jones and
Davis Brody found that City Plan.;-g had passed
variances affecting 28 million square feet of buildi.g
in the years 196l-1980, while the Board of Standards
and Appeals had voted on only 1.6 million.
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City Report: New York Analyzing a build,iry according to tlrc anu)unt
of slty it bloclcs is an important moue, but it
doesn't guarantee l,out-rise build,ings u)iil stay.

ju,st because thc FAR differenti.ol makes that much
difference to d.eaelopers. But thc tox abatements,
phts the fact that stores lie on l,arge parcels of
already-assenhlcd land, uill be oery enti.cing.

Incentive laning Gets Toned Down

A major change integrally related to FAR concerns
the practice of giving extra foor area to developers in
return for "public amenities." In the new zoning
proposal, the type of amenities for which the
developer would receive floor area would be greatly
restricted. lnstead of the "Covered Pedestrian
Space," and "Through-Block Areade," for example,
only three types of amenities would be systematically
kept. These include, first of all, the plaza, a staple
since 1961, but now more refined. The second
bonusable amenity is called an "urban park"-open
space not necessarily contigrrous with new
development, but that may be used for an air-rights
transfer under the same ownership, and with a
special permit. A third type is a special permit that
will be given to 'osuperior" subway connections.

These amcnitics should be tested, howeaer. The neu
protsisions, for example, allow thc plaza to be glassed
ot)er-an idea that should,first be tricd out with the

P lwto : Law rence Kutnicki

upper FAR timit of 21.6 would be kept-to be used
foi the transfer of unused air rights from adjacent
theaters, the rehabilitation of nearby theaters, and
for the inclusion of new theaters in the new buildings
or for the creation of "Through-Block Gallerias."
The City Planning Department has gone so far as to
list 36 theaters that cannot be demolished without
special City Planning approval.

But how d.o you build. ncw offwe buildings and. saue
ol.d theaters uithout dcstroying thc old. shou-biz
charm of the area-rwt to mention the theaters? '

Many (unlisted.) th.eaters, the Kuartlcrlloncs report
notes, are still to be found uithin thc first l0O feet of
the ansenu.e 67s6-1ftp n,a,st opportww lacationfor
neu deoelopm,ent, lt uson't be easy to encoura,ge
large-scalc deaelapmcnt and sante all those theaters,
especially since air-rights transfersfrom theaters to
offtre buildings haae to be contiguous, except in the
case of land.marhs. But th.en, for the listed buil.dings,
deaelnpers just nced City Planning approaalfor
demolition . . .

Bulk And How to Get It In Shape

The most interesting section of the new zoning
proposal does not just involve the reetricted bonuees

or the tighter Eaet Side FAR. The featuree of the
current zoning that are most signifrcant affect the
placement of the bulk on the site, and the switch in
zoning procedures from the negotiated approach
back to the as-of-right.

The new bulk regulatione aim at keeping projected
builrli.gs from blocking the sun and maintaining a
sense of opennese on the streets of midtown. In
designing his building, the architect and his client can
choose between two typer (called "tiers") of
as-of-right zoning. In other words, if they don't like
conforming to the first set of as-of-right provisions,
they can then go to a second level. The first tier is
based on specific regulations, which the city says is
not the old-hat "prescriptiven'type, but that
definitely do set up rules, and which do make explicit
ways those rules may be "broken." Called "Daylight
Compensation Rules," the first tier, with its "sky
exposure curve'o defers to the sky exposure plane and
setback provisions of the 1916 zoning. Thin curve
begins above a given maximum street wall height, and
like that of 1916 setback, is adjueted to the street
width. For example, it would slope upward and
inward from the street line, starting at a 9O-foot
height on a 60-foot-wide street.

To give some flexibility to architects for the tower
forms, city planners Patrick Ping-tze Too and
Michael Pailey came up with various ways the rules
could be modified. They defined another sky
exposure curve, called the "Vz d curve," that sets up
a second envelope limit to which the building bulk
may reach beyond the regular sky exposure curve, if
it compensates for the encroachment by setting back
or receding from the curve at another point on the
lot.

The second tier allows towers to score "daylight
points" rather than having to conform to sky
exposure curves. This tier, based on the proposal
submitted in 1980 by consultants to the City Planning
Department, Davis Brody Associates and
Kwartler/Jones, allows bulk to be judged on a
o'performance basis." Thus this tier is tied to a
Daylight Evaluation Chart where building bulk is
plotted according to the 'oValdrum Diagram" to
determine how much sky is blocked by proposed
development if one stands in the center of the street
or looks at the building in profile down the block.
The building must attaip a certain score, based on
the 7O-degree average that the buildings set back
according to 1916 zoning, and the 7S-percent sky
"dome" around most buildings.

In this a building's reflectivity is given importanee,
since the qualities of certain materials affect the
pereeption of bulk. Kwartler/Jones found out that a
mirrored glass building like the Fisher building may
have only 20 percent reflectivity, while the Citieorp
building, clad with a light aluminum skin, has a 40
percent quotient.

The consultants had proposed making the Valdrum
Diagram and this "performance'o approach the main
part of the zoning revisions. However, their propoaal
met with resistance from architects, developers, and
city planners, who thought it would be too difficult to
use this meanE to determine how much sky the
building would block out.

Whi.lc it would seem tha,t a, computer could easily do
the cahulatians, City Planning decidcd just to moke
this method, an ohernate to the sky exposure curoe
methods. Eoen in tlw second ticr, tlwValdrum
Dia,grom only plots tlw amount of sky th.e n'eu
dcaelopmcnt utill block, not tlw amount of sky lcft
ooer frotn dcoelopmcnts on eithcr side. Naturally,
th.ere are a lot of argun z-nts ogoittst gettinS too
"conte*tuol," but thcre ore certain zoncs, lVad.ison
Aoenuc in thc 50's,for exomplc, uthere twu buildings
should be very low in fuight to cotnpensote for
sizoblc tou)ers on eitlwr side .

Vhilc this performanee-oricnted. ticr allous more
flcribility to tlw orchitect, it uill only be a bockup
systetn. Therefore, thc dci:eloper usho uants to make
his life easy uill probably follou tlw touer shapes
n4gested by tlwfirst ticr. Certa.in toroers uill na
doubt become stereotypes. lust as thc 1916 zoning
resulted in "wedding cokes," and thc 1961 zoning
encouraged "shoe boxes" stood on end. in a pla,za,
this zoning could ueL prornpt totoers utith shi-slope
cutaes arising fiom squat rectangular bases dcfining
the street utall. Furtlwrma,re, eath buildilry is
eoaluated ogainst on assumcd existing context uhcre
thcre are street ualls of certain heights and setbocks
at a 70-dcgree onglc. But mtrch of th.e existing
d,eoelopment has occurred, accord.ing to substanti,ally
different zoning policics. There uill be a nwnber of
pla,ces utlwre tlw neu bulk conftgurations uill appear
"out of contert."

A more contextual approach might have been
afforded midtovrn'had the City Planning Department
adopted Kwartler/Jones' "street district" concept
outlined in the appendix to the 1980 zoning draft.

IBIII plaza 
-utlwnfnislwd-before 

behry put into
law. llloreooer, plazas may end. up hoaing ad.oerse
effects on cross streets, utlwre tlwy uill haoe to be
placed, since mast ncto buildings will be required. to
extend out to th.e lot li.nc in ordcr to maintain the
"street usall" on tlw auenucs. Vlwn ofeu plazos
exist, like Greenacre park and Paley Park (both
containcd., smaL, and uteV pl.anncd) tlwy add to th.e
sidc-street character. But if open plazos proliferate
on sid.e streets, they could end up l""kirS kke so
many missing teeth.

Certain controls would be mandatory, for which no
bonuses are given. Requiring the base of the building
maintain the existing street wall on designated
avenues and requiring retail facilities be kept in some
new development are two such provieions. "Special
District" status on Fifth Avenue and in the theater
district stays, but the Fifth Avenue FAR of 21.6 will
be dropped. New for this district is a requirement
that light-colored masonry cover at least 20 pereent
of the building up to the 8S-foot height in order to
maintain the character of the avenue.

The theater district would be allowed more
possibilities for bonuses than the Eaet Side, and its

*
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The street district is aimed at making street wall
heiehts adiust to existing development. Every-site- 

-

*Lfta be Jvaluated in rilation to a perceptual field
measuring l(X)0 feet in both directions' With each

new development the City Planning Department
*ould look'at lhe dominan street wall heights and

the iat ge of variation; then try to adj-ust the new wall
to that f,eight. The street district would have also

addressedihe problem of a building fronting a corner
propertv: now'if a building on an avenue is allowed to

io tL . certain height, that height wall can wraP 
-

E"o,r"d the buildi-ig for a length of 100 feet into the

side street, where it doesn't belong.

Much of the midtovrn zoning report makes a lot of
senseo although (naturally) it should have been

orooosed v"u"". ugo. The cautionary approach to
I"""ltti"" 6onuses"(which, nevertheless, should not be

;;..J out completely) and the reappo-rtionment of
bulk on the sites all ihow a strong' well-thought-out
redirection. Most important, by applyrng a

olJo"-.rr"e t av of ihinking to city planning, along

foth criteria for-daylight and optnrrtts, the city is

acknowledgit g the imlortat ce of the.,pedcs.trinn's

perceptian in appreciation of the built environment'

No longer are new developments being understood as

if one is viewing them froin an airplane; they are
being evaluatedo as most people see them-from the
ground up. This is commendable.

Horoeoer, many specifrcs of the zoning proposal will
hanse to be scrutinized clnsely. The FAR o'limits"

sound as if they limit more than they do: they will
still allow high constructian to go up in the east sid'e
of mid.town, but just black lz-ss of the sky. Lou-rise
buil.d.ings oDer mart of mi.dloun are doom.ed to
disappear, except in a feu: instances uther_e they are
declnred landntarhs or occupy specially dasigtated
mid,-blncks. In the end there uill sti.ll be mony bad.ly
designed., boring-laoking touers, just toith somc
sli,ghtly neut shapes.

The most dubiaus parts of the City Planning report
concern the areas th.e proposal only touches upon.
For exalnplc, the Clinton residcntial neighborhood,
uest of Eighth Aaerurc betueen 43rd and. 57th Streets
is in troublc. It was given a low-density, low-rise
special neighborhood preservation status in 1974
b-ecause of community objection to the growth
expected if the New York Convention Center had

Plnto montoge : N athanicl Li.eberman

been built as planned at 44th Street and the Hudson.
The residentJshould be worried again, for there is
specific mention of revising Clinton zoning a-nd

'looking into the feasibility of a new kind of
high-density residential district for the housilE_
mirket thai is essentially Midtown-oriented." Sounds
like luxury highrises for Clinton.

As d.isturbing is mentian in the report of the
establishment of a Neu York City Economi'c
Deoelopment Corporation to prottide assist_anrce in
site asiembl.age through its pouers of condcmnatinn
"tf necessary." Does ihe ease utith uhich d.ertelope-rs

iay bael parts o.f mid.26v1n-s$pipusly old.er and
poie ntinlly marelisto.i.c fr agmcnts 

-haae 
to be

'aided. by ihe city? The condcmnatian clause lttill help
preetnpt "holdouts," th.e dcoelopers' curse. But it
'robs 

those usho ousn their outn hotne or busitrz,ss of a
littlc stobility in this sea of chonge.

The midtown zoning reports intentions and the
concrete proposals are sound. But unless
vulnerabilities and ambigrrities are addresaed in the
coming months, it won't do much good. There will
still be "overbuilding"-it will just be in different
places.
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Gilerres/Symposia
o

Palladio

Facad.e project for Pal.azzo Ciaena, ISJ9.
Courtesy of the Royal Institute of British Architects

Over one hundred exquisite drawings by Andrea
Palladio were on display through September at the
Art Institute of Chicago. Although most of the
exhibited drawings were contfiuted by the Royal
Institute of British Architects, fifteen other
collections also lent important drawings to this
comprehensive show. Vhile the exhibit included only
one-third of Palladio's surviving sheets, it would be 

'

difficult to assemble as many fine drawings from all
other Renaissance architects combined. Many of
these drawings survived only because Palladio never
got around to publishing them-a process that
involved pasting them face down toa block of wood,
and destroying them with a chisel. Besides their
intrinsic beauty, the drawings contain a wealth of
information about Palladio'i architecture
unobtainable from other sources.

The exhibit was conceived as an antidote to our
guqlor_nary lependence for information upon
Palladio's Four Books, which are highly polemical
and relatively opaque to our curiosiiy ab-out the
development of the mind behind them. Even more
than his built works, which are diffrcult to visit and
rep-resent-Palladio in various attitudes of compromise
with his clients, these drawings reveal Palladio as a
w-olking architect: w€ see him discovering the genius
of the ancients, synthesizing his experiences witt a
flourish, and presenting alt6"rati""s to clients,

The catalogue that accompanied the exhibit is so well
done that it should join the Four Books in every
architectural library. The text's somewhat arcane
ernphasis on attribution and historiography never
defates the true sigrificance of the eihibit, and some
of the feats of scholarship surrounding the drawings
are genuinely interesting

But the true significance of the exhibit is its
revelation of Palladio's essential modernism. He
made archeological sketches of epecific classical
preeedents and_then reevaluated them in a way that
we-find_particularly relevant today. Palladio did t ot
follow the suit of of ancient templi architects who
sub-ttl modulated the shape and spacing of
irchitectural elements in-order to pleas-e the eye.
They_ gave columns entasis, and spaced them more
closely at corners to allow the outermost triglyph to
sit with its side flush with the side of the cap-iiai below
it. Yet in a remarkable early presentation drawing of
the Palazzo Civena in Vicenzi, Palladio ignored "
entasis, preferring the pure idea of the column to any
subtle adjustment. He centered the outermost
triglyphs exactly over their columns, seemingly
pos-tulating an infinite grid that aligns elements
without the necessity of adjusting for mere
appearancee. Mies van der Rohe has a similar idea;

P-o r t r oit of And,re o P olladio W G . B . lll aga,za.
Courtesy of Counts Angelo a,nd Paola diValmarana
there is an uncanny resemblance between the "five
module-two module" rhythm on the facde of Mies'
Bacardi Administration Building and that of the
Palazzo Civena. [n another early archeological
drawing of the Tempietto at the springs of the
Clitumnus near Trevi, Palladio seems to prefigure the
phenomenal transparency and arcane detailing of
Shinckel's neoclassical and modern Berlin
Schauspielhaus.

Palladio was much more of a rationalist than the
ancients. His "striped style" project for the Villa
Valmarana at Vigardolo anticipates the severity of
Ledoux's project for a workman's house at Chaux in
1773. Palladio's reconstruction of a Greek house
after Vitruvius in 1547 bears only a fleeting
resemblance to those uncovered by modern
archeology. Rather than simply investigating the
house type, Palladio introduced one of his most
significant inventions : proportionally sequential
suites ofthree rooms ofgraduated sizes.

ReYisions

Last spring at the Institute for Architecture and
Urban Studies there happened an unlikely series of
'oconversationstt under the rubric ReVbions.
Organized by a diverse group-Deborah Berke,
Valter Chatham, Christian Hubert, Rob Livesey,
Mary Mc[,eod, Joan Ockman, and Alan Plattus-
because "there was nothing specific happening for
young architects" (those under 35), the intention was
to provide an alternative to more traditional
symposia and lectures where an establishment
presence often inhibits more general participation. It
was to beo,a forum for expression "without fear of
recrimination, reprisal, or reproof. "
The schedule-a dozen Monday evenings with topics
like "Post-Modernism, Vho's Generation?";
Small-Scale Projects'o; and "Politics, Taste and the
Avant-Garde"-ranged from the abstract to the
actual, hinting at opportunities to see real worko
history, criticism, and theory. It was clear from the
printing on the poster, however, that we should not
expect the "same old stuff."

Unpredictability was the most promising aspect of the
series. As it was written, the potential existed for mud
pies or raspberry souffiri-and both were achieved.
The variations were provoked by the fiffering
characters of the organizing committee members,
supplemented by an equally diverse, often untested,
succession of presentationso and complemented by the
unexpected elements of the audience.

An important premise of Re7isions was that the
audience would be instrumental in determining the
agenda, directiono and level of the discussion. Most
surprising was that the group remained large and
fairly diverse throughout. Although it was often
disappointing in its self-restraint, the audience
generally served to keep discussion directed at what it
felt was the point, abetting or beating dovm the flights
of the presentations, One observer remarked aftei
one less successful evening that "understanding what
just happened is like trying to untangle SlinkyJ that
children have left tangled on the stairs."

A few specific observations remain to be made in
retrospect:

-Curiously, 
architects seem more stable than artists

when faced'with having to explain themselves.

-Mayan 
mythology, when combined with Heidegger

and Hegel, is not designed to be palatable to the
young; particularly to associates in large firms who
prefer to stand on o'real" matters.

-Politics, 
philosophy, and social well-being no

longer appear to be acceptable as prima genirators of
architectural intentions.

-Sources 
are a very personal matter and often

better left unexhumed; cultural exegesis is also a
problematic subject unless handled with consummate
rationality.

-Historical 
and vernacular cfibing and modulation

run rampant, for better and for worse.
-:-Top marks should go to all those who had the
character necessary to place personal expression in
review before a jury ofpeers; extra applause for
those who have had woik built.

-There 
is little hope for Columbus Circle.

This last point bringa up the concluding event of
ReVisions. As the questions, accusations, and
generali-,ties flew over the months, a competition wae
held calling for a redesign of Columbus Ci"cle. The
product-if-you will-illugtrated the wide variety of
concerns and the balance of perspectives and talent
that had become apparent aririn! the series. The
projects included imaginsHe solutions that reveled in
dreary pedantry, sartorial splendor, or humorous
objecthood; there were many "don't-you-wish-it-
could-be" fantasies of varying degrees of imagination
and strictly graphic musings of many derivations.

Sinee it was intended in its very inception to be
inc_o_nclusive, there can be no final judgment on
ReVisions except recognition of the experience itself.

M. G. J.

Palladio's creative embellishment of an ancienr
framework was perhaps the most rewarding aspect of
the show, one that most clearly reveals his genius. We
can see his sensibility, not just in his ovrn desigrrs, but
in what he chose to examine. The lost Baths of
Agrippa on the Campus Martius incorporating the
Pantheon form the basis for a fantastic series of
inventions that are all the more valuable for having
no solid archaeological foundation. A small
photograph of Piranesi's imaginary scheme for those
baths-,_while having nothing t; do with the drawings
of Palladio, would have heiped to place Palladio'J
contribution in perspectiveind thus e-plffied the
true significance of the exhibit. Likewise, a
photograph of Huyot's archaeological "restoration'o
done in l8l I for the Temple of Fortune at Palestrina
could have clarified Palladio's brilliant pvrotechnic
inventions on the same theme.

Other works in the show reinforce Palladio's
importance: Vhile Bramante's Tempietto in Montorio
is a vital reassemblage of ancient parts, Palladioos
Tempietto at Maser recombines virious architectural
formq, sueh as the temple front, the crucilorm plan,
and the centralized dome, without compromising any
of their separate qualities. Palladio studied the -
Roman Imperial baths and extrapolated their
symmetrical and hierarchical organization into a new
kind of volumetric ensemble: the villa at Meledo. This
remained an important organizational paradigm well
into the twentieth century, and enabled modern
programmatic and technological problems to be
solved with a purely classicil rocabul"ry of forms.

Andere Nereirn
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The End of the Road

"The Drawings of A-ndrea Palladio" was first Eeen at
the National Gallery of Art in Washington. During
October it will be at U.N.C./Chapel Hill and is
traveling from there to San Antonio, Harvard, and
Memphis. The magrrfficent exhibition catalogue
eontains all the 61a-ples from the show, accompanied
by an introduction and notes on the work by Douglas
Lcwis, curator of the exhibition. The book was
produced to accompany the show by the International
Exhibitiong Foundation in \flashiiglon.

Tlrc End of tlw Road: Yonishing Highutay
Architecture in Amcrica, photographs and text by
John Margolies, edited by C. Ray Smith, desiped by
Ivan Chermayeff, published by Viking,/Penguin in
collaboration with the Hudson River Muaeum, l98l;
!)6 pages, 126 photographs, $22.50.c1oth, $12.95
paper.

The true test of desigrr ingenuity came when there wag
nothing on the road, eo much nothing that a stop
somewhere wa6 necessary. Such was and is the
dubious raison d'6tre for the "roadeide amusements"

-attractione 
that exist as such and often nothing

more than to generate the "I've Been To
bumperstickers.

Margolies ends with a plea for reevaluation and
o'preservation.o' Road architecture, we are told, is
our "definitive contfiution to the art of desigr in the
twentieth century." Margolies exaggerates, and the
hyperbole is pointed, for if such architecture is our
"definitive contributiono" it must be "preserved.oo
But how can we o'preserve" an "architecture" that is
improvised, often ephemeral, by nature? It almost
seems we should aho preserve it from a museological
status-the status of a tradition to which it never
pretended, let alone knew. To place examples of
roadside architecture in a museum would give it a
false aura; to place photographs of such architeeture
in a museum as Margolies does begins the process.
Kitsch creations can also be made sacred objects.

And yet, this is our own "folk architectureo" one that
modern desigrr largely effaced. John Margolies rightly
insists on its importance, although occasionally he
sounds like Tom Wolfe's caricature of the
Post-Modern architects-the Pop artist in
architectural academe, the Friend of the People in
the "compound.o' It is hard to see The End of the
Road apart from the polemics of Post-Modern
architecture. Both Philip Johnson and Robert
Venturi are important to Margolies-Venturi, in
particular. He is, of course, the spokesman of the
"vernacular"-1hg1 is, of an architecture that
conflates commercial sigrrs with architectural
symbols. In fact, The End of the Road catalogue
reads like a "prequel" to Learningfrom Las Vegas
(1972) by Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, and
Steven lzenour. Both books stress that road
architecture is best comprehended from the car, and
both note that signs often signify a building type more
than its actual form. More important, both acquiesce
to "low culture." ("It proves that what we are best at
is being tacky and commercial.") But Margoliee'
roadside architecture is different from Venturi and
Scott Brown's: These Mom-and-Pop businesses are
pre-Vegas, i.e., pre-consurnerist culture. Th.e End of
ihe Road could not be descfied-as Kenneth
Frampton descfied Learning-as "ideology in its
nuresi form.o'one that "condones . . . ruthless
kitsch" and conceals "the brutality of our own
environment."

During the summer the Museum of Modern Art in
New York presented a retrospective focusing on two
of the talents of Marcel Breuer. "Furniture and
Interiors," curated by Christopher (Thonet: 150
Years of Furniture) Wilk, displayed, in a very
Breueresque manner of straightforward and elegant
organization, the objects and qualities that made
Breuer famous very quickly and a continuous
influence on modern design. The tubular steel
furniture that he designed for six brief years, from
1925 (1925!) to 1931, and the apartments and
pavilions of the late '20s and early '30s are exemplary
of the essence of Modern design, defined by the
synthetic, holistic vision of the Bauhaus rulster.
Designers are indebted to this day to Breuer's
invention and the spirited search it represented.

After his last tubular steel design, Breuer
experimented in aluminum, bent or laminated wood,
cut-out plywood, and even stone. Both furniture and
interiors slowly lost the geometric rigidity of the
Bauhaus designs, developing an increasing
massiveness and texture; the furniture acquired
qualities inspired by Aalto and Hans Arp, the
interiors those of New England stone. Although the
later work is more problematic than the early
innovations, it is naturally in sequence-part of a
logical, seamless progression: metal to wood to stone,
and furniture to rooms to houses to larger things.

Breuer's furniture as seen at the Modern was the
result of an imagination and intuition exploring, as if
by necessity, the use of a material to its most
characteristic capability. In the exhibition and the
comprehensive catalogue, we are witness to the
solution of Breuer's vision, his curiousity, and his
unceasing inventiveness.

M.G.J.

Yentris Jlat, Lond.on, 1936
Courtesy of the Museum of ltlod.crn Art

Photo: @ l"t "MargolieslESTO
To most of us, road culture means Fords on the
freeways and shopping malla in the suburbs. But
alongside (or underneath) that road lies a1161hg1-
the road of the move west, of the gas pump, the
Mom-and-Pop diner and the motor hotel; of strips
and drags and Route 66s. Alarmed that this road may
be at an end, John Margolies photographed it. Five
years, 100,000 miles, and 15,000 slides later, he has a
record that is both a celebration and a memorial:
"The End of the Road: Color Photographs by John
Margolies," which was on view at the Hudson River
Museum from July l8 to September 13.

These photos are fun in a nostalgic way (remember
Mobil's flying red horse?) The real interest, though, is
almost semiotic and yet, fortunately, Margolies does
not decode these signs and symbols. Rather, he
photographs them straight, and captions them with
an essay that suggests how they came to be. Road
culture, he writes, depended on three things: gas,
everyman's ssp-1hs Model T-and asphalt. By
l9l0 the culture had emerged; 1920 to 1955 was its
Golden Age, the period of diners and drive-ins. Then,
corporate America slowly ate up all the Eats and
teepee motels, and the country road became a
monotonous Monopoly board of McDonald's (1955)
and Holiday Inns (1953). (Named after the 1942
movie with Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire, the chain,
significantly, modeled its sign after a movie marquee.)
The extra room at the farm passed from the cabin to
the bungalow court to the mega-motel. Giant logos
Iike the Golden Arches replaced local signs, as the
corporate logic ("The best surprise is no surprise")
was pounded home by ads on TV.

What really redrew the map was President lke's
Interstate Highway system. A defense measure
(remem.bao this was the time of the backyard bomb
shelter), it was designed to evacuate cities. In many
ways it did just that. The highway network retraced
traffic, bypassed towns, and with the new high speeds
and zone restrictions, changed the nature of roadside
architecture.

Indigenous and diverse, the old-road culture has a
kitschy allure. Its architecture shows a genius for the
literal, as when shops serve as their own signs. One of
Margolies' best examples is Bob's Java Jive in
Tacoma, Washington-a coffee-shop in the shape of
a coffee-pot. The road also shows a love for the
sham/auihentic: many of the old diners were only
made to look like old railroad cars. Vhen the
product was standardized, as in the case of gas, early
ioadside dealers would resort to the guixotic and
corny, such as the dinosaur station in Wall, South
Dakota, "The Only Dinosaur Station of its kind in
the World."

Breuer
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Robert Moses, New York's supreme master builder,
public works genius, Power Broker, and formerly
godlike shaper (and mis-shaper) of 2fth-century New
York City and State's physical environment, fied a
somewhat ignominious death at age92 in Weat Islip,
Ircng Island, on July 29. Since his loee of control of
the all-powerful Tfiorough Bridge and Tunnel
Authority in 1968, he had been almost forgotten by
the millions whose lives he had directly infuenced.
Moreover, he left a mere $50,000 in personal assets,
although he spent a total ol $27 billion of city, state,
and federal funds on projects initiated during his
years of porver (1924-68).

Moses' reign as city builder and wielder of power
through the "fourth arm of the government," the
Public Authority, included the forging of some 627
miles of highr^'6ys in and around New York City;
building l3 bridges and tunnels, among them the
Verazzano-Narrows, the Bronx-Vhitestone, the
Queens Midtown Tunnel, and the Tfiorough. Moses
himself never learrred to drive a car and never paid a
toll. He created at total of 2,567,256 acres of state
parkland, built 658 playgrounde, and sculpted
beaches for the public. Moseg'Jones Beach, which
opened in 1930, is, according to Paul Goldberger,
"an elaborate seaside Xanadu for the masoes,"
though there has been much doubt as to Moses' plans
to include nonwhite minorities in recreational
facilities as part of those masses.

Moses' "monsters" included numerous housing and
"urban renewal" projects, often laced with graft and
corruption on the part of the developers. Moses,
however, was never implicated, nor was he criticized
for these scandals in the press. The Manhattantown
and Title I debacles of the '50s were discuesed openly
only in the Pos!, and it was not until "The Battle of
Central Park" in April of 1956, when Upper-Vest-
Side matrons were photographed weeping against a
background of bulldozers (Moses' henehmen, who
were clearing trees near the Tavern on the Green to
make way for a parking lot), did public and press
finally associate the name of Moses with the image of
a b 'lldozer. A Nezo York Times editorial signaled
Moses' downfallo and television helped to spread the
word that Moses destroyed parks in addition to
creating them.

Moses' conservatism in politics (FDR was his bitter
enemy) was reflected in the legislation he drafted,
circumventing the democratic process and upholding
his authority to control funds and hack forests, and
to manipulate on a grand scale properties, funds, and
politicos, treating New York "like a giant Monopoly
board," according to Robert Caro's Pulitzer
Priz*winning biography, Tlw Pouer Broker: Robert
llloses and the FoU of Neu Yorlc (Knopf, 1974). In
chiseling highw6ys, thousande of elderly and poor
tenement residents were uprooted-in a single mile
ofthe path ofthe Croes Bronx Expressway, 1500
apartmentE were razed.

Moses'character appeared to be riddled with
contradictions: Calvanistic, "idealistie," fighter for
government reform at city and state levels, lover of
poetry and litcreture, but emitter of statements such
as "If the end docsn't juetify the means, what does?o'
Moses' lifelong ambition was to write a pulpy novel:
entitled From Pa,hrc to Pbrr;s (indicating a "closet"
love for trees?), it was nejected by all publishers to
whom he submitted it. His buldozing persona was/is
a gold mine for annchair psychoanalysts and
decodera ofthe pathology ofporf,er, his constructive
contfiutions notwithstanding.

Moees' victories might seem to be Pyrrhic, and one
wonders whether New York without Moses'having
had his way might be more livable-more
rlaterfronts, forests, freshwater marshes, fewer bland
monuments to urban blight; but it is impossible to
imagineNew York without Robert Moses' imprint,
and his legacy, his "oeeupied" territory, will be with
us for some time to come.

ru.N.

o

On June 15, John Dinkeloo died in his sleep while on
vacation in Fredericksburg, Va. Dinkeloo, the
technical partner in the firm of Kevin Roche, John
Dinkeloo & Aseociates will be remembered for
pioneering the application of certain significant and
h.ghly visible building materials in architectural use.
Veathering steel and reflective glaes are just two such
materials first given architectural application by
Dinkeloo, when he was technical head of Eero
Saarinen & Associates, the predecessor firm to
Roche, Dinkeloo.

Dinkeloo obtained a degree in architectural
engineering at the University of Michigan in 1942,
and subsequently worked for SOM in Chicago before
joining Saarinen in 1950. At the time, Saarinen was
designing the General Motors Technical Center in
Warren, Michigan (finished in 1955), and put
Dinkeloo in charge of his technical department.

Dinkeloo saw that neoprene gaskets, which held glass
onto cars, could be adapted for the Tech Centeros
paneling. Similarly, while working on GM, Dinkeloo
looked at the porcelain panel used only in fi[ing
stations and developed one that was laminated and
polychromed to clad GM's exterior walls.

When Saarinen's office was designing the Deere &
Company Administrative Center in 1964, Dinkeloo
pushed the use of exposed steel. He found one kind
that had been used for coal-hopper cars in the 1930s,
which corroded to yield a dense oxide protective
coating. He had a difficult time convincing
manufacturers that it could work and would not be
too thick to weld. But he did, and the firm continued
to use the materials where structurally feasible (it
lacks fireproofing).

As early as GM-the widest application of glass at
the time-Dinkeloo saw the need for a glass that
would reduce the heat load. When the firm began
desigrring the Bell Lab Development Center in
Holmdel, N.J., in 1962, Dinkeloo, inspired by Bell
Lab's work with metallized polyester film on air
balloons, developed a process of putting the solution
on glass and then laminating the two panes in a
vacuum so that it would not stripe. By the time the
firm was designing the Deere headquarters, Dinkeloo
was adding a bronze metal spray to the process.

By the mid-1960s, when Kevin Roche and John
Dinkeloo had officially changed the name of the firm,
another period was beginning technically as well as
architeeturally. The buildings-products industry had
.,aught up with architectural visions. No longer were
there the ample budgets to conduct painstaking
research. Nevertheless, Dinkeloo did continue to
refine and investigate new ideas. Some did not take
off: One of the most visually arresting was a glass
used for the Irwin Union Bank & Trust addition in
Columbus, Indiana, executed tn 1972. Here Dinkeloo
sprayed metallized fi.lm on clear glaae in broad stripes
alternating with bands of green laminated glass to
give the space a pattern and transparency of light
filtered through venetian blinds. Dinkeloo's last
project was to develop a more rigid ahrminum siding
of flat strips for the General Foods Building in Rye.
New York (under construction), and an insurance
building for the Deere headquarters.

Even when refining, instead of pioneering, new
applications of materials for architectural use,
Dinkeloo was finding ways in which form and technics
would continue to be inseparable-where
architecture, in the best modemist tradition, would
draw equally from both a formal image and a
technical idea.

The firrn plans to retain the name of the two partners
until all current projects are finished.

Alfred HamiltorrBarro Jr., director of the Museum of
Modern Art from its founding in L929 until 1943,
died on August 15 in Saliebury, CT, at the age of 79.
It was he more than any other individual, who was
responeible for the formulation of the basic principlee
and policies that shaped MoMA from the beginning.

Barr was appointed director of MoMA at age 27,
when the museum occupied six rooms of gallery and
office space on the twelfth floor of the Hecksher
Building at 730 Fifth Avenue (57th Street). Barr's
basic conception of the museum was one devoted to
all the contemporary visual arts-not only painting,
sculptureo and graphic art, but photography,
architecture, industrial design, theater, and film-a
conception far ahead of its time. During his
directorship, Barr established new standards of
judgment and performance in both the pioneering
exhibitions he directed and the publications he wrote:
exhibitions such as "Cubism and Abstract Art"
(f936); "Fantastic Art, Dadao and Surrealism"
(f936); and one-man retrospectives of the work of
Matiese (1931, and l95l-52); Edward Hopper (1933);
and Picasso (1939-40, 1957, and 1962). Barr's classic
texts include Picasso.' FiftyYears of His Art (1945)
and fuIatisse: His Art and His Publtu (f95f).

In 1943, Barr was "banished" from his role as
director-partially due to trustee discontent with
such "low-art" exhibitions as Morris Hirshfield and
Joe Milone, and to charges of "administration laxity"
from the museum's president at the time, Stephen C.
Clark. From being "on the shelf'(Barr's phrase)
between the years 1943 and 1947, Barr moved back
up the ladder to become, from 1947 until hia formal
"retirement" in 1967, director of Museum Collectiona,
a iole to which the scholarly Barr was well suited.

Alfred Barr's grasp of the signiGcance of Walter
Gropius' work and of the Bauhaus in general, gained
during his trip to Dessau in 1927,led to his
endorsement of the landmark "Modern Architecture:
International Exhibition" (1932), curated by
Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson, Barr's
longtime friend. Under Barr's leadership, one of the
first public buildings in the U.S. was erected in the
International Style - the guintessentially "modernn'
1939 MoMA, designed by Philip Goodwin and
Edward Durell Stone.
M.N.

Peter Collins, the eminent architectural historian,
died suddenly in Montreal lastJune, six months after
the death of his wife. Collins, a professor of
architecture at McGill University was well known for
his book Changing ldcols in Mod.ern Architecture,
1750-1950, (1956), as well as for two other books
Concrete: Th.e Vlsion of a Neu Architecture, (1956),
and. Architectural Judgnent, (1971). Born in [-ceds,
Yorkshire, Collins received a Diploma in Architecture
from Leeds College of Art, and i Master of Arts from
the University of Manchester. In 1956 he came to
McGill, and in the course of his career also taught at
Yale, Cambridge (England), University of Calilornia,
Berkeley, and Smith College. He was also a research
fellow in law at Yale University and obtained a law
degree in l97l from Queens University in Kingston,
Ontario. He received much recognition for hiJwork
during his lifetime including a lgZZ AIA Critic's
Award.

John Dinkeloo
191 8-1981

Robert Moses
1892-1981

Alfred Barr
1go2-1981

Peter Collins
L920-1981
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Marcel Breuer, who died after a long illness on JuIy
3, was born on Nlay 22, lm2 in P6cs, southwest
Hungary, the son of a dental technician. At l8 he left
home to attend the Akademie der Bildenden Kunste
in Vienna, worked in an architect's of6ce there, and
soon after left for Veimar, to attend a new art school

-the Bauhaus. Breuer graduated from the Bauhaus
n 1924, and began lesshing there in 1925. His close

atsociation with Walter Gropius was to last for many
years after he left the Bauhaus to take up an
architectural practice in Berlin 1928-1931. He began
tlay6ling in 1931, but continued his architecture and
design work. Breuer spent two years in E.gland,
where he worked with F.R.S. Yorke and produced
furniture for Isokon, before emigrating to the United
States in f937. The first ten years in the U.S., Breuer

Breuer moved to New York City and establirhed hig
own practice. In l!b8 he won the AIA Gold Medal. In
1981, the already ailing architect received Knoll
International's Creative Achievement Award, which
was accepted by his wife Constance. The firm, knomr
as Marcel Breuer Associates will continue .nder the
Ieadership of principale Herbert Beckhard, Robert
Gatje, Tician Papchristou, and Hamilton Smith.

spent in Cambridge, working partly in collaboration
with Gropius, and teaching at Harvard. In 194,6

Research Center for lBlll France, La Caudc, 1960
Flaine Resort, Haute Sorsoic, France, 1960

Marcel Breuer ord his wife Constonce, ot home in
Neut Cotwan,7947

Vincent Scully

The first time I met Marcel Breuer he courageously
expresse4 contempt for the work of Frank Uoyd.wright. 

Thie was at a Muse 'm of Modern Art
symposium entitled "W'here is Modern Architecture
.Going?" I next rret Mr. Breuer while paying a visit to
Philip Johnson's new house in New Cinaanin 1949.
Henry-Russell llitchcock was also present and
consistently referred to Breuer as "Lajko" or
something of that sort. This confused me; I thought
his name was Marcel. I happened to have some plans
with me of a house that Wright 5.6[ dssigned foi me,
and Breuer expressed his contempt for those ae well.
I ventured to suggest that Gropius had been directly
ffiuenced by Vright at Cologrre and elsewhere, but
Breuer said that was a long time ago and Wright was
no longer (ah, the zeitgeist) of our time.

Later it turned out that Wright's desip-tho',gh
naturally, supremely beautiful-was in fact about
double my budget. So I regretfully designed my own
house, which was entirely {iff61611-1ot supremely
beautiful, certainly. But when I needed a siding detail
to help create a very cheap wall with a lot of diagonal
bracing it was Breuer's use of diagonal sirling on his
own house in New Canaan, of 1947, which somehow
sanctioned for me the use of a similar detail. So, in
the end, Breuer infiuenced me at the critical moment
much more than Wright did. I thought that Johnson's
sslling him a "Peasant Mannerist" at that time was
amusing, but a little 6nr61. ffuinLing back though, it
now seems to me to have heen exact. Breuer could
desig. only small houses out in the corrntry, shelters
(like my own) for a new kind of ex-urban peasantrT,
and he snapped them up with the Monnerigt tensions
of Bauhaus assymetry abstraction. And those little
houses had that kind of authenticity. They were what
Breuer was and what the times were. They are still
Breuer's best work in America. He could never build
a large builrling for reasons self-evident from the
above. [Iis scale was small, Peasant-Mannerist, and
for a few years after'World Var II, and in a very few
buildings, he was probably the best at it in the world.

Neutra out in California, though somewhat older,
should be considered his proper contemporary rival,
and Neutra probably built more good houses than he
did. But Breuer had that funny teneion and eomehow
threadbare, economical scale: everything taut and
suspended, a dream ofneo-Bauhaus design exercise
combined with a program almost wiped clean of
history and of cultural reference other than that to
the past twenty-five years and occasionallyn for
decoration, to the debris of primitive societies. But
more irnmediate traditions, such as those of the
Anglo-Saxon suburb, 1[6 $hingle Style, Wright, and
Eo orl, were there all right but neither valued, nor
really recognized. Their ghoetly prerence ofcourse
added to the invigorating teneions involved. W'ho
hung this hut in a tree?

and public areas by arl entrance way, had their
limitations. But generally the epatial character,
quality 6f light, and deteiling were exemplary.
Moreover, the layering of planes through space that
you see in the early Neutra houees you see again, but
Breuer adapted successfully to the specific setting.

One of my favorite Breuer projects was a very early
one-the Doldertal flats he designed with Alfred and
Emil Roth in Zurich in 1934. The simplicity in which
the complex program was adjusted to the dght site,
_an{ the way the whole project held together, plue the
highly differentiated character ofits various
elevations have always held an enormous appeal for
me. By the beginning of the 1960s Marcel Breuer's
office had quite a few large-scale commisgions.
UNBSCO in Paris had just been completed, and St.
John's Abbey was under construction. I began
working on the ski resort project in Haute Savoie and
the Temple B'nai Jeshurun in Short Hills, New
Jersey (a project later reelized by Kelly & Gruzen).
The IBM of6ce in La Gaude was also being designed
then-a project that indicated Breuer's beginning
absorption with precast concrete skin and concrete
poured-in-place structures. It seemed that after IBM,
many projects presented variations on the IBM frame
and envelope. In fact I was surprised to find that
even Flaine, a ski resort, would also be seen as an
opportunity to develop the precast concrete solution.
Even a special manufacturing and assembly plant was
erected specially for tlis project.

[n retrospect, it seems that there was a greater
diversity. to Breuer's work-prior-to 1960_when the
corrumssrons were smaller in scale. But Breuer was
quite committed to concrete. And he was very
pragmatic. He saw the structure and facade treatment

-which 
grew out of Corbusier's own interest in

concrete in the 1950s-as the consolidation of a
technique necessary for his own development.

Since the technology was there and factories could
produce the precast paneling economically, Breuer
felt committed to it-even though it wae ultimately to
force him into a somewhat restricted architectural
vocabulary. In his large-scale work he began more
and more to emphasize the envelope and structural
form rather.thrn concentrating on the spatial quality
of the architecture, as he had done with smaller
commissions. Thie direction was unfortunate.

Breuer had definite ideas about the way he wanted
things done. It was not in his personality to fiscuss
problems with the young architects in the firm, and
generally Breuer communicated through his associates

-Hamilton 
Smith, Herbert Beckhard, and Robert

Gatje. In spite of the hierarchical arrangement, I
came away from the experience with a real sense
about how a small offrce doi-g quality work
functioned, and how a building comes together in all
its phases.

I've been surprised and saddened by the approach
taken in the obituaries of Breuer or in the reviews of
the show "Marcel Breuer, Furniture and Interiorso'
on view at the Mueeum of Modern art through
September 15. Emphasizi.g Breuer's furniture design
seems to negate the value of his architectural work in
the last thirty to forty yeare. Altho-gh it is easy to
disagree with hie architectural point of view, the
important projects he executed had an enorrnoua
influence on architecture at the timo.

The furniture, of course, wae irnovative. Breuer's
uee of furniture to mold the epatial character of an
environment in particular infuenced my thinLing
about furniture and interior desrgn. He eaw frrrniture
in senlsal-Breuer did not juet place the furniture
in a room, but he eaw eact part of a chair ae an
integral part of the overall desig. object. This vieion
was consistent down to the smallegt detail. The ecale
and the proportion of the furniture, the detgiling and
craftsmanehip of hie design and architecture, tte play
of contrasting materials, and the interaction between
space and enclosure are all gualities in Breuer'e work
that were to be particularly infls6164 1o 1tr"
forrnation of my own approach to architecture.

Richard llleier

In the late l950s when I came to New York to work I
wae naturally drawn to Marcel Breuer's office
becauee of thc high quality of architectural work he
had produced. The offrce, located above Schrafft's on
the northeaet corner of Fifty-seventh and Third, was
emall-only about a dozen or ao people in 1960,
though by the time I left three yeara later it had
already expanded to about twenty. The comminsions
were large and many yo".g people came to work, as I
did, for rhin architect famoug for his high l6vsl 6f
deeig, craftarnrnnhip, and detailing. Even more
compelling a,ss hin attention to the way materials
could be combined. He intuitively knew how to play
one material against enother to create an integrated
architectonie whole. Juat look at the way he uaed
wood, glaas, and stone in the Connecticut houees of
the l940s and'50e, where both rough and smooth
textureE, matsive and planar walls are all contrasted
with each other extremely elegantly.

Sornetirnes hie uge of materiale was too elaborate for
me. The hougeeo binuclear plans, separating private

Marcel Breuer
1902-1981
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An Intewiew
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Peter Eisenman and Tom Wolfe
debate the topic of architecture for
architects discussed in Wolfe's
forthcoming book From to
Our House.

Tom Wolfe'e book on architecture, From Bouhous to
Our Hotrs,e, excerpted in the June and JuIy l98l
issues of Ilorper'slllagazine, will be publiahed by
Farrar Straus & Giroux late this month.

Peter Eisemans
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Etatus

P.E.: But to the bourgeois-
reading public you made a
devastatirtg cultural critique
couched in afissimulating hut
nevertheless literary style. To

o

serve it up to the bourgeoisie
was an anarchic gesture; it
shook the very roots of that
class. Vhat I do not see in thia book ie &g [lsgring
aoart ofarchitecture. You catch the current scene
alcurately, but where i.s the eame devastating cultural
critique? To what extent is thia merely an *ineider's"

view,-backroom gosaip, or is it to be conaidered for
archi,tecture what T[p PointedVordwas for the art
world?

T.V.: For a start, there is no bourgeoiaie in America;
but we can get back to that. After I wrote Thc
PointedVord I began to see there were nraxy
eimilaritiee between p"iot-g and architecture. In
both fielde you have artists devo-i.g all their energiee
and talents to illuetrating theories. The theoriee have
aething to do with the country tley are w6lking in
and nothing to do with tlwm atd their personal
vision. A half-century of architecture in America-
the very.Babylon of capitalism-has been baeed on
the work of a handful of architecte in Germany and
Holland who were designing sectarian and esoteric
forma for worker houeing and the rubble of the First
Vorld Var. The baeic principles of 1920s
lVliddle-European Modernism - of "expreesing"
structure, banning decoration, and designing in code
so as to baffle the bourgeoisie-remain in excellent
hedth in American architecture today. Robert
Venturi says he believes in ornqment, but he really
doesn't. With a gun at his temporal fossa, he couldn't
6s[s hic hand attempt a new piece of ornament.
Look at his Knoll showroom s6iling. He does an
Adam s6iling in backlit plastic. He doee a classic
plaster decoration-which would be hopeleealy
bourgeois- in backlit plastic- which is
nonbourgeois. Thus he pulls hineelf back from the
jaws of aportasy at tle last minute. Thie is the
Venturi specialty: violat:.g the taboo without
violati.g it. Incidentally, I'm only uaing the word
"bourgeois" because architects think thie way. They
believe their own myth. Or look at the way Venturi,
Graves, and Moore combine classical motife-
bourgeois-with cardboard rl,alle 

- nonbourgeois.
Charlee Moore'e Piazza d'Italia in New Orleans looks
like a set for a resort cqmmr nily production of Aid,a.
The implication of claseical ornament is masonry
construction-bourgeois-but the thin gkin of the
Modern wall- nonbourgeois 

-eavee 
the day. Yenturi

and the others always "flatten" and "generalize"
clagsical motifs, to use Venturi's terms, whereas the
natural tendency of claeeical ornament ie toward
embellishment and enrichment. Once again: violating
the taboo withorit violating tle taboo. Venturi Etaya
vithin the compound, withi- the monastery walls, or,
rathero he rune along fte top of the wdl doi.g
one-and-a-half-gninsrs. At apy moment you think he
wiU fall off, but he doeen't.

Vith Robert Stern's latest writinga you aee thie
businees sf slning on top of the walls getting ever
diq2isa. Ve may be headed for a period of gheei
eclecticim like the late lfth century. But I don't
think 6lpnight eclecticiem will gain preatige. You still
have to stay within the walla. Now, Yenturi L.owe
how to Etay on top of the wall. Stern is going to get
nowhere if he insiete on-a8 he eeeme 1o [,6 flsing-a
retu.rn to "claeeicism." I haven't eeen hie buildirgs,
but if he really becomeg a revivalirt, he will loee
pointe in the compound. Philip Johneon is perilously
cloec to becoming the nerq Edward Ilurell Stone.
Altho-gh he is subtle, eophirdssl.6 and urbane, he
doeen't r€em to understand the need to stay withitr
the walls ae well as Venturi. He probably has gone

too far-as did Stone, who aleo started out as an
orthodox modernist. He is beginning to be talked
about in that tonc accompanied by that knowing
shrug and the arched eyebrowe that you gee when
eomebne is referred to who ie falling out of favor. The
top of the AT&T Building waa goi.g too far toward
sheer revivaliem. Same with the crystd battlements
he is designing for Pittsburgh. Gravee is much more
hip in that eense. It would b'e a maiveloua time for
somebody to step forwardrwith a new rppreeci.

P.E.: But why don't you make your poeition clear
about who that would be? You do not seem to be
intereeted in an ideological poeition in architecture. If
there ie an attitude, it is about populism.

T.V.: I have no intereet in playingJohn the Baptistor
inr populism for that matter. The most important part
of the"book From Bouhaus to Our llouse will
probably get the least amount of attention. It has
nothing to do with whether moderrr architecture or
post-modern architecture is good or bad, or in or
out; the aesthetic question is the l€asr important
point in all this. The most important part is the
procets by which a handful of artiets in one sectarian
context could create an architectural style that could
take over the United States, a style that has nothing
to do with this country.

In effect Gropius, like van Doeaburg, waa eaying,
"The old order has had it. We, the artists, now have
exclusive possesaion of the legitimacy and divinity of
art." Here you have in a nutehell the strategy of the
"compoundr" which was'actually first developed by
the Vien.a Secession in the 1890s.

P.E.: In one senEe you could argue that had there
been no French Revolution there would have been no
need for a compound. There was certainly no
functional need for the compound'e form or strategy.
Its genesis really can be blamed on the bourgeoisie.
The bourgeoisie wanted to get inside the walle of tle

avant-garde-and we are all the victime. You and I
are victims of that consumption because we do
16thing. This is a eerioue weakness, for if the
bourgebisie has encircled the walls of the compound
and melted them down, where ie art?

T.V.: In America the "bourgeoisie" or "middle
clasg" $7aa1g nelhing, intends nothing, and takes no
action, because it has no existence other than as the
modern intellectual word for what used to be called
"the mob." The whole business of the "compound"
has no meaning outside of a civilization that had a
monarchy and a nobility, and in which there was a
divine aura for artists and architects to batle in.
America never had a monarchy or a nobility. Vhen
the Bauhaue or de Stijl compounda were created,
confitions were entirely different. There wae no
bourgeoisie in the U.S. and there still ien't. The
bourgeoisie in Europe waa the merchant townspeople
as opposed to the landed nobility. Without a nobility
or the trafition of one, the notion of a bourgeoisie
loses all 6s4ning. The concept of an American
bourgeoieie nv4s imported by writers in the early
1920s, along with the regt of the European culture.

Starting with Vorld Var I, developmente in the
world of art and architecture in the U.S. have
nothi.g to do with the world outside. The stylea and
fashione have their owu mechgnisms. The competition
is between architects or between artieta, and the
world outside matters fq1 ngrrghl. It hardly mattert
whether there is a bourgeoieie or not.

P.E.: But certainly what the eociety seems to want
now is ga[6rtsinm6nt, fashion, styleJthings that
might be bought, consumed, and thrown away. The
concept of art becomee lees powerful in thie context.
The bourgeoieie alwaye managed to keep art and
architecture on the periphery ofpower. For example,
someone like John Portman has power in the aociety,
but no status in the compound.

T.V.: Portman has lost on the second level of the
competition. There is a two-track competition among
architects. Architects on the first track build. The
second rrack of the competition is quite intellectud
and depende on a thoroughgoing knowledg" of what is
happening in the ga-e so far. It fu now poasible for
an architect to build almost nothing and to have a
major reputation on the second track. The moet
striking example would be John Hejduk. He has
executed only one commiesion I know of, and that is
the renovation of the interior of Cooper Union. Yet
he is an extremely well-known architect. I wouldn't
be surprised if eome corporation or government
figure said ten years hence, "Rebuild Hell's
Kitchen." And we'll have Hell's Kitchen rebuilt along
the principles of haU a circle, half a diamondo half a
square. Robert Venturi is s'ill the prime example of
the importance of the second track. Even today
clients are baffled hy his architecture.

T.W.: From most architectural critics today you will learn nothing of this,
nothing of the actual dynamics of architectural styles and fashions. Instead
you get \,veather reports. To an Ada Louise Huxtable or a Robert Hughes, or a
Douglas Davis, Modernism or any other pre,vailing style arrives like a
Bermuda high. It's a big shift in the weather. Somehow it just happens in the
air. Once it arrives, they blink and try to be enthusiastic about it. "There you
a;re))) they keep saying, "there's the old zeitgeist for you." But the zeitgeist
doesn't create architectural styles. People do; architects, architects in specific
competitive situations. Vhat is important to me is to show exactly how this
happens.

Next month in Skyline, Part II: Wolfe and Eisenman discuss the critics and
writers about architecture today. What kind of criticism is needed to fully
address the issues facing architects? Are architects today truly revolutionary
and breaking out of the compound of modernism? Are all movements
consumed and exhausted as Eisenman suggests has happened? Will or cap
architects have power in any other way?
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Prdeets
Seoerol projects, neuly o,nrwurrced, represent
dffirent woys of thinkilry obout archiiecture,from
historieol olhrsion to er@rgy conserttotion.

Nebraska Competition

In May of this year a jury of peers decided on the
66mmissien for the Wick Alumni Center at the
University of Nebraska at Lincoln. This was the
s^eco-1d stage in the judgi.g, choosi.g between two
fipalints. The jury was:-James Murp-hv, Executive
Editor of Progresshse Architecture, Helrnut Jahn,
lqmes Ingo Freed, Charles E. Lawrence, and Bob
Yi"t, sculptor and son of the major donor, llfilton
Vick. Following are excerpts from the commentary
on the winning scheme by Gwathmey/Siegel.

Site: Corner. Progra-: Public spaces for alumni
eyentg, Association offices snd alnmni records,
libraryo etc_.; 14,715 net s.f. Structure proposed:
granite cladding, frame undecided. Construction to
start in March-April 1982. Completion: late 1983

Jamee Murphy: What I find amazing is the absolute
commitment to an idea.

Bob Vick: Yes. [t's crystalline. Yet I feel a terrific
hardness to that front iide. I was hoping there would
be more infication of the verticality;f the shaft at
the center of the building.

Helmut Jah,': I'd like to diecuss the possibility of that
corner, where there'a nothing really going on inside.

Coqldl't.it-pe ope-ned up to bring an additional layer
to the building? The connection from the Great HalI
to the garden_ is guite a varied_experience-the way
he has reworkedihe entr7, pulled some of the entry
functione out to a sortof-po'rte cochire and,
a.ccotnllished a better connection to the garden. Then
there is that second experience ia 1[6 61fium space,
then the Great Hall its;lf, which appears to have a'
very Church-like guality

I am impreseed by the presentation. For this stage in
a competition it is extremely studied and refinedl I
guess they want the job preity badly. They've
obvi-ously be-en thinking about it a ILt-Efte the way
he changed from limestone to granite.

In spite of the architects talking a lot about being
contextual, I just don't believe that this is a
contextual building. . . . It stands for a direction that
continues the architecture of the modern period . . .
with much more complexity and much moie variation
in spaces. Obviously the material and texture will
have a lot to do witit its success.

J?-"9 l.go-Free4: I think it's a masterpiece of
planning. The light is manipulated with great skill so
that it plays on forms that are always sp6ci.6c to their

task. In that sense it is not modern at all; it ie not
genersliz6f it is gxtremely rich in forms. In a very
small passagg it does whaf muaic does. It takes you
right through a variety of movements and it f,6"ghtena
your anticipation as you move 1[16"gh it.

I have.a very serious problem, however. It is formally
very plastic, and yet the sense of granite is very
heavy. It does not give a sense ofiurface: thermal
granite gives a senee of volume. One wants to avoid
d-oing something to somebody else'a work, but I have
this 

-impulse to erode the lower-right-hand corner of
the-front, to p lnsft it in, to acknoiwledge the volume,
and, by doing that, return some scale ib the street. I
worry a bit about that monolithic material;
everybody seems to think it might want to be metal. It
could be wonderful in granite, but something else has
to happen to it first.
It would be a memorable experience to go through it,
but unfortunately, coming up to it, you?on't ha"ve
the sensation that it mighl [6 memorable to
p€netrate. The Great Hall is a wonderfrrl room, but
I'm-not- sure that it's gofng to serve our functions very
well. It's in the back;1t's iuditoriu--like, rather
than-Great Hall-like; the axiality of it is bothersome.
The levels are remarkable; the glitt". of the inside
will be wonderful.

Front eleuotian

Terrninal
Plans

Enerry Cornpetition

Northutest
Mdel of builditrys by Alan Chinuoff (lcft) otd SOIII
for P rtfuntial lwurotrce C ompony, P ritrceton

Ground has been broken in Princeton, New Jersey,
for construction of an all-too-rrnusual project, the
result ofan unusual series ofparto"".LipJ. lnlg?9pruflsntisl Ineurance Company approached Alan
Chimacoff and the Princeton Univeraity School of
Architecture to research methoda of conserving
energy in office buildings and to explore the effect of
energy conservation on architectural form and
expreseion. At the sam6 [im6, physicist Theodore B.
T.ylo" wgs--wqrklng at Princettnon the concept of an
"ice pond," which involv6s rnaking ice during ihe
winter and ueing it to cool buildirgs during the
9gm49r. Meanwhile, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill of
New York and Flack & Kurtz Engineeis were
commigsioned to work with Chimacoff on the desiF,
and to provide overall conatruction services.

The outcome of this collaboration is two very
different p_rototype solutions for conserving Lnergy in
office buildings. The two buildings are pariof ai-
ijrtegrated''offrce park" site on the University's
Forrestal Campus. Architecturally they reflect
c^gntrasting expressions: The south fusilding, by
Chimacoff, uses passive means to achieve iis
objectives; it is basically solid, with windows cut
through the limeatone facade deeicned for the
particular orientation ofeach elevation. The north
building, by SOM partner RauI de Armas,
demonstretes that an all-glass structure is equally
viable; it ie a double-layei wall: two layers o-f Earing
with an 18" air apace between; a thermal storage *all
beneath the building is ueed to heat circulating-air.
Shadi.g and ventilaltion in botl buildings act to

ESTO

In Chicago, Helmut Jahn, oficially of Murphy/Jahn,
has unleashed anotler of his inimiiable deeipa on a
(now suspicioue) downtown. The Northwest Terminal
is a combined commuter terminal and office fusilding
complex to replace the existing Chicago &
Northwestern Train Station. The building iE
echeduled to start construction late in 198I. The
notes from the architect's ofifice explain tlat the
teminal was conceived of ae a "gateway" to Madison
Street, a major connector to the Loop to the east and
an urban renewal area to the west. A continuous
arcade along Madison leads to a eequence of
multi-storied atria, a "public nmenity" of 30,000 s.f.
ofopen Epace up is $$'high.

prevent heat buildup in summer, and skyliehts and
"ligh1 sl6ts" provide additional natural ligf,t on the
interior.

Back-to Tgylo"t an ice pond,is incorporated in the
c-omplgr. It covers one icre, an ave"age of fi:fteen feet
deep. During the winter the pond is fiiied through a
process *i. ,o sney-rnaking on ski slopes, and in the
summer the melt-water ia enough to cool 1tr" [,gildinge
through lhe egtire cooling seaeon. The pond will be 

"
eovered by a ligh6ry6ight fabric structuie. Estimated
T"^q491gfSy consumption for each 6qflrli-g is
30,fi)0 BTUg/a.f.

This project ia exemplary of tle ki.d of research
neca.rEarT- to illustrate that energy-efflcient tr sildinga
need not be restricted to hiah-tech aegthetice

""""*n.lroir.g -..., "" L,4T"e.-"1-;T;";;;i nor do
they have to be smaller than a bread box. As
energy-corucioue deeig. ia becoming more and more
attractive (and neceesary) on a commerclal leveln no
loager c-an laqk of desig. fexibility be uscd ae an
excure for awkward energy-efficient conatructionr.

M.G.J
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II
o Comentary

nH a

Suzanne Stephene

In spite of the Modern Movement's ddclassd status'
its principal form, the of6ce tower, continues to
thrive. The building Ulrich Franzen & Associates
desigrred for Champion illustrates guite well a typical
level of refinement that this type can achieve
following an idiom where formal geometries and
character are integrally tied to structure, materials,
and site conditions.

Champion's immediate suroundings in downtown
Stamford are filled with showy reflective glass and
marble travertine office buildings of varying shapes
and stylistic persuasions that do everything to
capture one's attention, including an inverted
pyramid that literally stands on its head. Franzen's
more modest rectilinear fonn-no swooping curves'
inverted ziggurats, reflective glass sLins, shaped or
chamfered corners 

- 
is by comparison stringently

elegant. The builrling's success-and its weaknesses

-pose 
interesting points for discussion as one looks

at the building as a single entity, then analyzes it as
an ensemble, then views it in terms of its context.

The most striking feature of the building is the
pewter-colored aluminum panel system sheathing the
spare tower form. The tower itself is composed of two
rectangles slid past each other and locked in place
where elevators and serrice core wou-ld be installed.

While the plan or stmcture scarcely breaks new
ground, the solution solves guite nicely the problem
of accommodating the 460,000-square-foot tower in a
building that keeps to the town's lS-story height
lirnit, without creating a large, squat bulk. The parti
also allows the 36,(XX)-sguare-foot floors to be
subdivided into two zones, each with ample views and
multiple corner offices.

Instead of treating the tower as a box wrapped in a
shiny aluminum slipcover, Franzen has reverted to
the premodern tripartite organization with a base, a
middle, and a top. Although the tripartite scheme
developed from architects' perception of l9th-century
torvers as analogous to columns, replete with bases,
shafts, and capitals, the slab configuration at
Champion still lends itself to this. In this case, an
l8-foot-high loggia, set within the exterior volume,
caps the building's long sides, while a ground-floor
portico, also set within the volume, forms the base.

The elevations themselves vary in detailing according
to their orientation to the sun and the width of the
particular elevations. For example, the wall facing
north has flush fenestrationo with windows tautly held
within their shimmering casing. On elevations facing
south, horizontal alumin'- louvers cross in front of
the recessed windows, while on the narrower east and
$7gs1 \f,alls vertical louvers screen the windows. The
architects point to the 2O-percent reduction in sun
load resulting from thic treatmento but one also
notices that the louver pattern emphaeizes the
horizontality of the long slab walls and the vertical
thruat of the short end-walls.

In order to dramatize the entrance path from the
Etreet corner to the lobby, Franzen placed an open
cube clad in aluminum on a fiagonal to the building.
Based on the 3O-foot module of the column-and-
beam's structural baye, thie "portalo'establishes a
grid-tike geometry that is repeated throughout.

Franzen's

Nevertheless, lapees in the desip execution weaken
the impact of the concept. For saamplel the glass
tube at the "portal" painted white inside doesn't keep
up the metallic rsslilinear geometry of the rest of the
processional space leading to the lobby. The smoky
strip of glaes connecting the two tower slabe above the
entrance lacks the brightness and hardness of the
aluminum panels or the reguisite reflectiveness of an
"invisible" seam. Materiala hside the lobby continue
the polished grid-like 6gs1[61i6 

- 
scored granite,

aluminum paneling, glass block. The handli.g of the
materiels is not enough: nothing happens spatiaVy aa
the diagonal axis of movement meets the orthogonal
grid.

o

o o

entronce
The desigrr of the \flhitney Museum branch, which
Franzen did not do-does little to reinforce the
architectural concept. The Vhitney, to be sure, has
made an important gesture to Stamford, as has
Champion Paper, which brought the museum there at
Franzen's suggestion. The gallery space, designed by
Charles Froom, provides a nicely compact subfivided
space for viewing art. However, the gallery desigrr
generally follows its own system of proportions and
materials for walls and ceilings. An opportunity for
making the comprehension of architecture and the
apprehension of art into one experience was lost.

Paradoxically, other parts of the architectural
ensemble that Franzen & Aseociates did execute seem
as if they too were designed by other hands. It isn't
easy to make an B-story garage for 1000 cars
sympathetic to the lS-story aluminum-clad tower.
The scale and material of the concrete structureo
fronting the main street and edgrng the plaza,
overwhelms all else in size, texture and mass.

The plaza between the garage and tower is
over-designed; curving lines and pink granite walls
and pavers add a tone quite different from the
gridded paving pattern and the use of another
disengaged cube of aluminum framing members. This
time the cube is set on axis with the neoclassical post
offrce across the street, and looks as ifthe architects
were genuinely thinking about reinforcing that
modular progression ofopen to cloeed spaces. The
planting of a diagonal path of trees is too controlled.
The bosque-like setting, gradually taking over the
man-made one, should have treen pushed aa
counterpoint to the grid, thereby loosening it.

The architectural eneemble of the Champion
headguarters, located at the edge of Stamford's new
office development near the railroad station, faces
what is left of Stamford's old and seedy main
thoroughfare. The sleek, metallic Chrirmpion building
would not be called "contextual'o in terms of
referring to the style and ecale of these older buildings

-only 
in terms of acknowledging the street pattern.

Yet even accomplishi.g that, in addition to placing
the building's lobby and the Vhitney branch at the
street level, is a major contextual move in comparison
with other new construction downtown.

Champion headquarters adjoins an urban renewal
area in which a number of of6ce buildings called the
Stanford Fonrm are being developed by F.R. Rich.
The developer's vision calls for the buiidinga to sit on
podium-like garages with pathways and parks
elevated high above streets. Thie yision so far makes
the new construction look like vestiges ofthe
end-of-the-world flood scene in the latest disaster pic.

Like other Connecticut cities that benefited by the
corporate exodus from New York in the 1970s,
Stamford has been able to attract a lot of blue-chip
corporations. In recent years developers and
corporate clients have been bringing in big-time
architects to add a little "classo' to the architectural
operations-heretofore dominated by the sci-fi kitsch
of Victor Bisharat, The next question, of course, iso

will "good" architecture do much good? Frankly, so
far the newcomers like Mitchell/Giurgola haven't
turned the image around. Instead it looks as if most
of the buildings have caught the Bisharat version of
elephantiasis. It is too diffrcult to speculate what
buildings by Hugh Stubbins, Cesar Pelli and Arthur
Erickson, and Moshe Saffie planned for the area,
will add to the rnix.

Because Franzen's building is simple and polished,
and does acknowledge the fact that it might be in a
town with pedestrians and streets, it stands out all
the more; but even it is not enough to generate a
sense of place or impart a feeling of urbanity to the
entire section. Isolated examples of o'good"

architecture without "good" urban design can't do it.
Most of the new buildings are anti-urban additions to
a to\f,n already so torn apart by new speculative
development that whatever character it had has long
since disintegrated and would have to be
reconstructed in a particularly thoughtful and
imaginative way. One wants to be more optimistic for
the case of architecture. One wants to believe that if
enough small steps are taken, that somehow,
accidentally, urban character wil begin to form. But
cities that do have that character were developed
over time and within an urban framework.

Meanwhile, until that urbanity is offered in the
surrounding enrrironment of downtown Stamford,
Champion International's employees will do quite
well. Not only do they have the Vhitney Mueeum
right downstairs, but they aleo have half-a-floor
devoted to gymnastic equipment, a barber ahop,
showera, plus two floors of dirritrg rooms. The main
dining resns-wigh rock-bottom prices 

- 
are

outfitted to resemble the elegant modernity of
big-city-chic restaurants; the upstairs top-exec dining
rooms simulate the interiors of private businessmen's
clubs. No one will have to take business contacts to
nearby luncheon ettes or drive l5 minutes to the
ooposh" frozen-French-food restaurant located in the
shopping center. No one will have to leave the
building. If one chooses not to leave the building, that
person could be anywhere, except, of course, 245
Park Avenue, the company's forrner address.
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Two buildhrys haoe recently been complated, oru a
m,tseltm, tlle otlwr on offtce bui.ldirry, tlwt roise
important bsu.es regording tlleir opprouh to
orchilecture and urbanism.

I.M. Pei's West Wing I.M. Pei'e Vest Ving is a begt-seller. The $22 milliol
addition to Boeton'e Mue€um of Fine Arte opened on
JuJy 22 and has been in 1[6 limelighl ever eince,
winning bravos from the Muaeumo from local
politicos, from critics, and from the public.

Eleni Conetantine Pholos: @ Sleue Rosenthol

Attached to the side and back of Guy Lowell's 1909
Beaux Arts build;.g, the new wing contraats aharply
with that venerable monument to Fine Art. Lowell's
and Pei'e structures each embody a particular vision
of how art ought to be approched, and a particular
notion of how that should be translated into
architecture. A century apart on a time line, the two
museums definitively capture the cultural philosophy
and formal ideology of their respective eras.
In their efforts to be "your kind of place," museums
equate turnover with success. The older East Coast
museums in particular, dowagers of the fine arts
tradition, are undergoing an identity crisis-a crisis
reflected in the situation with the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts adfition.

What does the West Wing say at the twilight of the
twentieth century? At first glance, the horizontal box
preserves the total silence of a shopping center or an
-offrce park. In different surroundings, it might well
be mistaken for either. Although its tide invites
comparison to Pei's earlier East Wing of the National
Gallbry in Washington, the West Ving is in fact a

variation on another more recent Pei design: the
proiected New York Convention Center. In plan, the
iwo'showplaces are al,nost identical, with two or
three etories of exhibition floors opening off a central
multietoried galleria. Some effort has been made to
revamp the Convention Center for this other place
and prirpose; to attach it to the old mueeum and to
give it an artsy, rather than commercial flavor.

The Wegt Wing attempts to be contextual. The fat
horizontal boion the;ide street keepe a low profile
[shind the vertical Beaux Arts facade on the major
artery. The Maine granite with which the new
addition is clad comes from the same quarry as does

the etone uaed to construct the original museum. But
in the old building, where the stone ie piled into a
temple to art, in the West Wing the q-ane material
shrouds the building with expensive-lookingo
anonymous casing over a concrete frame.

fhis apparent deference to the older buildingis
deceptive. Pei's blank box is now the museum's
officil face. The West Ving has been desigrrated the
Museum's main entrance (conveniently next to the
Darking area), and from now on Lowellos porticoed
and pelimented facade will make Ozymandian
nrociamatione about a vaniehed culture to the desert
Lf roodo*n Huntington Avenue.

If the West [ingos exterior maintains 6 misleading
silence vis-i-vie ihe original museum' its plan makes
oromises to the old structure that it faile to deliver.
hrom the bird's-eye perspective Pei favors, the West
Wing clicks neatti inlo piace, comp-lgting the
figurl-eight circulation loop of the Museum on two
l""vels. SLce Pei's adfition is now the main entrance,
the aerial view implies that the new wing-is intended
to serve as an atrium to the succeseion of galleries in
the two long parallel wings of the-older luildlng. But
on ground leiel, where spatial relationahips have

-6i6 .Iirr.snsions and are more subtle, Pei's addition
is less succeeefirl in introducing vieitors to the rest of
the Mueeum. The West Wirrg i" all too clearly tacked
onto the back side of the exieting structure; Pei's
lobby connects to the old building'e minor galleries
contirining art of obviously leseer Su+ty: Py
contrast, Lwellos buildint describes the hierarchy of
the collection it contains.

Pei's addition fisoriente; the Vest Wing sends mixed
and confusing messages. Like a suburban mall, the
new wing caters to the automobile, admitting
pedestrians almost reluctantly. The entrance dug into
the corner is indicated primarily by the sweep of
asphalt driveway (flanked by a much smaller
sidewalk). On the interior, where one might expect a
grand staircase ascending to the galleries containing
Art, as in the classical type of museum, here one
passes a reception desk and takes an escalator to the
second-floor level ofthe "galleria" which, one senses,
is where the action is.

The galleria ie the climax of Pei's desrgn and it is
speetacular. Long, light, white, and covered with a
210-footJong barrel vault of glase, thi. three-story
nave of the new wing illtrrninates and organizes the
structure, fividing the exhibition space on the firet
and second floore from 1f,s laus6rrrn ehop and the
rertaurant above.

Here Pei 6.. [,pught all his particular ekilln to bear.
High Modernis6 lpigns: strong modern m616f irlr sre
rendered with cool geometrieo. Pei has once more
achieved t[e effects-for which he ie famoul: gaspingly
big spaces; balconiee and glasa encloeuree that
ope.ite as both etage and opera box, melring
everybody ia 1f,6 [ltilding simultareously actor aud
aufience.

Here too, Pei has ueed detailE that have come to
identify hie style in new waya. IIis familiar
board-marked concrete ie wittily juxtapoaed with
lacquered wood (one looke like wood but isn't, th9 

-
oth6r doeen't and is). The lamps along the wall of the
galleria are two-dimeneionel t o6iliong ef hir
well-known glase globes.

Cop.oscenti will apot Pei quoting bitsof othere' work
as iell as of his own. There's juet a whiff of Aldo
Roesi's proportioning in the fenestratign at either end
of the gillefu; and istronger emell of Rogei'e
much-ieproduced Gallerateee houei'g project in the
long, liniel-like element placed over the row of tall
whiie coh -tts of the galleria's open side.

But the architect to whom the Vest Wing owes the
megl-an{ to whom it owes an apology-ig Louis
Kahn. The Veet Ving borrows eeveral elements of
Kahn'e Yale Center fJr Britieh Art in New Haven,
comDleted in 1977, after Kahn'e death. For example,
the ileeply coffered ekylit ceiling of the Wee-t \[1ng]t
maior e-*fiibitioo gallery cloaely reeembles the ekylit
cofiered csiling* of the YaIe Center's tlYo interior
courti.

But Kahn's large coffers, each apanning one of the
Center's tweotf-foot baye bring the etructure of the
building into piay.ae decorative articulation. Pei'e
skylit coffera ire neither as powerful nor at
iniegated with the rest of the flggign€nd
congiruction. Th.y ane emaller and shallower than
Kahn's, and admii l6ss lighl' They brood three feet
overhead rather than eoCring ttree stories above.

Certainlv the coffers of the West Wing are a clever
solution io the problem of introducing natural light
into the huge, lbw exhibition Sallgry .r1fl h6sking up
its showroom-like space. They will offer curators
great fefiility in tLat partitions can be attached to
Ihei" rdg"s to iubdivide the large galle{y in q wgy
that doe-s not apPear temporary. But where Kahn

ueed them with the force of surpriee to cover focal
points, I.M. Pei Aseociates spreads them evenly over
ihe entire expenge of gallery ceiling, lik6 vall-1s-v61
carPeting.

The problem is not that the \[est Vyg borrows
Kahn'e vocabulary, or Roesi'e, or echoee earlier Pei,
but that it fafu to make its orv'n statement. In Kahn's
design, all fonnal elemente expreEt a coherent vision
of tf,e museum's function, providing the aeethetic ard
physical framework for the better contemplation of
irt. Thie doee not entail a eubEervient or gilent

architecture; on the contrary, the Yale Center
provides a unique runing comnentary 6f ligh1,
ipace, and form on the art it houees.

[n sharp contrast to the Yale Center's consonance'
the Weit Wing assembles a cacaphony of elements to
solve a varieti of curatorial and structural problems
and create architectural fircworks.

The Vest Ving delivers, dutifrrlly, the list of the
program'g reqieets: both natural light and open-plan
iil6ti".; a huge muteum shop, three cafeterias, one

ImaI auditoriim, and a couple of offlces. But the
ineredients remain disparate. The wing thue
ac"commodatsg snsillary programmatic functions and
sunolies splashv architeciural effects. Of the 80'000
rqi i,r" ferit in the Weet Ving, only 10,000 sguare feet
aie exhibition space. Art ie a token presence.

As built descriptions of the eelf-image the grand old
Fine Arts museums of the East are now trying to
project, the Weet Sing and its kin reveal a profound
in.Jcutity and confusi6n on the part of these
traditional institutione. The West \[ing shares with
its cousins in New York and Washington a singular
introverted {udity, a singlemindld dedication to
spatial effecti. Vhere the ornately ornamented Beaux
Arts facade of l,owell'e BMFA proclaimed the
building a public inetitution devoted.to culture with
all the ieo6hssi" fanfare the architectural vocabulary
of its age could mueter, Pei's box offers no hint as to
its func"tion. The contrast descfies the change tlat
has takerr place in the image of the muse'm--and
indeed, in the impge of all civic fufilrlinga, these new
muteum additions-function as corporate and
cornrnercial Solldingsr and they have adoated the
impenetrable and placeless expression of these
baitions of private enterPrise.

Thus they become arrogant. They are-not intereeted
in relatrng to traditional muteuuul' older citee, or art.
Is this thJ architecture to bring art to the man in the
etreet?

Boston llluseum Fhw Arts, rnoin entrotue
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Anthony Vid.lcr Arehitectural historian Anthony
Vidler criticizes the argurnents
presented by his colleague Charles
Jencks in his recent publication,
Post-Modern Classicism.

Post lllodcrn Classicism, The Neruo Syntlresis is an
Architectural Desigr Profile published by
Architectural DesieF and Academy Editions, London,
r980.
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Anthony Vidler

Cowwcticut form house, 1979, fro nt elcootian,
Allan Greenberg
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The idea of a new classicism that would purify
architecture of its excesses, return to the rules and
reestablish the true order, has been, since Vitruvius
first criticized the "improper taste of the present" in
Augustan Rome, a recurrent theme in architectural
polemic. In late-seventeenth-century France, it was
iaised against the 'oun-natural" distortions of Bernini
and the Italian Baroque: later, the Rococo came in
for the same treatment by the Abbd Laugier and his
followers in o'neo-classicism'o; it was certainly a
refrain of the 1920s, when Paul Valery, Le
Corbusier, and others made common cause with the
musicians again t expressionism; fueled by Rudolph
Wittkower'J Architeitural Principlcs in the Age of
Hurnanism, the British brutalists tried out Golden
Section rectangles in the fifties, at the same time as

Mies van der Rohe was selling his version of the
Temple to the U.S. corporation.

And now, that relentless encyclopedist of modern life,
Dr. Jencks, tells us that it has surfaced yet again in a
colorful display of classical references abstracted
from the projects and buildings of almost anyone you
might think of, a 'onew synthesis" is proclaimed, a
'opost-modern" classicism, that is no longer content'
ai was the Modern Movement, with a classicism by
abstraction. Rejecting the apparatus of Modern
Classicism, with its grids, proportional theories,
references to Palladian planso and ideals of
typffication drawn from Plato and Aristotle, this
post-modern classicism, we are told, embraces the
iiteral reference, the fragment of allusion, the
wholesale revival of stylistic components, even the
total image of the Orders. Realist as opposed to
Formalisi, populist as opposed to elitist, it revels in
colorful plays on ancient and Renaissance,
Beaux-Aits and Edwardian polychromy; it celebrates
the eclecticism of the nineteenth century; it abhors
social purpose in puritanical grrise. Unabashedly
consumeriit and pluralist, it claims to "relateoo to
"what people want" directly by im1g9, rather than
typically by structure. This kind of classicism,
howevei, sLems in this definition to have little to do
with what we normally understand by the term.

o

The ldea of Claeaiciem
Classicism, as defined self-consciously hy the
theorists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
was a doctrine that found its basis in the concept of
beauty at once derived from what was terrned o'the

imitation of nature" and from careful attention to the
monuments of antiquity (generally Roman). Nature
was the ideal, and it was thought that none had
achieved its imitation so perfectly as the ancients; the
harmonious laws of nature were to be found
embodied in antique proportions; the laws of unity
and order likewise. The academics of the seventeenth
century refemed continuously to rules, trgth, nature,
and the antique as the synonymous foundations of
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Vidler on Jencks Drautings by Michael Mostol.l.er

their theories. Neoclassicism, while 161gining much of
this doctrine, expanded it in two ways: on the one
hand by finding even more perfect sources for
antique beauty in the art of Greece; on the other by
making an explicit and moral connection between art
and politics. Vhile classicism was inherently a
doctrine of the power of the court, neoclassicism was
a doctrine of political "morality." The state of the
arts, it was held, was at once dependent on and a
determinant of tJre state of political health of a
nation. Classicism strove for an eternal calm,
refecting the unchanging principles of the universe:
neoclassicism tried to find a primitive simplicity and
strength, mirroring a new and fundamental
republicanism. The aesthetics of the Greeks, a
democratic and happy people favored by climate and
health, living in a state of balance with nature, were a
logical referent for the first generation of true
revolutionarios.

As a doctrine, taught as a set of more or less
conventional principles, the apparatus of classicism
was preserved in the neoclassical schools;
Quatremdre de Quincy, ruling the Ecole des Beaux
Arts until 1830, was only the most tenacious of those
who resisted until the end a stylistic eclecticism and a
medieval revivalism that in the nineteenth century

opposed to the ideology and the styles of the Modern;
it hates the reference to mass societyo industrial
produetion, and, God forbid, politics, which it finds
creeping into so many modern movement polemics; it
believes that such recognitions of twentieth-century
reality as good as caused the collapse of the old
order. It dreams of a return to a pre-Edwarfian age,
when all there was to worry about was Upstairs, and
the people were respectful. It therefore characterizes
as "historicism" (by which it means Hegelianism,
Marxism, and Darwinism) all attempts to master the
question of the now, preferring to remain in the
ttonce upon a time.o'

Then there is the kind of "classicism'othat responds
to Modern Movement architecture, on the stylistic
level alone; this kind, colorfully cartooned by
Thomas Gordon Smith and Charles Mooreo simply
tries to copy, as faithfully as modern materials and
workmanship allow,the forms of past classical Orders,

There is that "classicismoo which, a development of
neorationalism, has come to preoccupy Leo Krier,
Maurice Culot, and their students, as the appropriate
band-aid with which to bind up the wounds of
Modern-Movement urbanism. This totalizing return
to the classic even asks for a refusal ofmodern
materials and modern techniques of building in favor
of a new stone masonry. In this, even though much of
the s-tylistic apparatus remains classic, the ideology is
not far from that romantic guild-socialism of Rusliin
and his followerso as they tried to rebuild the first age
of industry with medieval methods.

Finally, there is the host of single or multiple
references to the classic that may be found-, from
Venturi's "fonic" colurnn at Obirlin to the keystone
motif in Michael Graves' work; these "guotations
from the classic" do not call for a returir, nor do they
stand entirely opposed to the modern. They utilize
classical motifs, like others from history, ai a
widening of the lexicon of modernity.

Certailly these references abound in contemporary
work. In case of any doubt, our art historian reminds
us of project after project that has, in the last five
years, utilized a classical column, a keystone, or even
an axis in its composition. The sources of these
allusionso as befits a scholarly treatise, are carefully
displayed. Thus Venturi gets'Claude Perrault and 

'
Edwin Lutyens. Moore, the most voracious of all, is a
combination of Wendel Dietterlin (who supplies the
transformations of the Orders); Schinkel, who
donates the idea of attached ornament; Palladio, who
is_the supplier of ABA rhythms; Fischer von Erlacho
who invents the convex facade; and Trevi, puryeyor
of the fountain. The list is endless; each .""hit""i i.
given an appropriate blend of early classic and
late-historicist iources, a pedigreeihat assures us
that we are not looking at a thoughtless eclecticismo
but rather a carefully considered transforrnation oi
preced-ent. The eye of the critic is sharp, picking out
from the mine of history inventively ani -

res-ourcefully in order to persuade us of the existence
of his post-modern classicism.

Sticky Labels

S-t-ylistrl categories are essential to art history: they
allow the dominant tendencies of an age to be
discussed, the identification and datine of works
where no written record exists, the coiparison of
different arts during the same periods, and, perhaps
most importa-nt-, when properly deployed, thiy permit
judgment and discrimination among works of a-
similar genre. Since the end of the eighteenth
century, in fact, the identification ofityles has
formed the major part of the art historian's work.
Stylistic categories are also among the more heatedly
debated of art historical conclusiins; they have led io
often ennervating and long, dravm-out discussions,
little more than semantic nit-picking: ov€r the proper
use of terms; the bickering inthe lait decades 

"roorrdcategories like "mannerism" and "baroque."
"neoclassicism" and o'romantic claesicism" is a case
in point. Reputations have been made by the
"discovery" of i style hiterto thought suiordirate,
aberrant, or unseen beneath preceding
classifications. This was the case with ihe founder of
the genre himself-Wfnsklsmann-and it was
increasingly the mode of academic discourse toward
the end ofthe nineteenth century. The reevaluation
of a previous generation's categories has become, as
Dr. Jeneks himself has demonsirated, the first step
toward a promising career. At their best, stylistic
cate_g-ories are filled with content, supple, and
in-tellectually ehallenging; at worst, tihiy seem like
labels covering the esiential characteristics of their
subject, or applied willfully and without insighl g. 15.
easy subatitutes for explanation.

Criticiam, of the kind that illuminates the nature of a
work of art, its internal strueture, and external
relations, has always been wary of style labels. The
best criticism of the soLorx, from the spirited
invention of art criticism by Diderot in the 1760s to
the idiosyncratic assessments of Baudelaire, has
avoided categorization. The best criticism of
contemporary architecture, too, from Mumford to
Rowe, has similarly tried to present the work directly
and analytically to the reader; the exhil6161ing
description of La Tourette by Colin Rowe is an
example.

Recently, art historical categorization and
contemporary criticism have become entangled; the
modes of the one have been used to endow the other
with an aura of legitimacy. Dr. Jencks, from his first
excur$ions into the labeling gameo has been the
foremost exponent of this new genre. [n an attempt to
sound "historical," he has gathered together the
productions of the moment under important-sounding
titles; he has traced the "history" of these titles from
year to year; with charts and evolutionary diagrams,
he has tried to prove the applicability of his labels in
every conceivable case. While few architects so
labeled would necessarily find the attention
unwelcome, the increasing catch-all quality of the

theatened to undermine classical principles with
willful individualisms.

Ve should, however, be careful to distinguish the
simple use of the Orders of antiquity or Eenaissance
from an adherence to classic or neoclassic ideals:
many eclec-tic romantics and innovative designers
have found the Orders a good framework foi their
compositions; Ledoux, who was by no means a
slsssisisl-nor a neoclassicist-and John Soane are
c.ases in poi-r-rt. I,*rouste arid Duban, young
"romanties" of the 1830s, utilized the breef atyle,
but with great antagonism to that neoclassicism of
Quqtremdre and the older generation. In this senseo
Le Corbusier, on the evidence ofYers une
Architecture, is far more of a classicist, thano say,
Charles Garniero whose adherence was more styiistic
than principled. AII the ideals espoused in
Corbusier's text-from the use of regulating lines to
the idealization of type forms; the rei-urn toissential
values of space, Iight, and s[6c16-6r.s m6r.6
fundamentally classical than many
late-nineteenth-century pseudobaioque productions
of .the Ecole des Beaui d.rts. Indeed,'cla'ssicism has
ever sought to go beyond and behind style and
fashion, to return to the "principled origins." In the
s-eventeenth century its principles were raised
deliherately against Bernini and Borromini; in the
eighteenth, against the licenses of the Rococo; in the
early twentieth century against the misuse of styles in
themselves. It is an affaiiof law. Which certainly
cannot be said of many of the post-modern
classicisms paraded by D.. Jencks.

Claseic Re-rune

The varieties of classical reference cuvered bv the
term "post-modern classicism" are manv. There is
the Moral MipriE kind, built in Georgian Vicarage
*fle bf Quinlan-Terry, and suffused rith the Hig[
Protestantism of Dayid Watkin and his circle at
Cambridge. This kind of architecture is definitively

categorizations has irritated many. With the
collection Post-Mod.ern Cl.assicisrn and a more recent
article replying to his criticso ooThe Battle of the
Labelso" Dr. Jencks has displayed fully his theory of
history, his motives for labeling in the way he does, in
a way that was only intimated by his earlier work.

Ve are presented with a clear paradigm for reading
the,present: indeed, a mini-hisiory of-contemporary
architecture ia proposed by Dr. Jencks'table: first,
Modern was attacked byPost-Modern, then, allowing
for survivals of Late Modern, a new cateqory of
archit_ecture, Post-Modern Classicism em"erged. In
subtitling his book The ncu: synthesis, Dr. Jencks
gi-v_e_s us a clue to the trajectory he has traced, a sort
of Hegelian dialectical scheme'where Modern is the
thesis, Post-Modern the antithesiso and Post-Modern
Classicism the synthesis.

Self-seryiee Hietory

Nietzsche once {.pified three types of hietorian: the
rnonunental, who drew from the past in order to
support, legitirnize, give mythical value to the
present; the ocademi4 by whom he meant one who
sees the preEent as so much of an uninterrupted
continuation of the past-who resurrects t[e past as
a way_ of living in the present-that any action
outeide this tradition is impossible; and the criticol,
or he who destroys myths, interpretatione, and even
history itself in order'to arrive at a naked truth. Ve
may recognize these types in the current architectural
scene: there is the new-historicist architect, picking at
will from Ledoux to Lutyene, in order to boleter hil
sense of a heroic action of will in the present; there is
the holistic revivalist, who cannot move from the
dire-ct imitation- of precedent for fear of Iosing a grip
on the roote of his irt; and there is the criticil
Fistorian, exploding received opinions, a;;;ki"g 

"p""historicizing_patterns, refuting old prescriptioni of
"what actually happened." Ve 

"eed 
t *Joo names.

But to characterize Dr. Jencks we need a fourth type:
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"Thn lnbels Dr. Jencks has bestouted haae
giaen rise to a aeritabln 'battlc of lnbels' to cite
the titl,e of his latest lnbellati.on,."

Yidler on Jencks

one who Labets.We should not call him a "llassifier"

-this 
term ought to be reserved for the natural and

physical scientist, the philologisto the antiquarian.
Nor would we call him a "critico" for this would
impute to him a discrirnination, a capacity to judge,
.which the very activity of "labeling" holds in
contempt. No, oothe labeler," ugly as it is, is the
better term. And, indeed, if we are reminded of that
species, so necessary to our consumption needso who
roams the supermarket with stamp and tape, deciding
what is "dry goods'o and what oopaper products,'o
moving packages from one shelf to another, for our
convenience, we would find a suitable analogy.
Another kind of labeler in our world would be the
bookseller, for whom we have infinite respect, but
who, armed with assumptions of "everymano" decides
whether the book we wish to read is "classic
literature" or "fiction" or "current detective
fiction.o' The librarian, more methodically with the
Li.brary of Congress desigrration, decides similar fates
for writings of every kind.

The labels Dr. Jencks has bestowed have become
rapidly the commonplaces of a media discussion; they
have given rise to a veritable "battle of the labels," to
cite the title of his latest labellation; they have in
addition served to cover, wrap, distort, mislead, and
hide. This, after all, is the true function of labels:
where would consumption be without the little
detective games that are necessary along the aisles of
the supermarket, hunting for an elusive brand name?

Darwin on the Run

But despite the ubiquitous nature of labels in the
world, rve must remind ourselves that the attributions
of historical style, laboriously arrived at by
generations of nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century historians of a6- (l'61[i6,
Renaissance (in its different varieties of early, high,
and late), Mannerism, Baroque, Classic, Rococo,
Neoclassic, eclectic or historicist-fle n61 exist, nor

have they ever existed either as facts or essencesl
they are whatever their derivation, simply convenient
ways to refer to a more or less loosely related set of
concepts, events, tendencies, and sensibilities in a
specific period; they are "definedo'o if that is the
proper word, in terms of formal properties that seem
to hold among different works in the same-
sometimes different-art. Charles Rosen reminds us
that o'the concept of style does not correspond to an
historical fact but answers a need: it creates a mode
of understandirg . . . (it) can only have a purely
pragmatic definition, and it can at times be so fluid
inilimprecise as to be useless." Historians from Riegl
and Panofsky to Henri Zerner and Meyer Schapiro
have been acutely aware of this fact. In his own
extreme form of empiricism, Gombrich has'even
rejected the use of style labels altogether.

lt is therefore surprising to find Dr. Jencks referring
to styles as if they were some kind of living species as

he does with this statement: "when neo-classicism
came in rococo went out, or rather transformed itself
and led an underground existence until it reemerged
in another grrise as Art Nouveau." The
"undergroundoo history of Rococo 

- 
"the chameleon"

-Art 
Nouveau might make good reading as a

tuppeny dreadful, but it ain't history. At least, not of
a iontemporary kind. Dr. Jencks gives us our history
as if we were latter-day Darwinians, or better,
Spencerians, hot on the trail of the evolution of the
species: he speaks of the "evolutionary tree" or the
o%volutionary chart"; of "cyclical tendencies" that
lurk beneath the "masks" of conscious movements of
species; of uostrands" and "bundles" of strands that
'transform themselves in relation to each other," or
oowax- and wane-like evolutionary species." The
"species'o International Style, for exampleo got up--
on-e day, and, like some giant python, ooswallowed"

alive "Expressionism, Purismo de Stijl, industrial
desigrr, Art Deco, Constructivism, together, with
almost all the organic architecture of Wright." No
wonder the resuliing indigestion brought on an attack

of post-modern. Thus, Iike Laoco<in fighting off the
snakes, Dr. Jencks teases, draws out, and wraps the
strands around his little finger.

The theory of the strands is, of course, as old as
classicism itself. The hoary llesiod gave us the system
of the Four Ages of Man-from the Golden Age to
the Silver to the Bronze to the Iron Age. He was
followed by Renaissance historiographers like Vasari
and idealist historicists like Hegel. In comparison to
these, howevero the radical nature of Dr. Jencks'
formula has not, I think, been fully appreciated:
Hesiod, after all, was speaking of thousands of years

-whole 
races rose and fell, entire galaxies decayed

and disintegrated, dynasties of Gods and their
children were extinguished in his decline and fall of
man; Vasari, in his own evolutionary formula, only
spoke of a century or two; Hegel took his historical
theorizing from the beginning (before Egypt) to the
modern period; but, Dr. Jencks, with all the
temporal compression of post-Bergsonian man, gives
us no more than ten years to pass from modern to
post-modern, and little more than five to reach a
newo post-modern classicism. We can now see the full
import of post-modernism. Rather than the willful
negation of modernism, the deterioration of
modernism into kitsch and populist demagogery we

thought it was when it was first discovered by Dr.
Jencks, it now emerges as a vital intermcdfuite stage
in the development-one hesitates to say evolution-
of the new synthesis. How silly of us; we should have
known that no dualistic structure could long survive
the march of Dr. Jencks' dialectic. The recipe for
post-modernism tested in his own kitchen was, I
quote, oohalf-mod plus half-post-mod." This
sweet-and-sour dish was hardly likely to last. So the
blend of the two halves is now used to yield a
high-classic cuisine.

Jencks' labels are evidently drawn from and applied
according to an idea of architecture as "sign,"
communicating its meanings on the surface by its
"image'o quality. Such categorization does
architecture, and especially good architecture, an
enormous disservice: it reduces understanding of the
work, it denies its participation in a host of other,
more important, "meaningso" social and formal; and
above all it implies that the principal task of the
architect is to supply the critic with easily classifiable
images. What Jencks calls "the semantic dimension"
cannot, of course, be igrrored: perhaps, although it is
far from proven, certain modernists ignored it to the
detriment of their architecture; but to erect it as the
sole criterion of recognition and judgment is to deny
to architecture all possibility of quality, let alone any
purpose in the world. It forbids discussiorr of the
formal structure of the object; it reduces recogrrition
of formal coherencies or distortions to two
dimensions; it refuses all social, political, or even
functional questions in favor of a generalized
"pluralism." It is this last, the idea of "pluralism" as

the o'spirit of the post-modern age,o' that is perhaps
the most pernicious of all Dr. Jencks' historicisms.
For, disregarding the fact that much the same
phenomena of difference and diversity might have
been identified from the late seventeenth century on,
and, most especially, in the modernist period itself,
this assumption of a plural universe of culture covers
a fundamentally antipluralistic agenda.
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Giefion?s Ghost
Robert A.M. Sterrr

Excerpts from the introduction to Kenneth
Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critiral History.
Copyright Oxford University Press, New York, 1981.

Kenneth Frampton Photo: Dorothy Alcrondcr

ooThe critical issues to be broached in
writing a comprehensive but concise
history are first, to decide what
material should be included, and
second to maintain some kind of
consistency in the interpretation of the
facts. I have to admit that on both
counts I have not been as consistent as
I would have wished; partly because
information had to take priority over
interpretation, partly because not all
the material has been studied to the
same degree of depth, and partly
because my interpretive stance has
varied according to the subject under
consideration. In some instances I
have tried to show how a particular
approach derives from socio-economic
circumstances, while in others I have
restricted myself to formal analysis."
(p.B)

In spite of our propinquity as
faculty members at Columbia
University, and with more
candor than fiscretiorr I
herein undertake an
assessment of Frampton?s
'ocritical history" of ooModern"

architecture. I do so because it
is a sincerely felt and
provocative book, because it
\^rill be influential (or at least
\Midely read)? and because I
hope it will be the last of its
kind that is, a book that sees
architecture as built ideology
and that unquestioningly
conflates the history of
modernism in architecture with
that of moral virtue in the past
100 or 150 years.

Frampton is torn between his
sense of himself as an historian
and as a critic. He wants to
believe in the ethical effic acy of
modernism despite the fact
that he is too knowledgeable an
historian to overlook ample
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Architect and historian Robert A.M.
Stern criticizes the approach his
colleague, architect and historian
Kenneth Frampton takes in his book

Robert Stern
Photo: Bob Ktss l98l

Modern Architecture A Critical

"As far as possible I have tried to
allow for the possibility of reading the
text in more than one way. Thus it
may be followed as a continuous
account or fipped into at random.
While the seguence has been has been
organized with the lay reader or
undergraduate in mind, I hope that a
casual reading may serve to stimulate
graduate work and prove useful to the
specialist who wishes to develop a
particular point." (p.9)

ool have tried whenever possible to let
the protagonists speak for themselves
. . to illustrate the way in which
modern architecture evolved as a
continuous cultural effort and to
demonstrate how certain issues might
lose their relevance at one moment in
history only to return at a later date
with increased vigor. Many unbuilt
works feature in this account, since for
me the history of architecture is as

much about consciousness as it is
about buildings themselve.." (p.9)

evidence that calls the claim
into doubt. There is an
inherent contrafiction in
Frampton,s self-set task: the
very notion of a o'critical

history" is surely open to
question; I am reminded of
Certrude Stein?s admonition
apropos the Museum of
Modern Art that you can?t he a
museum and he moderlt.

Nlowhere does Frampton set
out an explanation of, or an
ar5rment for the idea of
o' critical history ." In actuality,
the idea of a oocritical history"
a

is not new; as far as I can see?

historiography has always been
a look at the past through a
particular lens. Therefotat it
seems to this observer that
Frampton?s lenses are of a very
special polaroid type, outdoors
so shaded he can barely see the
buildings; inside a librarr!t

oporing over a text under
the shadowless glare of

tr
History.
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Stern on Frampton ooCiaen Frarnptort's cotnmitm,erut to id,eas o1)er
build,irugs, it is curi,ous that he has not been,
able to sufftnicntly d,efine those id,eas so that

B r itz hot*ing p r oj e c t, B e rlin-N euk ollcn, 1 9 2 6 -2 7
Bruno Taut
Pessac-Bordeaux housing, 1925. Le Corbusi.er
Yill,a at Garches, 1927. Le Corbusi.er

technologically advaneed fluorescents, he can read
the words written aboqt and by architects only too
easily. For the truth of the maiter is, the book is
much more a document of the architects and much
less a history of buildings. Frampton is
uncomfortable with the idea of aichitecture as an
artistic discipline; buildings often seem no more to
him than actors in a play ipeaking lines written for
them either by their architects, by theorists, or
.orn"limss-shades of Giedion-by the "spirit of the
time." "Many unbuilt works featurl in this-account,',
Frampton writes in his introduction, "since for me
the history of modern architecture is as much about
consciousness and polemical intent as it is about the
buildings themselves.'o

Not onlv does Frampton refrain from a definition of
his coneept of "critical history,o' but he also never
comes to terms with a conceptual or even a
chronological definition of "modern architecture."
Nor does he martial significant arguments for its use
as a stvlistic label for the o'advanced'o work of the
1920s and'30s. The closest he gets to defining the
term, which is surely the essential one for thJ book, is
to place the origins of the Modern era in the mid-l8th
9.e-nT.I: when technical innovations brought about a
"definitive split between engineering and irchitecture
. . . " aroundlT4T (p. B). Such a difinition seems
wildlv inadequate, not to mention out-of-date,
ignoring as it does issues of cultural and political
organization that surely must be taken inio account
and that seem to force a broader conception parallel
to that of modern historv itself-one that begins with
the breakpp of the largeiv homogenous medie?al
world, the emergence of capitalism, vernacular
language, and so on-in short, one that sees modern
architeeture as the architecture of Western
humanism.

This failure to satisfactorily map out a territory is
reflected-in a disorganized sequince of chapters.
Surely, the opening three chapters, looselv'grouped
together as a single section on "Cultural
{9y9lo_pm9q1s 1nd predisposing rechniques.
1750-1939," offer very little that Giedi-on,s Space,
Tirne and Architecture did not forty years ago.
Frampton avoids Giedion's false poiemic bei*ee.,
"constituent" and o'transitoryo' facts and substitutes
a far more convincing frame of reference in which
Classicism, metropolitanism (which he describes as
"territorial transformationso'), and "technology'o are
seen as the three constituents of modern archiilcture
between 1750 and 1939. That one has to do with
building composition and cultural rhetoric, another
with urban growth, and the third, at least in the
limited way it is handled, with building productiono is
nowhere speeifically add.ressed, nor arie-the terms
satisfactorily defined in relationship to a broader
context of world history. Nor is it made clear whether
the three constituents are parallel branches of the
same river that eoalesce-presumably after l9B9-
or separate sources of independent rivers that each
reach maturity in the post-Depression era. The three
concomitant ingredients of modern architecture

Frampton presents in relationship to a rather fixed
and somewhat preposterous chronological framework
extending between 1750, when Romantic Classicism
emerged (a much better term than the currently
fashi6nable but misleading o'neoclassicism"), aid
1939, when Frevssinet patented a system of
prestressed concrete construction. He has these
determinants extend. on the one hando from a grand
artistic movement inextricablv linked to a
sociocultural revolution to, on the other hand, a
modest advance in the history of building technologv
oceurring amidst-but seemingly aloof from-
equallv titantic political and social upheavals.

The actual "critical history," which is presumably
the raison d'6tre of the book, som.*hai confusingly
I.grl.- in 1835, and not with a bang but a whimpJr:
Pugin's conversion to Catholicism. Equally
9o:1fus1ngly, it concludes with an equiiocaiion-
"the Eclipse of the New Deal: Buckminster Fuller,
Philip Johnson and Louis I. Kahn, l9J4-1964.,, ln
lretween we are treated to twenty-five tightly packed
chapters in-whjch Frampton struggles mighiily t" t"il
everything he knows about the hiiiory of"architecture
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As if he is
a-ttempting to appease the gods of codification,
clarifi"ration, and interpretation without stepping
bevond the domain of capitalism, Frampton
freqygntly res-orts to meri cataloguing of names and
buildings. To have written a booli as l-arge as its
ambitions would have certainly made a lie out of the
term ooconcise," and made it unmarketable as well.
Yet_to pay the price with so many mentioned but
unillustrated buildings taxes the reader,s patience, as
it calls to question the author's interest in'artifacts at
all.

It is possible that the term "criticaloo does not mean
"focused,'o as suggested earlier, but ..evaluative.', It
is possihle that im-portant buildings are so regarded
not only for the ideas that stand Eehind them"or the
circumstances of their realization, but for their
aesthetic appeal. Frampton does not do much to
.up-p-grt this view. In fait, when he presents a
building that he admires, he assume]s not only that
the reader knows the building, but admires ii as well.
Frampton makes ahnost ,,o efoo.t to iustifv his
admiration for certain buildings in tdrms of th"i"
aesthetic gualities; that is to say, he never succeeds in
glvTg the reader a clear serrse of their importance as
artifacts, which is what presumably drew us to
studying the history of architectu." in th" first place.
As a result, we are given a chapter on the Bauhlus
that examines its role as an insiitution but never
focuses on its emblematic building or on the
r_emarkable buildings and objectJof deeorative art
that were designed in its workshops.

Frampton's discussion of I,e Corbusier's Villa Stein at
Garcheso largely based on Colin Rowe's
interpretation, is just fine as far as it goes. The
trouble is that on the one hand it doeJnot go far
enoug!, while on the other it does not begii at the
beginning.'T\at is to say, it never realy Ingages the
_reader in the building because of its qualitii. .. "Ippia exemplar of mcchanomorphological
Classicism, nor does it succeed i, pottftg Roweos

interpretation into a wider context. Thus, though the
grotty-photo may serve to satisfy our curiosity as to
what the building looks like, Frampton never helps us
to sense what it feels like to approach it, to be inslde
it, to live in it. The assumption appears to be that
everyone knows it's wonderful, thirefore why bother
Lo- !"y so or dcscribe the reasons for its importance.
This seems a ridiculous stance for a "critidal'o
history. Shorrldnot critical history touch on the
limitations of the masterpieces ai well? Their
technological naivetti, thiir urbanistic hermeticism,
the inherent dilemma of their revolutionary forms
and their bourgeois programs?

While Frampton frequently seems distant from the
material he knows best-he is often just plain
trapped in his own 6agfi1i6p-he is frequently
passionate and, ironically, more convincing (because
more engaged) with material he does not know so
well. I found the discussions of Frank Lloyd Vright
far more interesting than those devoted to [e
Corbusier; I felt he was really looking at the buildings
1Td q" getting me to look at them with him similarly.
The few sentences on Aalto's Villa Mairea succeed in
cap-turing the mood and the meaning of the place, the
building, and its enigmatic architect, which ieldom
come-s through in other people's writings. AIso, his
satisfying assessment of ihe last phase of American
metropolitanism reveals a fresh ind concise grasp of
the issues; skyscraper modernism is charactelized as
a o' . . . highly sympathetic style, the need for which
seems to have arisen out of a spontaneous desire to
c-eleb_rate the triumph of democracy and capitalism in
the New World."

Given Frampton's commitment to ideas over
buildings, it is curious that he has not been able to
sufficiently define those ideas so that the book could
be released from the cult of individual p6rsonality
that governs its organization. (Nineteen of the
twenty-seven chapters in the main body of the text
revolye on positions defined in terms oi the work of
individual architects.) Insufficiently resolved; also, is
Frampton's attitude to the politicaf implications of
the subject: given Frampton's lack of interest in
f9r1gl issues, it is hardlo understand why work for
the Fascists at Como is singled out for higL praise (as
a successful attempt ooto realize an ideal iettlng for a
society which would be at one and the same time both
rati-onally organized and culturally classless. . . 'o),
while the work of American eclectics of the I920s like
Raymond Hood are chastised as pandering to the
same debased associational tendencies in a
dem-ocratic capitalist society that others were doing in
totalita-rian regimes (1mong which presumably Itaiy
would be counted): "There was in fact a sensi of
sylistie propriety comparable to that which obtained
according to'party line'in totalitarian countries: one
style fo1 the ofifice, another for the suburban retreat,
and still another for the idyll of the university . .;,
Are we to believe that progressive modernism, (which
Hitchcock characterized as the "New Tradition") is
at fault as an expression of capitalism because
totalitarian governments sharid some of its values?
Or that the values are bad by association? In my
college days, this kind of criiicism by innuendo was
v-ery popular with the senator from Visconsin, only
then the eritique came from the political Right.

The. price paid_ for the book's compaction and density
is high; n-ot only are many buildings talked about that
are not illustrated, but also individual buildings and
even whole careeers are given very short shrili.
Wright's California work is overlooked, as is the
work of I_rying GiIIo Bernard Maybeck and Greene &
Greene. Of course, in the case of these figureso it may
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the book could be rel,eased from the cult of the
indiaid,ual persoruality that goaerrus its
organizati,ort."

Stem on Frampton

be that Frampton just doesn't find them important.
But he surely can'i plead lack of spaceo given the
lengthy discussions of I-e Corbusieros work-(who is
givin more than twice as much space as either
Vright, Mies, or Aalto).

Perhaps the most astonishing aspect of this central
nortion of the book is the almost total omission of any
hiscussions of what has been characterized as the
"soread of modernism" and the concomitant
prlbl.*. that such proliferation has brought. Surely
a 'ocritical" history of modernism must come to terms
with the defilement of modernism's temple almost
from its completion: the commercial work of Lescaze

in the '30s0 SbM, Harry Seidler and countless others
in the '50s should be ta"kl"d side by side with the
heroic masters; for the work of the masters had
within them the seeds of their own undoing, and the
exoerimental work of Eero Saarineno whose work is
mJntioned only in passing (p. 241), as well a.s that of
Eames o Yamasaki, Breuer' Gardella' and others,
most of whom are omitted or are only perfunctorily
mentioned, ought not to have been left out' True,
Kahn's work is-discussed in some detail, and should
be seen as a criticism of the work of others, but it
also grows out of-and is very much part of-a
-ilieii that is otherwise left undeseribed.

ln limbo as well is the work of Auguste Perreto whose

earlv buildings are discussed, but whose late work at

Le Havre, p.'"hup. the greatest descendent of
Garnier's'rirbanism, is completely igrrored' Philip
johr.sor, is not passed by, but rather mer-ely honored

in the breach, being religated to a special limbo, his

name inctuded in a"chapier heading with Fuller's and

kahn's, his work as an architect barely discussed or
illustrated.

AII of this may already sound to yoq' de.a1 reader, as

the carDins of an academic, but at the risk of boring
r"" f"Jat.?, I feel it irnportant to note that the book
is not without problemjof proofreading- and that
itr."" """ 

a ,rrt rb". of minor but annoying eruors of
dating, spelling, and once in a while, a fact that'
riven"the ten viars or so that the project has been

irrrdersoine research and revision, and given the

clrruliti of ih. t..m who has helped the author,
.'horld have been corrected in gallevs' Was De

Chi"ico's The Enigna of the Hour painted in l91l' as

in the caption, or 1912, as in th!, text? The American
architect was Gmelin (p. 220); Hitchcock and

Johnson's book was cailed ?he Internatianat Slyl!
lp.223). The exhibition they organized was called
iiModern Architecture." Space, Time and'
Architecture was published it fS+f and not t9q1-(P'
123); the Racguef (singular) Club wa9 built in 1917,

not in l8l7 (p.232)t L<inberg- Holm is the
Danish-Ameican architect's correct name, (p' 239);
George Howe did not edit Perspecta (p.242),he
founded it. (p. 2a0).

Daunting though Frampton's show of erudition is, it
is not wiihout ioticeablt flaws. Terms are often left
undefined: what is "a space ofhuman appearance"?
(p. 197): and what is thi origin of the "Lictoral
Sivle"? (p. 204); why are foreign terms like
Hei*otJiit 1p. 83), Ddblaicmcnt d' art- (p. 96), or
book titl.s i,rch u. Loos' Trotzd,em left untranslated?
o. lot g quotes such as the one of Charlotte Perriand
fn. t76)? And whv is the English language made to
.Lad so stiffly? WLat does it mean t-o say -of Stirling's
i.i" *""L that "It is as though the formal mastery of 

-

his svntactical imacinatiot ca-e to disown the critical
onlact-creatins' poiential that he himself had once
josited in his 

"village infill housing of the mid-1950s?"
(p. 268).

Thoush there are no footnotes, the
e h apt"e r-by -ch apter bibliographical listings at fi rst
elance appear extensive and very helpful, pertinent,
irrd tho"o.rgh from the scholarly pgint of view' Buto

checkins th"e chapters I find myself particularly
comfort-able with-, I am disappointed to flnd that one

shouldn't rely on first imprejsions. In the notes to the

chapter 
"or""irrg 

the wor-k of Fuller' Kahn, and

iot'"."r,, there ire some egreglous omrssrons: Scully's
Louis I. kahn (1962), the only scholarly monograph
on that architectos work to date, is not cited; nor are
Scullv's books. M odcrn Architecture ( 196l), and
A^rlii"on Architecture and (Jrbanism (1969), which

contain important discussions of Kahn and Johnson;
nor is my own Nero Directians in Ameritan
Architeciure (1969, revised 1977) refered to'
jacobus' boot Ph;l;p Johnson (1962) is n-ot cited, nor
is the monograph covering Johnson's early period,

Philip Johnson 1949" 1965 (1966), with its fine
introduction by Hitchcock; nor the eollection of
Johnson's writings that Eisenman and I helped
assemble (Philip I ohn^son: V ritings, 1979). But there
are some Mickey Mouse entries, however, such as one
citing Jordy's excellent discussion of Kahn's Mellon
CentLr-a building not built during the chapteros
chronological framework, and furthermore' not
discussed in the chapter.

Even more annoyingo in fact, is the introductory
bibliographical note on page 299.,This reveals
Framfton's biases moreclearly than anywhere else.

"Thiibibliography, which is intended primarily for
graduate stutet t", does not include all the standa(d
ieference workso except for those ofexceptional merit
which deserve to be singled out if for no other reason
than that they have variously shaped my a-ttitude to
the material under consideration. Pride of place, in
my view, despite the criticism levelled at its polemical
distorions must still be given to Sigfried Giedion's
pioneering, Space Tim,e and Architecttlre . . ' '"
Aside from failing to inform us to what field these
graduate studenti might be in, I cannot imagine that
Ih"y, .pp..t tice architectural historians and
practiti&ers alike, will benefit from a history th-at

iakes no cognizance of the books on the subject by
Scullv. Jordv, or Jencks, not to mention
Henrv-Rus.ell Hitcheock's epoch-al M odc rn
Architecture, Romanticism ond Re'integration,
which for me remains the most intelligent, concise
historv of the subiect vet' though it was published in
1929.'On a pe"sorial noteo I am particularly upset
that Scully, my teachero and one of the few to raise
the subject above a litany of names and dates and the
limitations of mere ideology, is so systematically
expunsed from Frampton's hibliography. Given
Framo"ton's respect for Manfredo Tafuri's writings,
which I too adrnire, I think he might do well to note
the extent to which that historian has acknowledged
an inevitable debt to ScullY.

AII this pales in the face of the concluding four
chapteri of the booko gathered together under the
h.rhinc "Cultural Assissment and Extension into the
P."s"rri, 1925-1978.- This is the part everyone had
been waitins for; the part where Frampton, apologist
for a contin"uing modernism, critic of post-modernism
in seneral and American post-modernism in
oaiticular. would offer up a rich account of the near

Last that would set each new trend in place, while '

lrr"Xittg the debut of a new genera-tion of movers and

shakers"into the ranks of canonical historiography'
In short, this is the part where Frampton was to have

in fact become the diedion of the next stage of
modernism, identifying and influencing its 

-new
course, and cano.,izing its true priests, and either
exounging or excoriating those in the flock who are
*u'yrr.""dlo", those worie yet, who are nontrelievers'

That there is disappointment and/or relief in many

quarters is a certainty. Once againlrampton
eouivocates: we are not given the history of the recent

"i.i .t all. Close "oln."d", 
are ignored (the New York

Fi"",i"" example), as are powerful adv-ersaries such

as Cirarles M"ore, who is not mentioned at all; or
Robert Venturio who is mentioned, but only as a

theorist.

How sad it all is; to be so suffused with Spenglerian
gloom (if dressed up for the l98os in Heideggerian
E.ag) as to be bareiv able even to look at buildings' to

U" "'tttt 
able to see meaning in ideology and not in

art. To be so apologetic foi the joylessnesso for
[r"tulity of scale aid harshness of materials, for
["itJi"g. that prove a point- if only-because of their
failure is architectu.". Y.t he persists in its support'
Perhaos what Frampton means to write is not a

".iii..i ftit,.ty of atthitecture at all' but a theo-ry. of
f"iti ia"ot"gy." I. this he may have succeeded; but

that is another story .
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The Lens-Eye Yiew

New arrivals
Le Corbusier Sketchbooks Volume I, 1914-1948.
Preface by Andrd Wogenscky, introduction by
Maurice Besset, notes by Frangois de Franclieu. 455
pages. The Architectural History Foundation/MlT.
Press and the Fondation [,e Corbusier, Cambridge,
Pariso June t981. $ 125

New York. Photographs by Reinhart Volf; text by
Sabina l,eitzmann; with an introduction by Edward
Albee and an interview by Andy Warhol. Vendome
Press, Paris, Aggust l98l; distfiuted by The Viking
Press, New York. $50.00.

Philip Trager: New York. Photographs by Phitip
trager; introduction by Louis Auchincloss. Vesliyan
University Press, Middletown, CT, 1980; distribuied
by Col"mhia University Press, New York. $39.95.

Abrgit Solomon-(Godeau

West 34th Street betuteen Seoenth and Eighth Aaenues. Phihp Traeger, photo.
If somewhere in the world of ideal forms there floats a
prototype-for the coffee-table photography book, it
might well resemble Reinhart Wolfs"Near'yorlc: its
dimensions are such that possession of a coffee table is
a virtual necessity for its proper viewing. and its
relatively high price ($50ieffictively deiermines its
placement in the class of luxury items. The book
contains 3l mammoth color plates of the tops of
buil_dings photographed by Iieinhart Wolf,'. p..fr."
by.l,dwardAlbee, an accompanying text by Salio,
Leitzman (the Americar, 

"o".".porrjent foi the
la11\fury.er Allgemcine Zeitun!), an interview with
W"-lI ty Andy Warholo caption-information on the
architec-ture b-y Christophlr Grey at the back of the
bool-r- (where the photographs are again reoroduced in
small-scaleo black-and-.white form), an afterword by
the book's designer, Vilim Vasata, which i. a ,ev."e.rt
homage,to Wolfs photographyo and last of all, a
brographical note on Wolf. The very quotes used in
Leitzman's ess_ay become supportin! eiements of this
elaborate production in that their various authors
(Henry James, Je_an-Paul Sartre, Thomas WoHeo et
al.) are cited on the title page under the rubricoostatements." Vhile all oi tlis might be seen as
coffee-table-book overkill, each if these elements
fppgar calc_ulated to endow the book with a particular
kind of cachet; to affirm its urbanity, 

-'

This is, of course the stuff of fetishism: the
transforrnation of architecture into an obiect of desire
and veneration. Photog_raphy-and adre.tising
photography in particrilai-is ideally suited t;
fetishizing, and iuch, to a great extent, has been the
history of its uses, It thus 

"o-e. as no surprise to
learn that Wolf is one of the most successfirl
comrnercial photographers in Europe.

Inasmuch as Wolfs photographs of recent skyscrapers
are even more relentlessly pedestrian than thbse of the
buildings,constructed in ihl ,20s, it seems likely that ii
is the earlier skyscrapers to which he is most drawn.Ior a European espeiially, the fanciful spires and
ornamented towers of'20s skyscrapers conjure up the
mythic vision of Gotham, the'Metrlpo[s odthe movies
a.nd popula_r culture. And given Voifs fixed format,
the detailed facades and eliborate tops yield richer
lodes_than do the glass curtain *"lls of i Astor plaza
or I United Nations Plaza. Lo_vers of '20s skyscrapers
I"1rld do better, howevero with a book .r"h L, Ceivin
Robinson and Rosemarie Haag Bl.tt".'. Siy'scraper
Stylc: Art Deco New York. v J -

co-smopolitanism, and chic. For this lavishly produced
tribute to a fantasy Gotham is intended l"ss a" "souvenir item for ru_bes from lowa City than for the
delectation of the well-heeled and *o"idly.
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Franco Albini. Edited by Franca Helg, Antonio Piva,
and Marco Atbini. 175 pages, 145 illuitrationso 28 in
color. Rizzoli Internationalo New York, September
1981. Paper, $17.50

On Adorrr'e House in Paradise. By Joseph Rykwert.
Returning to print. MIT. Press, Cambridge,
September f98f . $8.95

Deeign by Choice. By Reyner Banham. 152 pages,
150 illustrations, 8 pages in color. Rizzoli
International, New York. September 1981. $27.50

le Corbugier'a Firminy Church. Vith an
lntroduction by Anthony Eardley. 126 pages, 150
illustrations, 20 in color. Rizzoli lnternational, New
York, September 1981. Papero $f7.50

Disney Animation: The Illusion of Life by Frank
Thomas and Ollie Johneton (Abbeville Press, New
York, October 1981. $49.95). Vritten by two of the
men who made the Disney legend, the book hae more
than 1,3(X) illustrations; 3(X) in color.

SITE: Architeeture ae Art. Vith essays by Pierre
Restany, Bruno Zevi and SITE. ff2 pages, 180 color
photographs. St. Martin's Prese, New York, August
I98I. Paper, $14.95

This book, which coincides with the tenth
anniversary of SITE's founding, provides a coherent
record of the firm's oeuvre. It is a view of both built
and unbuilt projects, neceEsary to approach an
understanding of this iconodastic and often
1111gs1tling Soup. Most renowned for the BEST
showrooms, SITE represents a successfirlly heretical
approach to architecture; the partnerc-Alison Sky,
Emfio Sousa, Michelle Stone, and James Vines-
prefer the term "De-architecture." In an essay on 

-
iheir philosophy, the group expresses a rejection of
the tradition of architecture as d.esiSn and instead
claims affinities with traditions of art-content,
information, commentary, communication, and "a
commitment to the sociological and psychological
content of architecture." The work, on the other
hand, speaks very well for itself. Governed by a sense

of internal logic germane to the laws of sculpture, the
projects represent an unexpected synthesis when
perceived is architecture. Curiously the work of
SITE has always been considered more seriously in
Europe than in the U.S; in his introduction, Bruno
Zevi irroclaims that "in SITE's philosophy I see an
extension of the most authentic American culture."
This should give us pause.

Tropical Deco: The Architeeture and Deeign of
Old-lUiami Beach. Text by Laura Cerwinski,
photographa by David Kaminsky. 96 pages, 109 color
photographs. Rizzoli, New York, September 1981.
Paper, $14.95

Cerwinski and Kaminsky have made a record of the
essence of Old Miami Beach, the one equare mile area
that was awarded historic district status in 1979.
Tropicol Deco is a catalogue 6f ssmglhing that is
considered valuable, and, more important, an
intelligent astessment and illustration of wlY we find
it so. The text is brief and informative, full of both
facts and explication, and photographs that evoke the
special qudities of this peculiarly American
agglomeration of fusilrlings.

Deeigu: Vigne[i. By klla and Maeeimo Vrgnelli;
with an introduction by Emilis Ambasz. l16 pages,
85 black-and-white illuetrations. Rizzoli, Ne* York,
Septemher 1981. Paper, $15.00

Masaimo Scolari. Edited by Francesco Moschini. 240
pages, 397 illustrations in black and white, 197 ih
color. Rizzoli International, New York, September
1981. Paper, $19.95

by Random House. . . . .Charles Jenckr is already
coming out with a book on Free-Style Claeeicigr in
the winter-the classical tradition will be afrdyzed irt
a broadened o'non-canonic" approach. The book will
challenge, he reports, some of the most sacrosanct
definitions of classicism, and will be published by St.
Martin's Press.

Fall Periodieals

Harvard Architecture Review, Vol.[ o'Urban

Architecture" - Articles by Stanford Anderson,
David Handlin, Randolf Wagenback, James Sanders,
Roy Strickland, Brent Brolin, Paul Groth, and Peter
Smithson. 194 pages. MIT Press. $25

lotue No. 29, t'Vienna 1980" and No. 30, oollrban

Parks". Published by Rizzoli. S20

Cornell Architeetural Journd Edited by Michael
Markowitz with articles by past and present faculty,
including lllike Dennis, Fred Koetter and Colin
Rowe, and students.

Oppoeitions 22 A special section on the Japanese
arehitect Hiromi Fujii and an article by Kenneth
Framoton on "Louis Kahn and the French
Clr,r,i"tiot " highlight the issue. MIT press for the
Institute for Arlhitecture and Urban Studies. $15

Precie 3 "Architecture in the Public Realm'" Edited
by Deborah Dietsch and Sue Steeneker. Columbia
IJniversitv Press.

Other News

Arts snd Architecture has resumed publication
under the editorship of Barbara Goldstein, editor of
L.A. Architect. The magazine will focus on the area
from the Pacific North West to Texas, its first issue
will be on Califorriia. Arts and Architecture The
Shindler House, 835 North Kings Road, Los Angeles
CA 90069, l3)651-3ff2). Subscriptions are $18

Domus Moda The May issue was the first of two Per
year on fashion, for this ltalian architecture and
design magazine supplementing the regular I I issues

of Domus.

Heresies ll A special issue on "Making Room:
Women and Architecture" features a collection of
articles by Delores Hayden, Deborah Nevins, Susana
Torre, .od Di.t. Balmori, among others, and
addressing such topics as "Kitchen Culture/Kitchen
Dialectic,'. "Feminist Paradise Palace," "Beatrix
Farrand at Dumbarton Oaks'o'"Lilly Reich,"
"Eileen Gray." A collector's item. M.25

Pidgeon Audio Vioual Ubraly of elide/tape ralke
Series 5: R. Buckmineter Fuller, P.A.V. Fifth Series'
Philip Johnson, Amancio Guedee, Serge Chermayeff,
Balkrishra Doshi, John Summerson, Robert Stern.
Word llficrofilm Publications, 62 Queen'e Grove,
London N\f8 6ER, England

Turning from Reinhart Wolfs Neut York to Philip 
]

Trager: Neu York is to be made fully aware of the 
I

difference between a coffee-table book with 
]

photographic illustrations and a well-produced
photography book. Trager's photographs ofthe urban
landscape are black-and-white, but his images are
composed and constructed as photographsr utilizing
fully the particular formal possibilities of the camera.
Photographing the facade of the New York Telephone
Company building (captioned as the W.R. Grace
Building), Trager produces-completely
straightforwardly - a near-abstraction of white piers
alternating with reflecting strips of window; in the
Chrysler Building photograph, he is less concerned
with isolating its campier motifs than in playing off its
vertical and horizontal elements against neighboring
buildings and the angles created by the crop and
frame. Light and shadow, angle and perspectiveo
positive and negative spaces constitute for Trager, as

for most formalist photographers, the lexicon of
photography, and enable him not simply to depict
architecture, but to translate it into a photographic
idiom. This is not to say that Trager does not impose
his own fictions on the world; on the contrary,
Trager's New York is empty of people, and in many
cases, empty even of cars. Vhile some of his
photografhs suggest the work of Berenice Abbott and
Alfred Stieglitz, others recall that of the French
architectural photographers of the Second Empire;
photographs such as the one ofthe Cooper Union
Building or the entrance to 418 Central Park West are
closer to the work done in the 1860s than to that of
the 1960s. To what extent Trager consciously models
his work on earlier traditions of arehitectural
photography I do not know, but the evidence of the
photographs themselves strongly suggests that Trager
is aware of the tradition within which he operates-

Architectural photography is in fact one of the oldest
genres in the medium. Within weeks after the public
announcement of the daguerreotyPe process'
photographers had set up their cameras hefore the
iamoui monuments and buildings in Paris. By the
1850s, architectural photography, particularly of
Gothic cathedrals, was widely practiced, highly
esteemed, and officially (at least in France) sponsored
by the government. By the end of the century, two
tiaditions in architectural photography were firmly
established: physiognomic portraiture of individual
buildings, and documentation of the urban
environment per se. The two masters of the nineteenth
and early twentieth century-Manrille and Atget-
did both. And while Marville streets and architecture
tvere empty for technical reasons, Atget presented a
deserted city as an aesthetic choice. Althorlgh clearly
influenced by his modernist predecessors, Trager-
appears equally influenced by the poetic frction of
Ailet. Whi." T"rg"" finally fails is in his inabllity to
synthesize his influences with an original sensibility.
liis elegant, contemplative, and intelligent
photographs are marked by a rather chilly
academicism that breaks no new ground.

Walter Benjamin suggested that the capacity to
assimilate works of architecture in the age of
mechanical reproduction was related to their
miniaturization in photography. If, as Andy Varhol
Droooses in his interview with Reinhart Wolf,
l'a"lhit"cture and photography are the two big arts
no\f,," it is interesting to speculate on the terms of
their curent relationshiplo each other. In Volfs
book, photography presents architecture as fetishized

"om-odity; 
in Trager's, tle photograp-hs- depict New

York as poetic mise-en-sc.;ne - 
beautifrrlly emPty'

emptily beautiful. W'hile both architecture and
photography are better served by Trager than by
WoU, neiiher's work possesses the originality,
audacity, or authority that characterize the best work
of this genre.

Fragments from Greek and Roman Arehitecture:
The Claeaieal American Edition of Heetor
dtEspouyts Platee. Vith introductory notes by John
Blatteau and Christiane Sears. V.W. Norton &
Company, New York, May 1981. Cloth, $19.95;
paper, $9.95.

Another of Classical Arnerica's continuing efforts to
bring serious attention to neo-classical architecture
and practice, not to mention promote the discipline
ofobservation and the art of arrangement and
drawingo this book is the first translation into English
of Fragments d'architecture antiquc. The 127 plates
are some of those originally collected for publication
by Hector d'Espouy, a teacher at the Ecole des Beaux
Arts, in 1905. The exquisite drawings are selections
of work sent back to Paris by Grand Prix de Rome
students who spent their first three years studying
ancient remaini and reconstructing them in india ink
wash renderings.

Contract battle

Vhitney Communications, parent to lnteriar Desrqo^

*.g.rio., now has another contender prrlling intself
toglther in the wings. The new effort, chrietened
Cirporate Design, will first appea-r in January on a
six-iimes-a-yeai schedule. Edited by Roger Yee-
formerly of- Architectural Record,- Progressitse
Architeiture, and. Interiors (not all at once, but
almost)-Corpora.te Deisgtt is aimed at the corporate
executive who makes the desigrr decisions. A cross
between Architectural Digest and Fortunc, the new
mae. will have "lots of pictures," with an "emphasis
on design aesthetics dominating the pages," but the
text wifl discuss business problems, programming,
budgeting, and how design can solve problems.
Whiiney 

-has a marketing firm putting together a

custom-made subscriber list of the decision-makers in
the corporate desigrr process' so don't bother writing'

In Brief

ln the works

Ornarmentaliem, a compendium of the current
tendency toward the decorative in architecture,
c raftsmanship, (including stencilingf furnishin g'
oaintine andiculpture, G the title of a book now
L.it s pi.p.red bv Robert Jenaen and Patricia
C"riiy. Ttt" U""L with 250 color plates is scheduled
for fall'1982 publication by Clarkson N' Potter' ' ' '
An Introdueiion to Urhan Design, written by
Jonathan Barnett will appear in January'-Publisher
i" Harner & Row. . . . on a similar topic, Roberta
Gratz is addressing the topic of Vhat are wedoing-to

""r "iti""f 
(tentatiie titlei in a book to be published
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Architecture is often represented most eompellingly
through its imogery, wlwn it fromcs on eoent,
enhaices a rituol, or enen porticipotes in the actian.ry

Architeeture and Panoply :
Observations on the Royal Wed

When the heir to the British throne gets married,
there's a lot more to it than just saying "I do"

Martin Filler

Royal weddings are rather like eclipses: both
phenomena occur infreguently, strike an atavistie
chord in the hearts of otherwise reasonable men, and
possess a strange fascination even for those without a
more specific interest in astronomy or monarchy.
Thus the latest installment of "The Royal Show" (as
its ranking male character has self-deprecatingly
called it) recently prompted many citizens of this
Republic to arise at an hour early enough for a lunar
eclipse in order to witness the extraordinary
proceedings Iive from London via the miracle of
television satellite. The pretext in question, of course,
was the marriage of HRH The Prince of Wales to the
Lady Diana Spencer on July 29, an event heralded ae
nothing less than "The Wedding of the Century.'o

The Brigadoon-like reincarnation of the British
Royal Style seemed especially phantasmic and
astonishingly anachronistic, coming as it did during
one of the most violent outbreaks of civil unrest in
recent British history. The ease with which
international attention was shifted from the riots to
the royals says something about the staying power of
the English Crown. If the throne of Great Britain
survives into the next century with Charles Philip
Agthur George Mountbatten-Vindsor upon it, it will
be in no small measure thanks to his familyos shrewd
understanding of the public-relations value of their
great ceremonial occasions and their skillfrrl senee of
how to conduct them. The recent royal wedding
extravaganza was a well-orchestrated multi-media
event that combined architecture, urban design,
costume design, music, and dance (which is what all
that marching about really is) into a remarkably
comprehensive theatrical production.

The, major architectural departure from recent royal
tradition was the Prince of Wales' decision to be
married in St. Paul's Cathedral, rather than in the
universally expected lfestminster Abbey. The stated
reason for the switch to St. Paul's was that the
cathedral could hold five hundred more guests than
the Abbey. A more likely explanation is the Prince's
perception of the superior symbolism of St. Paul's,
which was not only the emblem of London's survival
of the Blitz, but is in an extended sense the
architectural ensign of England's endurance as a
nation. No doubt a lifetime of seeing both
Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's in use on various
state occasions gave Prinee Charles ample
opportunity to think it over. Vestminster Abbey is
ancient and venerable, but its interior seems
rlcrydibly liry i" person. No match for the great
Gothic York Minster or Lincoln Cathedral, at best it
exudes a kind ofpasteboard guaintness. St. Paul's,
on the other hand, is still the crowning architectural
feature of London, despite recent and unfortunate
incursions on the city's predominandy low-rise
skvline-

S,. p.ot'. is farther from Buckingham Palace than
Westminster Abbey is, and thus the Prince's decision
also extended the parade route considerably, making
it visible in person to hundreds of thousands more of
the loyal. On the day of the wedding, the
interconneeting Mall, the Strando and Fleet Street
were cleared of traffrc to create a single, monumental
boulevard two miles long between the palace and the
cathedral. One of the more importantiymbolic
moments of the procesaion came a third of the way to
St. Parl's, as the royal carriages passed through the
central portal of the triple-gated Admiralty Areh,
built to the designs of Sir Aston Webb in 1910.
Normally closed to traffico the middle gate of the
arch, which links the Mall and Trafalgar Sguare, is
opened only for parades in which the monareh takes
part. Though it is undoubtedly a gesture that does
not seem remarkable to most of those who witness it,
the rare opening of the sovereign's gate of the
Admiralty Arch is a striking architectural reminder
of the hierarchical nature of British bociety. But it is
a characteristically understated symbol, too, however
fraught it might be with semiotic significance-a
qubde reminder that the secret of the British Royal
Style_ might well lie in its essential and eloguent
simplicity.

ding

The public decorations for the royal wedding were
virtudly nonexistent if compared with the elaborate
concetti ofthe l6th and lTth centuries, when such
gifted architects and theatrical designers as Inigo
Jones dreamed up stupendous allegorical pageants
and heraldie tableaus to glorify the temporal power
of the Crown. The closest the recent festivities came
to summoning up the massive manifestations of
previous reigns was the huge fireworks show given in
Hyde Park the night before the wedding. A
re-creation of the famous pyrotechnical display in
Green Park held to celebrate the end of the War of
the Austrian Succession in 1749, it included a
reproduction of the temporary neoclaesical temple
designed for the original event by the French
architect and acenic artist Jean-Nicolas Servandoni.
But now such extravagances are the exception, and it
is the richly varied and generally pleasing
architecture of the eity of London itself that must
provide the major source of visual interest during
these sporadic royal progresses. Though the overall
effect is thus more mundane than that of earlier regal
festivals, the succees with which the city meets the
challenge nonetheless proves how far good urban
design can go toward supplying a sense of oecasion.

The bride, a tall and attractive young woman, was
encumbered by an ungainly and unfattering drese,
an extravagantly bouffant affair with an enormously
full skirt aid huge puffed sleeves that looked like a'
parody of an MGM Fairy Princess
prgduction-numhr costume. Together with a heavy
veil that rendered her features almost invisible and a
freakish 25-footJong train, it gave her the disquieting
appearance of a bizarrely exaggerated fetish figure in
a-n ancient fertility ritual-which, to some degree,
this was. A BBC corrmentator remarked with 

-

somewhat indelicate, though undoubtedly
unintentional humor, "She looks gift-wrapped. "
Once inside the eathedral, though, the details of even
that immense dress were dwarfed by the size of the
great church. Actually, St. Paul's has always worked
much better as an urban set piece than as an interior.
Its lack of an internal decorative program ambitious
enough to give necessary scalar countirpoint to its
vas-t spaces leaves St. Paul's with a rather chilly
feeling that is not totally dispelled even when the
cathedral is filled to capacity. The inside of Sir
Christopher'Wren's famous domeo for example, is not
alive with a sublime, glittering tumble of the heavenly
host, as are Roman churches contemporary with it. -

But the difference is not just a ca"e of Proiestant
restraint versus Catholic exuberance: Wren himself
had wanted a mosaic treatment for the dome interior,
but did not get it. Rather, the cupola of St. Paul's
was painted en grisaillc by the forgettable Sir James
Thornhill with staid scenes from the Acts of the
Apostles, set within a trompe-l'oeil architectural
framework 

- an interesting but not particularly
involving variant of Baroque ceiling treatments.

Down below the dome, most of the congregation were
seated in modern metal and molded-plywood stacking

"llq{. in the ubiguitous David Rowland desig,
which are nice enough for a high-school graduation in
a gymnasium, but absolutely inappropriate for a
royal wedding in a landmark of world architecture.
The simple, old-fashioned wooden chairs still to be
found in several English cathedrals would have been
a much better solution.

But when the ceremony was over and the newlyweds
eme_r-ged onto the portieo of Wrenos masterpiece, all
could be forgiven. Here was one ofthose rare and
memorable moments when great architecture and
great occasion-become one. As the carriage bearing
the Prince and his Princese Brvung dovm Ludgate
HiII, the cathedral formed a backdrop of trul-y noble
grandeur, a reminder ofjust how ceniral architecture
is to the self-image of a people. England may have
Iost her Empire, but she's still gor St. Paul'i. Ae the
royal wedding demonstrated, that is some
consolation.

Photo: Robrt Fresson
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One fil* expl,ores the city fantastically through
adnsentu,re,, the other realistically through
priaate drarna

Celluloid City Superman II and Atlantit City develop around
two cities; one film, howevero explores the city
fantastically, through the adventures of an antihero,
the other realistically, through the private drama of
an antihero. It is not the artistic qualities of these
fi.hns as such that makee them worthy of criticism,
but their potential for a reflection on the subject of
the relationship between film and architecture.

arner
Brothers

Adantic Crty. A John Kemeny-Denis Hdroux
Produetion. Produced by Denis Hdroux. Directed by
Louis Malle. Screenplay by John Guare. Paramount

lliara,tgrril

From the vantage point of architectural formulation,
film has rarely been considered a driving force or
infuence behind architectural production or theory.
Since the Renaissance, architecture has been
traditionally related to painting and sculpture. And
along with painring and the discovery of perspective,
architecture has also been linked to theater design,
and to the definition of theatrical perspective.

During the first decades of this century, when archi-
tectural and urban theories were being developed
with their corresponding images, painting, a
two-dimensional reality, still provided the preferred
system of reference in spite of the fact that film was
evolving at the time with extraordinary vigor. With a
renewed but different interest in the formal struc-
tures of the city and in their "structures" of meaning

-whether 
as a subject of urban design or as a source

of inspiration for architectural form revealed through
studies of typology and/or analogy-film is now the
more pertinent visual art. Thus the implications of
the relationship between film and architecture are
more complex than the traditionally conventional
ones where architecture was the background or
formal support for the film's content. Architectural
form relates now to the film f61p not as one text to
another, but as a structure composed of fragments of
"languages" organized in time and through space.
The experience of fi.Im is analogous to the experience
of the city; both apprehended as a continuous
sequence of spaces perceivable through time. When
the city is the subject matter of architecture and also
of fi.Im, as is the case in the two fibns we are dealing
with, we have a rather lsvsaling situation.

There is no drama fut Superman 11, just variations on
the theme of good and evil in a series of situations
and actions of a sensationalist nature. The city is the
fantastic set where everything is possible; where the
unexpected can hhppen in the most familiar places
with an irresistible reslism. The whole movie is
clearly only a fragment of a series of adventures that
could continue endlessly, and, it may therefore be
interpreted for artistic reasons.

Atlantir City, on the other hand, is a drama that is
played among the ruins of the past life of an
individual and a city. He literally inhabits a ruin
where the debris of times past may be found. Scenes
take place in various interior rooms that are always
linked by the boardwalk. Thus the only remaining
element of that city is treated as though it in itself
would be the city. Atlantic City interferes with and
determines the destiny of the characters. The main
characters who remain there represent the myth of
Atlantic City, a myth that has been broken and never
reconstructed. The dynamited hotel and the housing
in demolition.are testimonies, more than symbols, of
this process: the only thing that persists and remains
is the boardwalk.

Narrative is an essential element in the relationships
between fi.lm and architecture, and concepte that
define different narrative Btructures are thoee of epic
and dramatic forrn.

Dramatic film, like drama, presents a problem, and
develops it as a plot step-by-step, until some form of
solution is reached in a dynamic manner. The epic
form, on the other hand, with its broad descriptions
of diverse settingp and activities, neither analyzee a
problem nor offers a solution. The narrative
strueture of the epic, the one permanent and constant
"problem," is shown in a chainlike sequence of
episodes, which, however, do not represent steps
toward a solution. The story ends at some point. In
this sense, the epic is static, and shows that manos
nature is unchangeable.

The characteristics of epic and dramatic structures
in film correspond closely with the mode of
articulation of form, space, and meaning for
architecture and for the city. It is not dfficult to see,
in fact, how the city relates to an epic type of
structure, whereas architecture is linked to drama,
not only in its structural characteristicso but also in

its traditional relationship with the dramatic space of
theater. The city, the place of representation, is the
subject matter of the film, which is a mode of
representation. Thus form and content coincide. The
structural elements of fiIm and city that give them
meaning are the same.

Superman If represents the epic structure perfectly,
built as it is around an epic reading of the city. There
is no beginning or end, but a series of sequences
occurring through space around a theme of good and
evil, In its epic structure the city is presented as a
major protagonist: we are given a number of
extraordinary readings of the city through
Superman's fantastic interaction with it. While the
frlm has the static epic structure, the role of
architecture is reoersed, beeoming, through the
incorporation of the human body in action, the most
dynamic element of the film.

The city has always occupied a privileged place in the
architectonic dream. It is the mythical place whgre all
combinations and orders are possible. ln Superman
II the city is also the concrete place of the
accumulation of these orders, which are
superimposed on it to support or to destroy it. Some
of these sequences touch on the unconscious aspects
of architecture, such as the use of the body, so that
the physical reading of the city opens itself to

extraordinary ponrer of the realistic image. They
make explicit the complexity of our cultural codes
that we take for granted-such ae the door. If
realism appearc in places such as the citiee, and
expressionism in a dwelling, it is not by chance. In
the frrst case rye are confronted with a montage of
objects and spaces, whereas in the house we see a
single object. We see the myth of modernity-
Superman's glass house-and the reality of
modernity-the city-face to face. The houseo a
pure sculptural object out of context and out of time,
is a remnant of a visionary ideology. lts objecthood
makes it a matter of style-and vulnerable to
becoming instant kitsch. On the other hand it is
impossible to transform the city into kitsch, for it is
beyond style.

In the dramatic narrative of Atl.antb City, the
boardwalk is the crucial backdrop. In Atbntfu: City
the city exists through time in a dimension where
both fantasy of the new and the fantasy of the past
merge. The confrontation between the fantastic and
the real appears as a characteristic feature in the
consideration of the representation of the city. The
form of confronting and representing the fantasy- with
the reality-city is based in both fi.lms on the notion of
destruction. The visionary and the fantastic seem to
go hand in hand with the notion of ruin. Negative and
positive utopia coexist as they do in our own
confrontation of the overpowering reality of the city.

Atlantic City shows the opposition between the
architect and the city, for architects dream of
changing the city through changing the architectureo
while destruction and replacement only follow
economic speculation, a precept of modern urbanism.

The boardwalk occupies a theatrical space very much
like the street of the Rennaissance theater. But, as

opposed to the perspectives of Bibiena, or Palladio's
Tiatro Olimpico, there is no perspective or sense of
defined space here. Its meaning is impoverished by its
reliance on outside meanings for its cultural survival.

It is in this that a major opposition can be found
between the two fiIms-in their narrative structure
as it relates to the city. ln Superma.n II the film
structure and the city's formal structure-a
sequence of events as transformations of a constant
them-are epic. [n Atlanti.c City the film structure is
dramatic, theatrical, but with discordance in the
spatial structure that supports it. This form suggests
analogues to other urban conditions, such as the
commercial strip.

The kind of realism that we find in Atl'anti'c City is
not "fantastic." It has another quality in relation to
the dramatic structure of the spice in that film' The
obiects and aetions are only signs that descfie the

"oirditioo. 
for the drana; they do not corresPond in a

symbolic manner to the lives of the characters
involved. This disturbing displacement serves to
strengthen 15. lsalintic effect of the film.

If the iseue of realism apPears rn Atlantic City it is
certainly as an expressibn of a period where there is
an obrrious aestheiic of verisimilitude. However, this
expression is particularly relevant in dealng with the
citi. which isLuilt rp of .o many verisimilitudes;
*f,""" paEt and presint coexist. On9 of the p-roblems
of modLrn urbanism has been the denial of the
inevitable realistic Prescnce in order to emphasize an
aesthetic of abstraciion, or rather abstract form'

We have seen through this brief review the strong
relationships between filrn and urban form' Even
after fifty f"tt.' modern urbanism still relates more
to paintine, whether it be collage or metaphysical
painting, ihan to film. This relationship-between the
iitv arrj paintine is inherited from the classical
truditiott of looklng at the city as an assemblage of
architecture. Looking at architecture as fragments or
oarts of the citv inste;d might force a rupture with
ih"t tr.ditiott. thi. ,r.* 

"pp"or"h 
would reinforce

the link between architecture and the visual
tradition.

Photo courtesll arncr Bros

dimensions usually repressed. Flyirg through the
Eiffel Tower, walking along the edge of Niagara Falls,
flying through the canyons framed between
skyscrapers are all images exacerbating the sensation
of vertigo that architecture is normally meant to
counteract.

In this filrn we can also perceive a very clear
opposition between "city'o and "architecture. "
Superman's dwelling prercnts an expressionistic
image in opposition to the realiem of New York City
or Niagara Falls. Paradoxically, while architecture is
presented as fantaetic, it is lese fantaetic with dl its
expressionistic kitsch (a symbol of modernity) than
are the realistic images in our reading of the city.

What people like about the fantastic in
cinematography is its irresistible realism, aided by
the film's obsession with special effects that combine
the objectivity of the photographic image with the
unbelievable character of the event. Through the
realist approach the epic and the fantastic come
together in Superma.n; the epic as space and
structure is achieved via a realism of the fantastic. [n
this the city has the starring role.

The real world is made more fantastic in the
out-of-place elements that appear with the
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Essay

Paris by
the Cit6 )

Night:
the Prostitute) the Novel

Peter Brooks

It had none of the glitter of Timee Square, but in
mid-nineteenth-century Paris the Ile de la Citd
became s6m6thing of a mapet for curious and
adventurous members of the upper classes attracted
by the thrill of danger. The medieval center of Paris,
the lle de la Citd was until 1858 a labyrinth of
tortuous cobbled streets and alleys with open gutters
in their middle, a densely packed agglomelation of
ancient houses, an urban jungle that would be
cleared out over the next decade as Baron
Haussmann went to work, under the orders of
Napoleon III, in the vast redevelopment projeet that
created modern Paris. If in the 1840s, the lle de la
Citd had ceased to be the heart of Paris, it was
generally regarded as its center of crime, its heart of
darkness, where all manner of assassins, cutpurses,
pimps. and prostitutes lurked and plotted the
shadowy network of actirrities that constituted
underworld Paris.

What gave the middle- and upper-claee public an
arvareness of this urban Amazon and its denizens,
and suddenly put it on the map of tourist attractionso
was a novel-Eugdne Sue's Les Mystires de Paris-
which ran in serial form in the daily newspaper, the
lournal des Dibats, from June 1842 to Octo-ber 1843,
and was possibly the most popular novel of all time.
The novel's hero, Rodolphe, was an aristocrat who,
in expiation of past sins, undertook to act as a kind
of urban Robin Hood: dressing in proletarian gartro
speaking the slang of the streets, fighting hand to
hand in the manner of the best of fiunks, he would
hang around the tapis-francs, the low cabarets of the
Ile de la Citd, looking for the chance to rescue some
soul redeemable from the criminal world, and to
punish those who preyed on innocence and
persecuted virtue. It was a measure of the novel's
immense success that elegant young men all over
Paris began to act out real-life imititions of
Rodolphe, donning the worker's blouse, taking
lessons in the no-holds-bared boxing knoryn as la
saoate, organizilg noeturnal visits to the Citd.
Slumming was the order of the day. A curious result
of the attempt to keep up with Rodolphe was that his
creator, Sue himself, began to penetrate more and
more deeply into the life of the urban poor, to
fiscover not only the more picturesqui and lurid
aspects of crime, but its causes and conditions as
well, in the pauperization of the urban artisan. As
the novel went along, it became more serious,
interrupting its story for fiatribes against the aystem,
offering proposals for new institutio;s of social-
weUare. By the time the novel was done, Sue was
ready to proclaim himself a socialist, and indeed
wor{d go on to be elected socialiet deputy from a
working-claes diEtrict of Paris following ihe
Revolution of 1848, then to be one of t[e banished
from Napoleon III's Second Empire.

At the center of Sue's topography of erime, at the
very heart ofthe darkness, stands the figure ofthe
prostitute. Fleur-de-Marie, the hooker with the heart
of _gold,_the frail flower anomalously $l6eming in the
urban slime, who remains unaccountably virginal in
gppearance and attitude despite 1[6 minery and
horror of her existence, offeis Rodolphe tLe perfect
opportunity for exercise of his "police of virtue": his
self-appoinled task of patrolling the social depths for
those who show signs of being redeemable, and
snatching them away from the clutches of crime. In
the best traditions of melodrama, Fleur-de-Marie will
eventually be_revealed to be Rodolphe's own daughter

-lost 
through a tenebrous plot when she was an

i1f_ant, brought up on the stieets of the Citd by the
hideous Ogress, then at adolescence sold into
prostitution. The story of her rehabilitation is one of
the most important of the many plot lines that
interweave through Les lllystires de Paris. She is
brought eventually to the threshold of marriage with
a G-erman princeling, but then all turns tragic-, as she
realizes that she can never efface the memoiles of her
past life, can never be sufficiently revirgi.i"6d 16
become a bourgeois wife and moiher. Fleur-de-Marie
has been indelibly marked by the Citri. Instead of
marriage, she will seek the convent, and there she
will die.

The treatment meted out to Fleur-de-Marie by her
creator drew the wrath of none other than Karl
Marx, who devoted many pages of The Holy Fomily
to a scathing critique of the kind of sentimental
socialism one finds in Sue. Marx demonstrates how
Rodolphe "saveE" Fleur-de-Marie by first
transforming her from prostitute into repentant
sinner, then from repentant sinner into nun, then
from nun into corpae. This is accomplished by
teaching her to internalize her fault, to turn ii into
sin. From a simple condition of her existence
prostitution tJ;;;" abstraction ir, t".-"'of *hi"h
she must judge and condemn herself.
Fleur-de-Marie's exploited and sold body has beeome
the sinning body.

Ve ean eay that Sue hae eimply capihrlated to
bourgeois morality, understanding that redemption
extends only so far, that it won't do to have
ex-whores make proper marriages, whatever the
Romantic clichris on the subject. Yet there is
something more interesting going on. [t is as if Sue
had to punish Fleur-de-Mirie finally because she is to
him not simply the sold body, not primarily the
sinning body, but the erotically deviant body that led
him into the labyrinth of the Citd in the firsi place.
Marx makes too much of the role sf asligion in
creating Fleur-de-Marie's guilt. Rather,
Fleur-de-Marie herself emphasizes the mortifi cation
she- feels_at meeting an unsullied girl of her age, Clara
Dubreuil, and heari4g the story of her "simp1e, caLn,
huppy life"-and then being asked by Clari to
narrate her oun life. Fleur-de-Marie'i own life is not
nanatabb, it is unspeakable. Yet, and here is the
p_aradox, it is not the calm, huppy life that Sue has
chosen to narrate, but the deviint, criminal
existence. Sue is, of course, but one among many
(though one of the very first) nineteenth-century
novelists who would discover that the interesting

na_rrative lay among the criminally deviant of the
urban underworld: the world expioited in novels by
Balzac, Dickens, Victor Hugo, Vilkie Collirs,
Dostoevsky, Zola, and so miny others. If
traditionally stories were brought back by travelers
to exotic reahns, in the nineteenth century, perhaps
because travel itseU had become increasingly banal,
that exotic rea}n was more and more founl-to be in
the city, in its depths: a storied rea}n beneath one's
feet, so to speak. And the most storied creature of
that storied realm-she who preeminently has a
deviant, alluring, seductive stbry to tell-is the
prostitute.

Upon reflection, we can aee that the proetitute holde a
special place in the annals of the nineteenth-century
natatablc because she has a special and exemplary
destiny. An essentially theatrical being, undefined by
any one social role or style, she has a special capacity
to cross social barriers, to exist in all milieus, to
make it to the top, but through a kind of
demonstration that the top is no different from the
bottom. The prostitute seems to deserve that label
applied in Arnerican gangster lore to the automatic
pistol: "the old equalizsl." She speculates on the
universal libido, on her capacity to make everyman
succumb to his erotic needs, each accordipg to his
means. As a character in Balzac's novel Splcnd,eurs et
misdres d.es courtisanes puts it, "At age eigh1s6n, th31
girl has already known the highest opulence, the
lowest misery, men on each social storey. She has a
manner of magic wand with which she unleashes the
brutal appetites so violently suppressed.. . . There is
no woman in Paris who can say as well as she does to
the Animal: 'Come out! . . . 'And the Animal leaves
its cage, and wallows in excess." The underlying
image here is no doubt Circe, turning men into pigs.
In her transformational roleo in her capacity to
provoke metamorphoses, the prostitute is not only
herself narratable, she provokes the stuff of story in
others.
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For a more extended treatment of theee questions, e€e article by
Brooks, "The Mark of the Beagt: Prostitution, Melodrama and
Narrative," in Neu York literary Fom, iol. 7 [ 1980].

Ihe noveliete' fascination with the figure of the
prostitute was not, of course, unmotivated. If
prostitution is as old as human civilization, as an
organized, everyday, visible phenomenon, it has close
ties to urbanization and industrial capitalism.
Prostitution in Paris took on new dimensions with the
large increase in population in the first half of the
nineteenth century and the creation of an
impoverished urban proletariat. As Louis Chevalier
has written in his remarkable book, Labouring
Classes and, Dangerous Classes, "Prostitution was a

basic phenomenon of urban life, more particularly of
working-class life, during the first half of the
nineteenth century." Furtherrnore, it began to be
discovered; to be the object of medical, legal, and
reformist attention. In 1836, Dr. A.-J.-B.
Parent-Duchatelet published De l.a prostitutian dans
la oillc dc Poris, an extensive and serious study that
detailed the geography ofprostitution and
categorized its species. ftom the fillc a corte (the
common streetwalker obliged to carry her police
card) and the fillc ir num.ero (occupying a brothel) on
up to the..fenrme galante and.femme dc partbs, and
eiplained the manner of its governance by the police.
Frbm Parent-Duchatelet's work emerge the contours
of an entire subsociety, a subterranean world with its
own social organization, its manners, even its
language-its special slang-analyzed and
documented with great authority. It ie not surprising
that the study was of the greatest interest to novelists
fascinated by the social underground-the
ttgub-basement of society," as Balzac sometimes
called it-and that writers euch as Balzac, Dumas,
Hugo, and Sue put Parent-Duchatelet's research
lariely to profit. Having read Parent-Duchatelet, one

"..Ily'"."ogttizes 
the fre"quent moments at which the

,ro".ii.t. b6rro* liberally from him, working from
suggestive detaile on the prostitute's manner of life to
thicreation of such char-acters as Fleur-de-Marie.

The great queetion of the nineteenth century-was to
be that of social misery, destitution, and-as Louis
Chevalier's book so well demonstrates-it came to
the attention of the middle class first as the problem
of criminality: the threat from the dangerous classes'

Before the proletariat becomes an object of serious

and sustainid attention it is the criminal
act and the criminal mind which, from Balzac to
Dostoevsky, open the lower depths to novelistic
treatment. ThL novel tends to plot its course between

exoloration of the most threatening social deviance on

thi one hand, and the counterforce of the police on

ihe other. It is no accident that the detective novel
and cops-and-robbers fiction are nineteenth-century
inventilns. W'hile Sue eventually discovers the
oowerless. the destitute artisans of Paris, what
interests him first of all are the discontents of power'
those in the depths who use it in reverse, perverse
wavs. Ultimateiy, the deviant power of the
,"i"*"tld is in eseence sexuil. Thus access to the

""Ju.*".Id 
is most readily gained through the Circe's

den of prostitution.

Sue's deecent into the Parie rrnderrrorld often smacko
of condescension, and his motives are hardly pure.
Prostitution as a subject is itself fraught with the
am.bisuities of Sue's attitudes: it is never certain
whetf,er the novelist's interest is primarily in the sold
body or in the erotically deviant body. The isgues of
social misery and the condition of the urban
proletariat ipproached by way of their relation to
and manifestaiion in prostitution are ever tinged by
the erotic. The descent of Sue'e novel here mimes the
traditional descent of bourgeois men who, buying the
erotic through money, enter a nether rgqlon. There is
also a parallil imagery of psychologigal descent, into
the unavowable erotic, where in darkness and secret
the beast is liberated.

The figure of the proetitute no doubt allowed
nineteenth-century novelists to deal with the
dangerous and fearful subject of female sexuality in a
rnanner not possible when portraying women of the
upper and middle classes. It is striking that
Fleur-de-Marie, who after all comes of good
parentage and is promised an attempted
rehabilitation, is preserved from too much personal
sexuality (as opposed to the male sexuality she has
simply endured) by pairing her with another
oroititute. La Louve-the She-Volf-whose
ie*,rality is explicit and a bit bestial, both exciting
and somewhat frightening. La Louve's sexual
presence acts as a "lightning rod" to draw away any
undue worry on the reader's part about
Fleur-de-Marie's relationship to the sexuality on
which her trade is founded, and thus allows her to
speak of prostitution solely in moraliltic te-rms- La
Lou"" is deviant erotic bodyo while Fleur-de-Marie
becomes exclusively sold body: body alienated from
its spiritual inhabitant. Yet of course it is
Fleur-de-Marie who will succumb to the mark of the
Citd, and die repining for an unrestorable purity.
Whereas La Louve, rehabilitated through
Fleur-de-Marie's good offices, marries Martial who,
once a poacher and prostitute's consort, becomes a

gamekelper, legitimite husband, and father of a
iu*e"or. prog-ny. The reason La Louve can survive
rehabilitation *hile Fleur-de-Marie ultimately can't
must be attri.buted to social class: a prostitute can be

reclaimed for the proletariat' become an honest
working-class wile, but not for the bourgeoisie' There
are limits.

Parent-Duchatelet'e De la prostitutian lE itself not
;;;pi f""- ili".. ambivalint attitudes. As a piece of
sociai-scientific research' it is extraordinarily
advanced, rejecting prejudiee and re-ceivedideas in
favor of a'scn puloiri eiamination of records and
statistics. His medical histories of prostitutes show

considerable freedom from folklore concerning
female sexuality, and he finds the causes of
orostitution to lie in poverty, illegitimacy, lack of
lducation, rather thin moral turPitude' Yet many
chaoters beein or end with sententious homilies on
i"^lt" 

"hasfity, 
"the most important of dutiea," and

Farent-Duchatelet's Introduciion to the study makes

its aooloeia for the material to come by a comparison
of tliis in"vestigation to his earlier inCu.Iry into the

"""aiti"" 
of tf,e Paris sewer system: "W'hy should I

blush to enter this other kind-of cesspool (a cesspool

more frightful, I admit, than allthg others) in the

hooe of ioine some good . . ?" We might say that
F.""rrt-D""liatelet's"study itself marks an exercise of
Dower over the lower depths: it belongs to a
Ieneralized nineteenth-ctntury project of organizing
ind oolicinc urban deviance. Even its scrupulous

"*oo.itiot 
of th" o"g.t ization of prostitute society

co'nstitutes a ..rt""iiiarr"e of the criminal body, to
use the terms suggested by Michel Foucault in his

book on ninqteeiih-century penologyr Suroeillcr et
ounir (Disciplhc and Punish). Like the "carceral
Lstitution" itself, the text of criminality-
F.t""t-D""hatelet's' even Sue's - responds to the

a""i.""" ofthe underworld by the power sf6ight: the

perfect vieion of the pa,noptiton prison'

A recent and thorougfo study of proatitution in
France from the nineteenth century-to the preeent'

AiilL;;il;i-L"r Filt"t de nocesitr1lsdre- senrcllc et'f,iltititii, 
makee clear the connection between

policing, surveillance, and the work of medical
pioneers such as Parent-Duchatelet. For most of the
nineteenth centuryo prostitution was regarded as a
necessary social evil that needed to be carefully_
regulated: the important thing was to keep track of it,
toionfine it, and to eradicate its clandestine forms.
The great fear was that prostitution might spread in
covert forms, threatening the absolute demarcation
between legitimate bourgeois (desexualized) female
sexuality and the permitted outlaw variety-the
confusion that would result were Fleur-de-Marie to
be permitted to gain a legitimate-bourgeois spouse.
Thi abolitionist campaign came later: during most of
the nineteenth century, prostitution was a hidden but
acknowledged subsociety whose existence -was
tolerated so lot g as it could be observed through two
great urban "panoptical" institutions 

- 
the prison

and the hospital.

Suets discour€e on proetitution ie generally
compassionate and enlightened, insisting o-n its near
inevitability in sectors of the proletariat where
families ari piled together in one room, where incest
is common, where a girl's only salable commodity- is 

-
her body; and he issues a powerful indictment (which
immediately became famous among reformists) of a
system that not only creates and accepts proatitution,
but regularizes and registers it thorugh the Bureau
des Mieurs. But social reformism can't entirely
account for Sue's fascination with prostitution, which
is, first and foremost, in Les lllystires dc Paris, the
means of access to a seductive and frightening lower
world, the place where the manhole lid lifts up. The
bourgeoisie touches the proletari-at by-means of
relation of erotic curiosiiy and liberation medipteday
monev. No doubt this is a eurious and ambivalent
way to open up the question of the social depths, but
peihaps historically it was a necessary first step.

Finally, it may [,s signiGsant that the eerialization of
Sue's novel in Le Journal dcs Dibats ended with an
open letter from the author -calling 

his- readers'
aitention to a new periodical, Lo Rrch'e Populaire
("The Beehive of tlre People") written and producpd
exclusively by workerso which takes^is epigr--aph,

concerning the idea of the "police 6f vfu1q6"-416
indeed its main inspiration-directly from- Les
Mvstires de Poris.-Sue closes his novel with the

"rirorrrr""rrr.nt 
of a newspaper that will continue his

work; and he ends his open letter by recapit'lating-a
four-ooint leeislative p"og"am aimed at the relief of
sociai miseryl tt 

" 
novel [asses into the world of the

readers it has discovereiand shaped, putting iteelf at
the service of a political dynamic brought to light by
the melodramatic fiction that began in the
'ooicturestrue" slums of the Citd. It is in the logic of
SLe's desclnt into the depths via the prostitute that
oauoerization should have been diacovered through
iri-irr.tity, the laboring classes by way of the
danserous classes, the sold body from the deviant
bodi. Vittr the ineffaceable mark of the Citd on
Fleur-de-Marie's body, we have entered into an
inescapably urban fiction.
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Letter from Scandinavia

fldlene Lipstadt

I am an unabashed Scandinaviophile, a student of the
differences between elk and reindeer roasto gravlax
with or without crust, i and 8, ti and d-the
distinctions that midnight sun and noon darkness do
not, in fact, blur' Friendship brings me time and
again to brave the vagaries of Nordic summers where
pirsistent architect-touring has convinced me that
here modern architecture achieved goals that
remained wishful thinking elsewhere. Indeed, modern
Sweden is a product of the total victory o-f

functionalism, which, masterminded by Gregor
Paulsson, was permanently soldered to the
modernization of the country in the 1930s.

Young architects in Sweden and Denmark do ponde-r
their-paradoxical fate. They suffer from the strength
of the "good design" tradition-a national
orthodoxy, the longevity of some of its practitioners'
and a sense of isolation that the relative ignorance of
the history of Scandinavian architecture elsewhere
has increised. The cult of the immeasurable Aalto
obscures the real accomplishments of Danish and
Swedish heroes, and the success of the exportable
Ralph Erskine and Arne Jacobseno Viking invaders
of England, and of the South Pacific explorations of
Utzon, are inimitable. Professional magazines (and a
new Danish architectural history journal) are solid
and responsible, but news from abroad comes mostly
in the predigested form of books copied from the
magazrnes.

Little wonder that "Post-modernismo" conceived i la
Jencks, is met with wonderment and even-as lately,
when Charles Moore spoke in Copenhagen-with
hostility. Under the summer solstice, in Sweden and
Denmark, or more precisely in punk and art nouveau
bars, on sailboats, in iron-red stugas and on the
granite promontories of the Stockholm archipelago, I
iracked the illusive, rare, and perhaps mythical
Scandinavian post-modernist.

In Lundo cultural rival of Stockholm and close
Swedish neighbor to Copenhagen, architects like
'o;im" Asklund and Thomas Helmquist are far from
provincial. At Jimos, architectural Swedish, Polish,
Catalan and midwestern American were made
mutually comprehensible with the aid of the best food
in Sweden. For Jim, the Scanian south where, the
proverb has it, farmers complain that they must get
out of bed to eat, is as fertile architecturally as

agriculturally. His private practiceo ranging from fi.lm
scripts for Danish television to self-financed beach
houses to an aLnost hand-made building for local
clients with international tasteso is thriving.
Disclaiming oopost-modernist" objectives' Asklund
has evolved a restrained Lutyens-like answer to the
functionalism of Lund's many local masters as well as

a tribute to their l9th-century Ruskinian
predecessors.

Thomas Helmquist and Bianca Heymowska also view
tolerantly the architects of the '30s, who as recently
as last year maintained that "beautiful" was a
forbidden word. Their Ma.gasin Tessin, a quarterly
reminiscent of the first Archithese in its size and
coherence and of Oppositians I in its editorial
resolution, is Lund's anslver to the hygienic rhetoric
of the "sonsoo of functionalists. The title, Tessin,
refers to the two great Nikodemus Tessins
(f615-1681; the youngero 1654-1728); renders
unintentionalo and in Scanian Swedish, melodic
homage to the modern Ticino architectso admired by
the efitors.

In general, however, the quality of architectural
criticism can only be termed self-satisfied. For
exampleo Stuart 'Wrede's excellent, if controversialo
symbolic interpretation of Gunnar Asplund inspired
the indignant printed response, "We Swedes known
more about Asplund.oo (He's Finnish.) This art
historical .self-confidence was belied by last year's
"1930-1980'o exhibito for not a single original Asplund
doeument from the Arehitectural Museum archives
supported the panels of the Museum of Modern Art
(New York) traveling show. My rerriew (Architlwse,l,

Extens;lon to-the-NK d.epartn,ent store in Stockhobn,
1972, Bengt Lind.roos

1981, 70-71) compared this major analytical
retrospective to a garage sale, a comment considered

fr*.b, 
some. Their observation is as justified as was

The following account begins a series of inv-estigations

conducted ai Sbytinc int6 the offices of well-known
architects tosee if working there is as rewarding as

presumed. AII the research, compiled.fto*...
anonymous sources over several months, will provide
the information for the Insider's Guide. Needless to
say, the partners and upper-ranking associates were
not involied in the surviv. Nor did Skylin'e rely on
one source of information for each firm; most of the
material has been culled from conversations with past
and present employees.

Gwathmey & Siegel, 154 West 57th Street, N.Y.C.
Architects in firm: 25
Dollar volume: $50 million in the office currently.

Outsiders have various impressions of what it would
be like to work for this small firm with a solid
reputation for quality work. Is their office
organization anilogous to the "clean machine"
aeithetic of the firm's work? Do partners Charles
Gwathmey and Robert Siegel take advantage of their
reputation to exact long hours at low pay from their
arLhitects? Does Charles Gwathmey's tough macho
personality presented publicly pervade the private
-domain 

of the work environment?

Straight away, starting from the most practical
viewpoint, architects at Gwathmey/S.iegel make_ good
money in comparison with other similarly-sized
offices: it is estimated that a starting architect would
begin at $18,500 a'year, and is paid for overtime.
The firm also offers a 'overy good insurance policyo'
and even (shades of corporate life) a profit-sharing
plan. One employee remarks that when the firm
obtains sizable commissions the partners have been
known to give across-the-board raises. Employees
also get raises twice a year(!). However, firings or
layoffs might occur just as rapidly and more
unceremoniously. Nevertheless, turnover is
suprisingly low, except for "two-year stinto'o common
among entry-level positions. Offrce morale is
relatively high, aided by small signs of appreciation
from oothe boss": after a late-night charrette it is not
unusual for Gwathmey to take the gang out for
dinner.

The firm has grown so fast in the last few years that
some seasoned observers fear Gwathmey/Siegel hasn't
been as discriminating in its hiring as it was when the
firm had only about a dozen architects two years ago.
A more vocal complaint concerns the imminent move
of the firrn to 37th Street and Tenth Avenue. Some of
the staff are worrying about the imposed isolation of
that location.

The two partners show discerfily different styles in
working with their employees. Gwathmeyo in spite of
a lack oftact and a reportedly misogynistic streak,
will be quite open to suggestions about a particular
design-as long as the employee is tactful. Siegel,
warmer in demeanor, is more businesslike and
pragmatic. H6 impresses his employees as less
interested in takhg chances and more desirous of
adhering to the formal approach that has proved so
successful for the firm in the past. Siegel is ad-ired
for his acute sense of planning and problem-eolving,
Gwathmey for his "art.o' Both partners work out the
design at the top-they do not tend to solicit
different ways of looking at a design solution from the
ranks.

In Stockholm, more than in Lund, dopgna reiggrs.
Everv architect reveres the late Peter Celsing, and it
is now clear why the Celsing section of "1930--1980"
was reminiscent of a reliquary. Forgotten are the
neoelassicists Ivar Tengbom, who painted the concert
hall babv blue, and Ferdinand Boberg, whose
handcrafted, sunrise-pink Rosenbad complex topped
bv Elizabethan tea pavilions holds two restaurants
(recently restored) which rival, if not surpass,
Mackintosh tearooms. Asplund's buildings are visited
onlv bv foreigrr arehitectural students.

But all is not somber. A hus station threatens
Slusseno the futurist interlavering of buses, ships,
trains, subways, and a cliff-hanging escalator at
Stockholm's historic hub. The Stockholm citv
museum is sponsoring an activist exhibition desigrred
bv Elizabeth Hatz, an A.A. graduate on loan to the
Museum from her frrm. Michael Granit, professor at
the Academy, provides-amidst the plaster casts-
underground alternatives to Swedish tear-it-dovrn
urban planning (which threatens Gothenburg's Hagao
the only wooden city center left in Europe). His
Atlantis project for a museum world in Stockholm's
bedrock received international recognition. Bengt
Lindroos has punched open the smooth functionalist
grid of Stockholm City with his Viking-prowed
addition to N.K., the local Harrods/Saks. Carl
Nyrgn. able to join bow windows, internal forestso a
constructivist roof and stucco in a single building
complex (Sparbank) is sliding effortlessly toward
Celsing's empty throne while younger architects like
Jan Gezelius and Gunnar Mattsson build in the
iron-red vernacular siding (Etnografiski Museum).
Thus younger and older architects offset the glibly
self-conscious post-modernism of which Stockholm
has a particularly lurid, kleenex-purple-colored
example.

In Copenhagen, Errrst Lohse directs the Green Studio
withouto howevero the green spectacles ofhis
A.A./Archigram training. At the next Copenhagen
festival (May 1982), he will install Venice
Biennale-sized interpretations of the ancient city
gateso all in situ. An exhibition at the Louisiana
Museum in October will exhibit his and other
individual efforts. Goaded on by the dynamic Finnish
curator Juhani Pallasmaa, the old orthodoxy admits
the existence of the newo and these few, clear voices
should be heard before the din cornmences.

They make good use of their well-trgined architects.
One must go there with a solid background. He or she
will leave the firm with strong experience of a
focusedo rather than general nature. Physically he or
she will leave tired, well-fed a4d tlick-ski..ed.

Insider's Guide
to Architects?
Offices
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Hot Line

Personnel

EIi Attia, committor of 101 Park Avenue, who formed
his own office two years ago after ten years as a
designer with Philip Johnson, has formed a
partnership with Bradford Perkine, Jr. Perkins was
a partner and general manager of the New York and
WashinSon offices of Perkins & Will. . . . David
De[,ong, associate professor of architecture at
Columbia, took over recently as the director of the
Historic Preservation Program at the University's
Graduate School of Architecture and Planning. He is
replacing Villiam J. Murtaugh, director for two
years, who has become vice-president of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation. The Historic
Preservation Program has been plagued in recent
years, since the departure of James Marston Fitch,
by a steady turnover in directors; Del,ong, coming
from within the School, already has the respect of
faculty, studentso and alumni. It is hoped that
Delong, known as a scholar and good administrator,
will begin to solidify the program and that it will
regain some of its former stature and identity within
the School. . . . Wolf von Eekarto architecture eritic
of The W ashington Post, has left the paper to do the
job for Tim.e magazine. He has been replaced at the
Post by Benjamin Forgey, last seen as art editor of
the luckless Vashington Star. Nthough he couldn't
be found for commento we believe that von Eckart
continues to work from the capitol.

Going public

Jody Foeter, Yale student, actress, and object of
desire for Reagan's would-be assassin, interviewed
Yineent Scully for Interai.eus magazine in the May
1981 issue. Admitting to a girlish crush, Foster asked
wide-ranging questions: J.F.: "Do you ever act?";
V.S. (known for his embracing performing style):
"Actors act. Professors profess. Also, I am terrified.
I could never speak someone else's lines.'o Next on
the lnteraieu agenda was Dfichael Gravee,
interviewed by Wileon Kidde andl,arz Andereon for
the September issue. Questions and answers
concentrated on Gravesian prefilections toward
color, problem-solving versus form, and commitment
to total design. Graves commented he would like to
design a toaster ("I need oneo'), but not the interior
of a 747 ("The things I'm doing now . . . play back
into the architecture and the architecture plays back
into them.oo)

Who is next? Robert A.M. Sterrr was already
interviewed l,ast year by Steven M.L. Aroneon, who
is including a chapter on arehitecture and architects
in his forthcoming book f,IYPE: The Plwrwmztwn
of Disproportionfor Villiam Momow

spread begins with the stringently linear and dark
office-like "home" of Philip Johnson, keeps up the
pace through the polished angular living room of
Paul Rrrdolph and the spacious pristinity of Charlee
Gwathmeyts living-gallery. The treatment softens
some for tllrich f'1sn'snts and Robert A.M. Stern'e
curved and luminous living spaces, getting moreoonatural" with Richard Meier's living room (odd,
yes) showing wood floorso books, plants, and finally
works itself into the woodsey naturalness of Edward
Larrabee Barnes'country home, and the bookish
comfyness of Der Scuttts library. Attire follows
sirnilar patterns beginning with Johnson's stringently
dark tailoring and ending up with Barnes'and Der
Scuttos natural casual grey slacks and open blue
shirts. Word has it that ?&C visited Peter

Notes

The prize will be awarded for the first time in
January 1982. Submissions must be received no later
than November 30, l98l at: Archives d'Architecture
Moderne, 14 rue Defacqz, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium.
The jury will be Maurice Culot, Robert-L Delevoy,
Wolfram Hoepfner, Bernard Huet, Frangois Loyer,
f,eon Krier, Manfred Sundermann, and David
'Watkin.

Complex revisions

At Lincoln Center, remodeling continues. Earlier this
year it was announced the Philip Johnson and Cyril
Harris 

- 
architect and acoustic engineer responsi-ble

for making Avery Fisher Hall workable-are set to
work on the insides of the New York State Theater.
More recent are plans for work on the insides of the
Vivian Beaumont Theater. Constant complaints have
been a part of this theater-a badly resolved mating
of proscenium and thrust stages-since Day
One: the audience could sometimes hear and
sometimes seeo rarely both and often neither, and
actors found that they had to concentrate too much
on being heard (and seen) by both audience and one
another; that it was difficult to perform. The
Beaumont was designed by Eero Saarinen in
collaboration with Jo Mielziner (who also did the
much more successful Newhouse dovmstairs) within a
building done by Saarinen jointly with SOM.

Current plans call for what one Beaumont spokesman
described as "a healthy amount of restructuring" 

-just the stage and auditorium. The work is scheduled
to begin in January or February; designs are
expected to be ready in late fall. Oh yes-the job is
being done by an architect rather than a theater
designer: I.M. Pei & Partners.

Words from Europe

The Philippe Rotthier Foundation is sponsoring a
European Award for the Reconstruction of the City.
The prize, a total of t10,0fi) will be divided into two
awards 83,5(X): one for a classical work of
architecture, and one for a traditional structure. The
announcement specifies that "the works must be
carried out mainly in durable materials and should
contribute to the reconstruction of a world that is
common to all, permanent, solid, and beautiful." The
prizes will be awarded on the judgment of a portfolio
that should contain information essential to the
assessment of the project (location, plans, cross
section, photographs); the portfolio should be 5 "A3"
sheets, one reserved for structural details and
another for the description of the materials and the
production method. There will also be a prize of
:E3,000 for an unpublished essay on classical and
traditional architectural culture.

Eisenman's
sufficiently
Eisenmanos

apartment'
photogenic.

twice but did not find it
Skylhrc suspects that
scotched the spread.

Who has clout

A one-man show Stnnley Tigerman's work, scheduled
for an October opening at the Max Protetch Gallery
in New York, was recently canceled. According to
Tigerrnan, Protetch explained that the cancellation
*u-s do" to 'opressure from certain parties" whom he
would not name. Tigerman responded by
withdrawing his work permanently from Protetch
and hooking up with another 57th Street gaUery,
Rosa Esman. Tigerman is now scheduled to have a
show there next spring, when his book
Post-llTod.ernisnr is a Jeusish Mooemcnt (working title)
is to be published by Rizzoli.

suspenders

Whitney tower still rising

Conversation recently has focused on the architect to
be selected for the design of the Whitney Museum
Tower, next to the current Marcel Breuer-desigrred
museum at the corner of 745h Street and Madison.
While the Whitney has not made its plans public,
October seems to be the month when the decision
(and confirmation that there will indeed be a tower)
will be made. The tower is reportedly not much
higher than 12 stories. And the architect? Reportedly
the Whitney is looking at architects other than I.M.
Pei and Edward Larrabee Barnes. The names that
are most often heard mentioned include [Jlrich
Franzen (architect for the Whitney sculpture court at
the Philip Morris building now under construction);
Gwathmey/Seigel, Riehard Meier, Davis, Brody
Aesoeiates, SOM, I[ichael Graves, Murphy/Jahn and
. . Mareel Breuer Aesociates.

Critical awards

The l98l CICA Awards (Comitd lnternationale des
Critiques d'Architecture) were announced during the
summer. The prize for a book on architecture went to
l![anfredo Nicoletti for L'Archittetura dellc Cauerne;
the prize for an article on architecture was shared by
James Marston Fiteh for "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to The Eighties" in the AIA Journal,
January 1980; and by Kenneth Frampton for "Du
neo-productivisme au post-modernisme'o in
Architecture d,'Aujourd'hui, February l98l; the prize
for a prologue to an architectural exhibition went to
Arthur Drexler for his introduction to the
"Transformations" show at MoMA in 1979; and a
special international mention was given to Macmillian
Reference Books for their Contemporary Architects
(London, 1980). The CICA Annual Prizes are awards
of honor only; the jury included Bruno Zevi, Dennis
Sharp, Michele Chamenois, and Jorge Glusberg.

Hood's Marks

Manhattan's Forty-Second Street does have a few
things that will always be and they belong to
Raymond Hood. the 1929 Doily News Building
between Second and Third Avenues, an Art Deco
classic in line with its neighbor Chrysler, has been
named a l,andmark by the Landmarks Preservation
Commission. Across town, between Eighth and Ninth,
the McGrawHill blue-green beauty is getting cleaned
and painted-6n ths outside, that is. Since a recent
change in ovrnership and consequent changes in
tenantry, many of the inside offrces are undergoing
redesign; most worrisome is word from the
Landmarks Conservancy (which has offices there)
that the owners are also talking about "redoing" the
lobby-which is not protected by the building's
landmark status.

On his own

Der Scutt answers that he did not leave Swanke,
Havden. Connell & Partners over differences on the
desiga oi the Tishman-speyer "elephant's foot"
monolith nearing completion on 54th and Madison (as
reported in NeiYo.imagazine in August). Scutt, the
deiign chief for the firm, says he left because of
'omanagement differences. " Incidentally, accordi,g to
sources close to city planning, the desigrr of the tower
was the choice of developer clients from more than
two dozen proposals. They could build it as-of-right
under current zoning.

Scutt, now on his owno is working on several large
projects, among them the design for a new tower for
ihe Trump Organization. As they begin planning the
model, we understand that the tower will be about 70
stories and, although Scutt won't acknowledge the
information, Skylinr- was told that it is slotted for the
site of the Barbizon Plaza Hotel on Central Park
South and Sixth Avenue that Trump just acquired.

Chic mystique

No chintz on chintz in the September issue of Toun
& Country. The paragon ofelegance, virtue and
well-considered gbod taste goes into the "personal,
particular environments" of eight of New York's
ieading architects. Aside from the fact that the
lishtinE for the photographs is bad, the color printrng
off, thi angles fiom which many of the portraits
taken distolting, the photographs by Amold Newman
present some inieresting com-ents about T&C's way
Lf ..ttiog up the photofraphs (or the architects). The

People
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Datehes October'81

Events

Boston

[.e Volume Bleu et Jaune
Through Oct. 9 A study of light and shade by five
French architects at the Villa Medicis, and their
development of a new three dimensional synthetic
perspective. Harvard Graduate School of Design,
Gund Hall, (6f 7) 495-5520 for information

Eleanor Raymond
Through Nov. I Selected projects by this pioneering
Cambridge architect. A book entitled, Ebanor
Ravmond,, Architect by Doris Cole will be published
in conjunction with the exhibit. Institute of
Contemporary Art, 955 Boylston Street, (617)
2ffi-5152

Harvard Square
Oct. l3-Nov. 6 A show of the design for the rapid
transit station and sguare by Skidmore Owings &
Merrill. Gund Hall, (6f 7) 495-5520 for information

Chapel Hill
The Drawings of Andrea Palladio
Through October 30 Ackland Art Museum,
University r;f North Carolinao Columbia and Franklin
Streets, (919) 9ffi-5736

Chicago
Highrirc of Homeg
T\orrgh Oct. 13 A housing solution proposed by
SITE that will accommodate peoplest conflicting
desire to enjoy the eultural advantages of an uiban
center without sacrificing the amenities of suburbia.
Young Hoffman Gallery,2lS West Superior Street,
(312) esr-8828

New Haven

AI Ideology for Making Arehiteeture
Through Octotrer 22 Work by 6 fonner students of
Lguis Kahn-Joel l.evinson, C. William Fox,
Marshall D. Meyers, Peter Millard, Harold Roth,
and Roy Vollmer. Yale University, School of Art and
Architecture, 180 York Street, (i03) .fi6-0550

Raimund Abrahorn
Thr-ough November 4 A show of work by this New
York architect. Yale University, School ofArt and
Architecture, 180 York Street, (203) 436-0550

New York City
Spectacular Venaeular
Through Oct. 15 A show of traditional desert
architecture from Africa and South Vest Asia.

-C^o_lqqb_ilUnive-rsity,AveryHallExhibitionGalleryo(212\ 2N-3414 for information

The Second Avenue Court Hous€
Through Oet. 22 "An Architectural
Transformation": drawinp, and models of the Coirrt
House, with plans for its reetoration and renovation
as the new headguartere of the Anthology FiIm
Archives. Seagrarm Buil.ling, 3?5 Park,lth Floor

A Seleetion of Poatera by Amin Hofrman
Through Oct. 25th Muse-'- of Modern Art, ll Vest
53rd Street, (212\ 9fi-2&S

Art of the Olmr16fl l+.&cape
Through l!-ov. I Photographio plans, and original
drawings illustrating th1 work of this famous
American landscape architect. Metropolitan Museum
of Art, Fifth Avenue at 82nd Streeto (if2) gZ9-S500

Transfonned Houses
Oct l-25 An exhibit of photographs illustrating the
positive steps taken by urban homeowners to ieshape
their houses. Parsons School of Design, 66 Fifth
Avenueo Qlz) 741-5361

Contemporary Roman architecte: GRAU
Oct. l5-Nov. 6 A show of work by contemporary
Roman Architects and Planners.-Columbia
Universitl School of Architectureo Avery Hall, on the
campus. For inforrnation: (212) 280-34f4

Art of the Avant-Garde in Ruseia
Oct. l6-Jan. 3 Selections from the George Costakis
Collection, including 275 paintings and worke on
paper by Russian artists from 1908-1932. A catalogue
will accompany the exhibit with text by Angelica
Rudenstine and Margit Rowell. The Guggenheim
Museum, l07l Fifth Avenue, (2f2) S60-f300

Buil.lin$ in Progreee II: Illidtown Office Towera
Oct l9-Nov. l3 Models, drawings, and photographs
of recent construction in midtovrn. The-Urban
Center, 457 Madison, (212) 935-3960 for information

The Zoning Game
Oct. l9-Nov. 13 An explanation of zoning-its rules,
terminology, and principal players. The Urban
Center, 457 Madison Avenue, (212) 935-3960

Manhattan Photos
Oct. 27-FeI. 2l Group show of contemporarv color
photographs of New York from a book of the same
ti-tle, to be published by Harry Abrams in the fall.
Museum of the City of New York, Fifth Avenue at
l03rd Street. (212\ 534-1672

Manhattan Additione
End of October-Dec. 3l Drawings and models of two
Manhattan apartment buildings by Diana Agrest and
Mario Gandelsonas to begin construction inlate 1981.
The Lobby, 369 le:<ington Avenue

Princeton
Bernini Drawinge
Oct. 4-Nov. l5 79 drawings by Gianlorenzo Bernini
from the Museum der Bildend-en Kunste, Ieipzig. A
catalogue will be published by the Museum in
assoeiation with Princeton University Press.
Princeton University Art Museum, (6001 4SZ-2797

Vashrngton

Alfred Bendinero FAIA: A Retrorpecrive
Through Oct. 25 Lithographs, caricatures and
drawings by the noted Philadelphia artist and
architect. The Octagon, 1799 New York Avenue N.V.
(202) 638-3ros

London

Sir Edwin Lands€er lertyena
Nov lTth on. An exhibition of work. Hayward
Gallery, Belvedere Roado South Bank, (0f) 92S-3144

Verona, Italy
New Chieago Arehiteeture
fhrough Nov. ll Photographeo modele, and original
drawings of work by 15 "n;w" Chicago architecis-
Thomas Beeby, Laurence Bootho Stuart Coheno
Deborah Doyle, Jarnes Goetsch, Gerald Horn,
Helmut Jahn, Ron Krueck, James Nagle, Anders
Nereim, Peter Pran, Kenneth Schroeder, John
Syvertsen, Stanley Tigerman and Ben Veese. The
catalogre will have essays on this "school" by Charles
Jencks, Christian Norberg-Schulz, Nory Milier,
_Heinrich Klotz, and JohnZukowsky. Gian Guardia
Vecchio, Verona.

Austin

The Clasrieal Tradition: The Vave of the Future
Oct. 2 A conference sponeored by Claesical Arnerica.
Speakers include John Barringon Bayley, John
Blatteau, Pierce Rice, and Arthur Ward. School of
Architecture, University of Texas. For further
information eall: (512) 4713123

Boston
Harvard l-ceturc
Oct. 6: Peter Shepheard, Dean Emeritus and
Professor of Architecture, University of Penneylvania
Graduate School of Fine Arts. Oct. !0th: Grani and
Isle Jones, Landscape architects. Oct. 27th: Thomas
H. Beeby, architect and Director, School of
 rchitecture, University of lllinois, Chicago Circle.
P-iper Auditorium, Gund Hall, Cambridge-, (6lZ)
495-5520. Tuesdays at 5:30 pm.

Tour of Churehea
Oct 17 Tour of Trinity Church on Copley Square and
Church of the New Covenant at Newbury and
Berkeley Streets. Sponsored by the Boston Society of
Architects; 9:30 am. For information: (617) 267-5175

Gropius'[egaey
Oct 2l Lecture sponsored hy the Boston Society of
Architects on "TAC: the Heritage of Walter
Gropius." Chip Harkness will examine desigrrs try
Gropius and discuss recent work by TAC. Boston
Architectural Center, 320 Newbury Street, (61?)
267-5175.5:30 pm

Detroit
Tomorrow's Vork Plaee
Oct. 4-6 First north American conference on
industrial architecture. Speakers include Kenneth
Frampton, Paul Kennon, Delmar Landon, Donald
Ephlin, and Edward Deming. To be held at the Hotel
Pontchartrain. For further information call AIA in
Washington : (202\ 626-7 364

Calveston

Conference on Urban Deeign/ Galveston
Oct. 28-31Third international conference on urban
desigrr using Galveston as an "urban laboratory" to
study the issues of historic preservation, zoning,
sunbelt migration and the role of philanthropies in
downtown development For furthir informaiion call:
(800) 323-6556 aek for Locator A-L29, or contact rhe
Institute for Urban Design: (914) 253-5527. The
conference is sponsored by the Institute for Urban
pesigrr in cooperation with Rice University and the
University of Texas at Auetin.

Houston

TalI Buitdirgo Talks
A lecture series on tall building desigrr organized by
the Rice Desip Nliance. Oct. 

-7: 
He-Imut Jahn. Oci.

14: Fazlur Khan. Oct. 2l: Henry Cobb. Oct. 28:
Cesar Pelli. Nov. 4: Antony Lumsden. The
Auditorium of the Mueeum of Fine Arts, Vednesdays
at 8 pm. For further information call: (713)527476

New Haven

Yale Lectures
Oet. 6: Hervin Romney, partner of Arquitectonica.
Oct. 20: Paul Pippin . Oci.2Z: Rafael Vinolv. Nov. 3:
James Stirling. Nov 17: Herbert Newman. Yale
School of Architectureo Hastings HalI, 180 York
Street. For information call: (2b3) 436-0550.
Tuesdays at 6 pm

I\ew York City
Digeover New York Walking Tours
Thrgugh Oct. 25th Tours sposored by the Municipal
Art Society every Sunday at2. $3 members, $5 non
members. Call (212) 935-3960 for information

Exldhits
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GRAU com,es to l{eut York
Chicago goes to Yerona
Lutyerus aliae in Londnn

Hello Skyline ?
October Events at the Architectural kague
457 Madison Avenue, NewYork, N.Y 10022
Telephone: (212, 7 5 1-1722

Review of Reviews
A monthly roundtable discussion by iournalists of
architectural events c reported in the press
Stanley Abercrombie, AIA Journal
Nory Miller, kogressive Architecture
Mildred Schmertz, Architectural Record
Michael Sorkin, The Village Voia
Suzanne Stephens, Skytine

Tuesday evening, October lJth at 6:10
Dwelling in the Cracks I: Recornmendations and Suppositions
Slide Presentations of I0[ork byYoung Architects
Steven Forman, Steven Holl, Ralph krner, Donna Robertson

Tuesday evening, October 20th at 6:30
Dwelling in the Cracks II: Construcrions
Robert Grzywacz, James Sanders and Roy Strickland, David Spiker

Tuesday evening, October 27ti at 6:30
Dwelling in the Cracks III: Fragments and Figments
Dodie Acklie, David Cagle, Alexander Gorlin,
Michael McDonough, Mark Schimmenti

Admission: kague Members: Fre, Non-Members: i5.00

llew Architecture
Books lron Bizoli

CHICAGO ARCHITECTURAL JOURNAL
Edited by Anders Nereim. An important
new annual journal on architecture in
Chicago and internationally with essays by
Alan Greenberg, Stanley Tigerman, Judith
Wolin, George Ranalli, and others. 80 pp.
93 b&w illus. Paper: $15.00

DESIGN BY CHOICE
Reyner Banham. A collection of fascinating
and widely diversified essays representing
the seminhl thought of one of the foremost
contemporary design historians during the
last 20 years. 152 pp. 150 illus., 8 color
pages. $27.50

DESIGN: VIGNELLI
lntroduction by Emilio Ambasz. Display and
discussion of the myriad products created
by Lella and Massimo Vignelli, two 

-of 
the

niost prolific designers of our time. 108 pp.

91 pp.photos. PaPer: $15.00

FFANCO ALBINI
Edited by Franca Helg, Antonio Piua,
Marco Albini. The first study of the influ'
ential ltalian architect and interior designer.
Text in ltalian and English. 175 pp. 145 il-
lus., 28 in color. Paper: $17.50

THE HEROTC PERIOD OF IIODERN
ARCHITECTURE.
Alison and Peter Smithson' lnvaluable re-

cord of an extraordinary period in architec-
ture: iust before and after World War l. 90
pp.2U illus., 24 in color. Paper: $12.50

IDEA AS MODEL
Richard Pommer and Christian Hubert.
Twenty major architects who submitted
modeli for the 1976 lnstitute for Arcfiitec-
ture and Urban Studies exhibition now
submit 1980 models for inclusion and com-
parison with the original material. _120 

pp'
i50 illus., 12 in color. Paper: $17.50

IVAN LEONIDOV
Rem Koolhaas. Gerrit Oorthuys. lntroduc'
tion by Kenneth Frampton. The first book
devoted exclusively to this important ar-
cfritect of the Russian Revolutionary period.
100 pp. 150 illus.,4 in color. Paper: $17.50

LATE MODERN ARCHITECTURE
Charles Jencks. Jencks defines Late Mod-
ern architecture, analyzing major works and
protagonists. 192 pp.300 illus., 32 pager in
color. Hardcover: $32.50. Paper: $22.50

LE CORBUSIER'S FIRMINY CHURCH
Essays by Anthony Eardley, et a/. TheJirst
mon6graitr on Le Corbusier's last project,

including drawings, original h-andwritten
notes, sketches ahd models. 120 pp' 150

iilus., 12 in color. PaPer: $17.50

RIZZOLI INTERN ATION AL PU BLICATION S

7I2 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. IOOI9

on exhibits, and other eoents

Tour of Upp". Fifth Avenue
Oct. 4th "Upper Fifth Avenue: the Town House and
the Private Palace" led by Henry Hope Reed of
Classical America. $5 nonmembers, g2 members. A
picnic lunch is available by reservation. Museum of
the City of New York, Fifth Avenue at l03rd Street,
(212)534-1672.2 pm

![aterfront [ccture Series
Oct. 5: "Cargo vs. People" by Sigurd Graba. Oet. 12:
"The Golden Door: New York's Historic Vaterfront"
by Brendan Gill. Oct. 19: "Baltimore: Inner Harbor
Rinewal" by Lauren Askew, Martin Millspaugh,
Benjamin Thompson and Assoc., and David A.
Waiiace. Oct. 26: "Battery Park City" by Richard
Kahan, Lawrence Lipson and Ceear Pelli. Vood
Auditorium, Avery Hall, Columbia University
camput. Mondays 6pm. (212) 280-34f4 for info

Review of Reviewe
Oct. I A round table discussion by journalists of
architectural events as reported in the press.
Sponsored bv the Architettural league, at the Urban
Clnter,45? ilIadison Avenue, (212\753'L722. 6:30 pm

lecture Seriee on P.B. VUht
Four lectures in conjunction with an exhibit of
Wisht's work in New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia

-6ct. 
7: "P.B. Wight'e National Academy of Desigrr:

A Monument to RuJkin and the Pre-Raphaelites."
Oct. 14: "Filth Avenuens Victorian Mansions." Oct'
2l: "Cast lron Commercial Buildings in New York
and Chicago After the Civil Var." Oct. 28th:
"Preservalion of Victorian Buildings: Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts by Frank Furness"'
Nationai Academy of Design. 1083 Fifth Avenue at

89th, (212) 369-'1880. Wenesdays,6 pm.

Iectures at Columbia
Oct. 7: "The City and Music" by Schuyler Chapin
and William Schuman. Oct. 14: '"Amsterdam
Housing," Helen Searing. Oct. 2l: *Frank Lloyd -^
Wrightis Robie House" 6y Joseph C^onnor1.. Oct. 28:
"Th"e Citv and Film" with Andrlw Sarris, Vincent
Canby, and Paul Goldberger. November 4: o'P-rojects

in Germany, the United Siates, and the United'
Kingdom" 

-by 
Ja*.s Stirling. Lecture serie-s continues

into"December. Vood Auditorium, Avery Hall,
Columbia University Campus. For information call:
(212\ 2N-3414. WednesdaYs at 6 Pm.

Young Arehitecta lecture Series
Oct. i3, 20,27 Steven Formano Ralph lrrner,
Richard Reid, Steven Holl, Dodie Acklie, Donna

Robertson, David Spiker, and others present their
*""t . Sro".ored bf the Architectural kague, The

Urban i"r,t.r, 457'Madison Avenue, (212) 753-1722'

6:30 pm

Svmnosium on Contemporary Roman Architeets
Ott.'I5 Panel discussion by Alesandro Anselmi,
Massimo Martini, Pino Milani, AIan Colquhoun'
Kenneth Frampton, and Romaldo Giurgola on
oarticipants in'the show of "Contemporary Roman
Lrchit6cts and Planners" at Columbia' Wood
Auditorium, Avery Hall. For information: (212)

280-3414

Richard Pommer l-ecture
O"i. fS Ri.t ard Pommer' Professor of Architectural
Historv at Vassar will speak on "Recent Architecture
and Mlther Nature." City University Graduate
Center Auditorium,33 West 42nd Street' 7:30pm

Lunchtirne Iecturee
Soonsored bv Urban Center Books. Oct' 20: G'E'
Kdd." Smith on his 3 volume work, Architecture of
the IJnited Stotes, introduced by Arthur Drexler,
Director of the Department of Architecture & Design

at MoMA. Oct.27i klla and Massimo Vignelli on

their work, introduced by Stephen Swid. Chairman
of Knoll International. The Urban Center, 457

Madison Avenue, l2:30-l:30 Pm. Free

The Eryilieh l,andecaPe Garden
Oii. iZllecture on Stourhead and the creation of
the English landscape garden by Thomas P' Burr,

should. be sent to Skyline at lcast sk ueeks
before the dote of publitotian.

Regional [nformation Offlcer for the National Trust.
Royal Oak Foundation,4I East 72nd Street, (212)
861-0529. $5 members, $6.50 non-members, $3.(X)
students. 6 pm

San Francisco

[,eeture Seriee by Interrrational Architecte
Sponsored by the AIA of San Francisco and the
Museum of Modern Art. Oct. 6: Ricardo legorretta.
Oct. l3: Richard Rogers. Oct. 27: Arata Isozaki.
Nov. l0: Anna Bofill. Nov. 17: Eberhard Zeidler.
Nov. 24 Cesar Pelli. Tickets are available at the AIA,
790 Market St, S30 for the series; at the door: $7
general, $6 members, $4 seniors and students.
Lectures will be held at the Galleria Desigrr Center,
l0l Kansas Street. Tuesdays at 8 pm

Toronto

Jailhoue€ Tech
Oct. I-3 A conference on current and emerging
technology for providing secure environments in
correctional facilities. Sponsored by the AIA
Committee on Architecture for Justice in cooperation
with the Toronto Society of Architects. $135 per
person. For more information call: (202) 626-7365

Vashington
Smithaonian l-eeture Seriee
"Architecture-Theory and Praetice" Oct. 14: Paul
Goldberger. Oct: 2l: William McDonald' Oct- 28:

Robert A.M. Stern. Nov. 4: Eli Attia. Nov. 18:

Suzanne Stephens. The series continues through
December and costs $85 for nonmembers, $61 for
members, $35 for students with [.D., and $51 for
architects under 35. Tickets will also be sold at the
door. For location and information: (202) 357-3030'
Vednesdays at 8prf,

Thig winter in New York: "Suburbs," a Ehow

documenting earlv suburban prototypes (resort
communitieJ and industrial villages) at the Cooper
Hewitt; guest curated by Robert A.M.-Stern and

John Ma-ssengale, opening November lfth^' : ' ' Also

ireanized bv"M". Siern, i retrospective of the work
ofh."*o.d Hood beeinning in December at the
Institute for Architect-rr"" at d Urban Studies' The

catalogue will include discussion of his critical
writinis. assessment of the architect by his
conteriporaries and a comparative analysis of his
work bi (Robert A.M. Stern of course!)' ' ' Starting
Novem6er 30 at the Houghton Gallery, Cooper
Uniorr, discover "Window, Room, Furniture"- 103

resDonses to each of these elements by artists and

architects including Arata Isozaki' Charles Jencks,
Lucio Pozzi, Juditli Turner and Barbara Dreyer'

AIso olan on attendfug the following celebratione:
"The Ba[ of the Century" in honor of the
A."tiit""t"".l League's [OOth Birthday, -complete 

with
a floor show on thi last 100 years of architectural
historv' at Studio 54 on December 9th . ' ' Opening
on the same date at the National Academy of Design

iso o'The Making of the Architect", an ex-hihit on

.""hit""to.al eiucation with a focus on Columbia
Universitv's Graduate School of Architecture and
Plattt it g, to celebrate the school's centennial'

Next
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